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November 10, 1981

Honorable Carl D. Perkins
Chairman

Committee on Education and Labor
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Hr. chairman:

awn h. 41.1.0
..WV mown,.

.404 .6..40.4 MN04 FA.4 4144, MO.

As you know, Section 8(b) of the Asbestos School Hazard Detection and
Control Act of 1980 (P.L. 96-270) directed the Atuorney General of the
United States to conduct a study of means by which the United States
could recover the costs of resoving or containing friable asbestos from
public school buildings, and within one year after enactment, to submit
to the Congress the results of that study, together with any appropriate
recommendations. That study has been completed, and The Attorney
General's Asbestos Liability Report to the Congress" was forArded to 4

the Congress on September 21, 1581.

In his Report the Attorney General deals not only with the right, of the
United States to recover damages resulting from the removal or containment
of friable asbestos in schools: but it provides extensive information on
the rights o.1 state and local governments, school boards, and public
school districts, and how they might recover damages due to the expense
of removal or containment offriable ssbestlas in.school buildings. In
this regard, I believe the Attorney General's Report is a most valuable
document which will be of-considerable assistance to local officials in
enabling them to better protect the legal rights of the local school districts.

The Report unfortunately did not receive broad distribution. In his letter
to you dated September 21, 1981, transmitting the Report to the Congress,
a copy of which is enclosed, the Attorney General encouraged our Committee
to consider distributing it to state and local authorities. ,In spite of
subsequent urging, the Justice Depart6ent continuos to argue that the
Congress has responsibility for dissemination of the Report. I, therefore,
request that this most important document be reproduced so that it can he
made available to the public. I think that ten (10) copies per state would
MA be excessive and suggest that five hundred (500) copies should be printed.

R
ItUkt165-

5 Chairman
Subcommittee on Labor Standards
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Offtre of tfli Attornep General
Otts4ington,t. M. 20530

September 21, 1981

Honoiable Carl D. Perkins
Chairman, Committee on Educatios.

and Labor.
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

D=ar Chairman Perkins:

The purpose of,this letter is to transmit to you
THE ATTORNEY GENERAL'S ASBESTOS LIABILITY REPORT TO THE
CONGRESS, prepared pursuant to Section 8(b) of the Asbestos
School Hazard Detection and Control Act of 1980, Pub. L. 96-270
(June 14, 1980).

In the absence of federal funding, state and local -

school officials continue to have responsibility for taking
appropriate action to protect the health and safety of school
children and employees. I encourage yodr committee to consider
making the Report immediately available to state and
schbol authorities.

Sinc ely,

William French Smith
Attorney, General
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At least one court has concluded that knowledge of the
dangers of airborne asbestos fibers can beattributed to the
asbestos manufacturing industry as early as the mid-1930's and
"conduct throughout the industry despite the danger has been
summarized as one of indifferent silence." HarAy v. Johns-
Manville Sales Corp., 509 F.Supp. 1353, 13557E70. rei7-rg81).

As many as 10,000 cases have been filed by people, usually
workers, alleging death or injury resulting from asbestos fibers
since the landmark decision of Sorel v. Fibreboard Paper Products
Corp., 493 F.2d 1076 (5th Cir. NM, cert. denied, 419 U.-8.716-9
(1974), which allowed recovery by an aiMtoiTsiiid mesothelioma
victim under the or theory of strict liability, predicated on
"failure to warn" and "failure to test."

Despite the danger, the industry was "silent with respect to
the dangerous relationship between asbestos and cancer." Hardy v.
John: - Manville Sales Corp., supra, 509 F.Supp. at 1355. Further,
a convincing case can be made based upon industry documents pro-
duced in litigation, that certain industry officials actively
sought to obscure data linking asbestos and fatal diseases.
General Background, Section IV, Infra.

Mesothelioma, like asbestos, has a long latency period. The
latency period -- 35 to 40 years 3/ -- is so long that it is not
yet possible to correlate mesothelioma deaths with the use of
sprayed asbestos in the schools, which occurred primarily between
1946 and 1972. Unlike asbestosis, which generally requires expo-
sures over a long period of time, mesothelioma, "extraordinarily
painful and always fatal . . . may result from one exposure to
asbestos dust or fibers." Hardy v. Johns-Manville Sales Corp.,
supra, 509 F.Supp. at 1355. .

Congress has determined that "medical science has not estab-
lished any minimum level of exposure to asbestos fibers which is
considered to be safe to individuals exposed to fibers" and "the
presence in school buildings of friable or easily damaged asbestos
creates an unwarranted hazard to the health of the school children
and school employees who are exposed to such materials." 20 U.S.C.
3601(a)(3), (6).

Not all uses of asbestos are dan,erous. If't%e fibers are
encased in a hard product such as tile, there should ordinarily
be no danger, although if hard materials are damaged, fibers may
be released. Accordingly, the Act is concerned with "friable c:
easily damaged asbestos." 20 U.S.C. 3601(a)(&). The most common
use with which we are concerned is sprayed-on, "friable" asbestos

3/ Selikoff, Hammond and Seidman. Latency of Asbestos Disease
Among Insulation Workers in the Unfted-Tfiltes and Canada,

Vol. 46, No. 12, CANCRRTUec. 15, 198U).

(V111)
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-- most often used on classroom, corridor, shop, gym, music room,
boiler room, or storage room ceilings, in a noise Insulation or
decoratiWproduct. "Friable" means that,the substance, which
has a spon0, irregular, or textured appearance, can he crumbled
by hand. Asbestos may constitute from two to fifty per cent or
more of the sprayed product.

Spraying for fireproofing ,and insulation purposes of mate-
rials containing more than one percent asbestos was banned by
the Environmental Protection Agency in 1973 (and in 1978 for
virtually all purposes), because of the hazard posed by release
of fibers into the air during the spraying. The applicttion of
asbestos products by trowel, however, has not been banned.

Asbestos fibers are microscopic and sub-microscopic in size
so that once disturbed they remain airborne foE extended periods
of time, Even after settling to the ground, the fibers wi!1
again become airborne if disturbed by walking or sweeping --
normal activities in classrooms and corridors.

Friable asbestos will release fibers into schoolroom air if
disturbed by vibrations from operation.of machinery, maintenance
activities, ventilation systems,"product deterioration, inten-
tional or accidental student contact, and water^damage. In New
Jersey, experts visited a sample of 48 asbestos-containing schools,
"and 33 of these were found to have visible evidence of damage to
asbestos contents." 4/ The preparers of this Report have per-
sonally observed in schools visited, evidence of fiber release
including: places where large sections of friabl.a asbestos have
simply fallen away as a result of deterioration, loss of bonding,
or water damage; gouge marks presumably made by long-handled
objects in shop classrooms, holes made by thrown objects including
an embedded pencil; and the recollections of two teachers regard-
ing the falling away of pieces of asbestos for many years from
ceilings in their classrooms.

Fortunately. it appears that most of the nation's schools do
not contain any friable asbestos. However, in the schools that
do contain friable asbestos -- and these schools range geographi-
cally from Massachusetts to California -- the s4uare footage of
cove-age and therefore the cost of removal or containment, can be

cinit.i extensive. The Cinnaminson Township Board of Wucation. Bur-
lington County, New Jersey, alleges that it has expended over one
million dollars to deal with the asbestos problem in three schools.
As an example of the extent of the problem, approximately 20% of
New York City public schools and 10% of New Jersey schools have
been found to contain asbestos materials in student use areas. 5/

4i S.Rep. No. 96-710, 96th Cong., 2d Sess. 7 (1980).

5/ Id.



Abatement of schnol tsbestus hazirds currently rests in the
hands of local and StAte governments, since Congress has not
appropriated any funds under the Act to ma%e federal grants and
loans. Also, the Environmental Rrotectita asency has cancelled
plans to promulgate a rule under the TO4IC 'Sklb>t.tnat'S Control Act
requiring school authorities tp take corrective actron it "has
concluded that identifying hatards Will provide local schot.t
districts with enough information to take corrective action on
their own.:; 6/

4,
FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

1. The parties most likely liable are the asbestos processors
and manufacturers, and manufacturers of the asbestos spray-on
products. It will be necessary to establish that the known
danger.to asbestos workers should have caused these parties to:
(1) test to determine whether friable asbestos could be hazardous
as a result of indoor environmental exposures, and (2) warn that
asbestos fibers had caused."deaths and injuries in occupaTTanal
Settings, and if released from asbestos pkoducts, could prove
harMful as 3 result of indoor environmental. exposures. general
Background. Sections III. IV, infra. In the case study we
examined in the greatest detaiTTge school district was not even
informed that the products applied in its schools contained asbes-
ths. However, to establish liability, it will also be necessary
to prove either as a matter of law or by trial of a factual issue,
that friable asbestos Ls hazardous. The desirability of including
as defendants other parties in addition to asbestos and asbestos
spray-on manufacturers, such as distributors. installers, archi-
tects, and contractors, would best be determined on a case-by-case
basis.

2. It is often possible through investigation, architect or
contractor recollection, plans and specifications, or state
archives, to ascertain the identity of the manufacturer of the
asbgtos product used in a particular school. General Background,
Section VI, 'infra.

.3. Despite the potential liability of the asbestos and asbestos
spray-on manufacturers, the United States should not attempt to
recover for the elementary reason that no funds have been appEo-.
priated to make federajzrants and loans under the Act. Nureover,
there arC-71Z7Thdrations that runaM1 5e appropriated In the
future).

4. Even if funds were to be appropriated, this recommendation
`would remain unchanged for the following reasons.

6/ 46 fed. Reg. 23,726 (April 27. 1981).

(X)
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(A) The fiscal impact of providing federal aid co
school authorities to remedy *e asbestos probblm should be under-

-stood in advance: While recovery may be obtained through litiga-
tion in some some situations, it is by no means certain. The
Act as currently enacted offers what may be an illusory hOpe of
reducing federal expenditures through litigation. Thus, if
federal funds are provided, the burden should be understood to
fall on the federal taxpayer, unless liability is imposed on the
asbestos manufacturer by statute similat to the Superfund and
Black Lung programs, and similar to a provision in the Asbestos
School Hazard Detection and Control Act deleted prior to enact-
ment. 7/

(b) Even though most schools apparently do not contain
friable asbestos, there are still a large number of situations of

ypotentral liability across the nation. Case-by-case litigation
brought by the United States.under state law, is a comparatively
inefficient means of addressing the problem. If Congress is
convinced that liability should be federally imposed On the
manufacturers, other options should be reconsidered, including
imposing liability or creation of a federal cause of action w..th
a special statute of limitation. Also, appropriate 'federal agen-
cies could review their authorities under such statutes as.the
Toxic Substances Control Act and the Consumer Products Safety
Act tp determine whether the school asbestos prohlem should be
addressed by administrative action.

(c) Remedies canibemore efficiently sought by local
and state authorities, because the outcome of litigation will
depend on distinct state laws and varying factual situations.

5. Although this Report recommends that the United States should
not sue, the government could recover if suit were brought co
recover federal funds ultimately expended. The viable theo-
ries of recovery include:

(a) equitable restitution, Restatement of Restitution,
5115:

(b) strict liability, Restatement Of Torts, 5402A1 "

(c) negligence: and

'

7/ The present section 8 mandating this Report was sul4 tituted
for the industry detection fund provision in the Use

Committee, on Education and Labor mark-up of H.R. 1524 on May 1,
1979, which bill,was then.substituted'into H.R. 3282 and 'reported
out the same day. See generally, rely v. Turner-51khqxn Minin
Co., 428 U.S. 1 (197ST (uphold ng imposition on mining operatori
3r-burden of providing benefits to Black Lung victims). .---

(XI)
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(d) breach of plied warranties of merchantability
and fitnLss for a particular purpose.

The basis for the restitution claim is the contention that
the asbestos manufacturers have a duty to abate the zsbcstos hazard
in the schools., and that public authorities perforating that duty
lave a right Co restitution from the manufacturers.

The strict liability and negligence claims are predicated on
the manufacturers' failure Co warn of the dangerous propensities
of asbestos fibers, and failure to test to determine if friable
asbestos could be hazardous. The implied warranty claims are
based on the unsuitability of the product for its intended use.

6. The primary obstacles to successful litigation are:

(a) A majority of Am7?can decisions have held that
"economic loss" is not recoveraLle in tort. However, the presence
of a hazardous product creates a situation in which it may be
persaTEITLYcontLaded tLat tort recovery is appropriate against
a manufacturer that sold asbestos products used in schools in the
absence of warnings or tests.

(b) Because of the time elapsed since installation of
the asbestos, usually at least nine years, statutes of limitation
constitute potential obstacles to recovery. However, the asbestos
manufacturers continue to contend that friable asbestos in schools
is not dangerous. The manufacturers are faced with tke dilemma
of on the one hand arguing thrt the danger was obvious so as to
commence the running of a "discovery" or "manifestation" statute
of limitation, while on the other hand denying even today, that
the product is dangerous.

7. School authorities faced with substantial ex enditures in
remov ng or containing tr a e asbestos s ou , as a matter of
the utmost urgency consult will qualified counsel to determine
whether they should rile litigaCrOn on their own, as at least
three school districts already have done. Urgency is necessary
because of statutes of limitation. Litigation on the theories
set forth in recommendation 5, supra, may prove to be a desirable
method of reducing fiscal burdens on taxpayers. School districts
contemplating litigation should consult with counsel to insure
that adequate tests ar.d other measures are performed and retained
to support the proof requirements of litigation. Finally, we
note that in the three cases we know of filed by school districts
to date, each district retained qualified products liability
counsel.

8. Though the problem of friable asbestos in the schools is in

one sense a national one, the absence of a federal law assigning
liability suggests that the better solution is at the local or
staje level. The primary goal is to remedy hazardous situations

11



as quickly as possible. Illusory hopes of federal assistance
can obstruct rather than aid attainment of this goal.

At the sane time. it is clearly in the national interest that

, those school districts facing sobst.ntial abatement expndicures
be able co recover from chose who manufactured and sold asbestos-

prookacts without- warning of the dangers of breathing asbestos

fibers. School discficts should keep the Department of Justice
informed about such litigation so chit the Dcparment can determine

whechet assistance in the litigation is appropriate. The Depart-

ment contact fur counsel representing stacv or local authorities

is:

Policy. Legislation and Special Litigation Section
Land and Natural Resources Division
Room 2615 Main Justice Building
Washington. D.C. 20530
(202) 633-2847

CONCLUSION

Litigation, but by school authorities rather than cite federal

government. should be quickly investigated by school authorities

and their counsel as one potential means of reducing the fiscal

impact on taxpayers of abating asbestos hazards in the schools.

The federal government should support local school authorities in

such litigation. but should not bring such actions on its own.

cm,



INTRODUCTION TO REPORT

The Attorney General was directed by Congress in Section

8(b) of the Asbestos epho011iazard Detection and Control

Act of 1980 (20 U.S.C. 3607(b)), to-prepare a report to the

Congress on whether the United States "should or could recover,

from any person determined py the Attorney General to be

k liable for such costs," amounts expended to detect, contain,

or remove hazardous asbestos products from the schools.

%This Report addresses thT,issue from the standpoint of the

ichoel districts as prospective\plaintiffs, because if the United

States wore to sue, it would stand in the shoes of the schoql

districts.

The Report is divided into two major portions -- General

Background and Legal Issues.

The General Background portion contains the results of

the factUdl research and investigation. 1/ Section I briefly

sets forth some of the uses of asbestos lor the purpose

of providing general information.

;'

1/ The Department solicited in writing comments pertaining
to the subject of this Report from a broad spectrum of

potentially interested groups, including t'e National Association
----ofAttasneysGenetal._National_District Attorneys Association,

Asbestos Information Association/North America, Environmental
Defense Fund, American Federation of Teachers, Asbestos
Textile Institste, International Association of neat and Frost
Insulators and Asbestos WorXery, National Congress of Parents
and Teachers, National PTA, National School Boards Association,

and Cduncil of Chief State School Officers.
0

(Footnote 1/ continued on next pagekr

(1)
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2

Section II describes the asbestos industry to provide

an understanding of the segments of the industry containing

potential manufacturer defendants.

Section III describes the diseases attributed to in-

halation of asbestos fibers -- asbestosis, lung cancer, and

mesothelioma.

Section IV explores the documents recently discovered

in liability litigation by workers against asbestos manu-

F facturers, which indicate that some asbestos industry companies

(Continuation of Pootnote J)

The Asbestos Information Association/North America,
an industry association, was the only group to provide written
comments. Letters dated April 23, 1981 and May 4, 1981,
prepared by the Washington office of the law firm of Kirkland

Ellis, generally suggested that the United States should
not, and probably in most cases could not, recover from asbestos
manufacturers. We thank the Association for its detailed
letters. We also thank the school officials of the District
of Columbia and PrinCe George's County, Maryland; the Building
Commissioner and other officials of Newton, Massachusetts;
the Maryland State Department of Education; and the law
firm of Brown, Connery, Culp, Willie,'Purnell v-d Green,
of Camden, New Jersey, representing in litigation the
Cinnaminson Township Board of Education,.Burlington County,
New Jersey, for their extensive cooperation in the Department's
factual investigation which attempted to ascertain answers
to such practical questions as: "Can the 'dentity of manu-
facturer defendants still be ascertained?" and "What warnings,.
if any, were furnished with the product?"

The Department also consulted with representatives of
the federal Asbestos Hazards School Safety Task Force,
established by Section 3 of the Act, 20 U.S.C. 3602.
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and officials, and an industry trade association, had knowledge

of the dangers of asbestos fibers as early as the 1930's.

What asbestos manufacturers knew or should have known ib

important for purposes of establishing "failure to warn,"

"failure to test," and "foreseeability of harm," which are

predicates for the theories of recovery discussed under

Legal Issues.

Section V discusses asbestos problems in the schools.

"Friable" asbestos -- sprayed ceiling coatings which can be

pulverized by handpressure -- poses the principal threat

of releasing asbestos fibers into the air. Although airborne

levels of asbestos fibers released from building materials

ace low, it was pointed out in Section III discussing asbestos

related diseases, that even very low levels of expOsufe to

asbestos fibers have caused mesothelioma.

Finally, Section VI sete forth several case studies

basedon the cases already filed by two school districts,

seeking to recover the costs of asbestos removal from asbestos

man acturers. Atso, this section sets forth the Department's

obse vations of the asbestos problem in schools in three

sch 1 districts which were visited. The conclusion is that

fria le asbestos products were installed in the schools in

the ence of warnings o the dangers posed by the inhalation

86-433 0 - 81 - 2



4

of asbestos fibers. Also, it is ofteri possible through

investigation to ascertain the identity of the manufacturers

of asbestos products used in the schools.

The Legal Issues portion of the Report commences with

a summary of duty, breach of duty, injury, and limitations

issues. The proof required of a plaintiff in a products

liability case of this kind is lAgely the same, regardless

of the particular theory of action. It is emphasized at the

outset that in answering the legal question of whether the

United States could recover, two legal issues stand out.

The first issue is whether the cost of removing asbestos --

which would probably be characterized by many courts as

" economic loss" -- can be characterized as a tortious injury

for purposes of establishing the "breach of a duty" element

of a restitution or tort products liability theory of re-

covery. The second issue is whether; in view of the fact

that asbestos products in most cases were installed in the

schools anywhere from nine to thirty-five years ago, statutes

of limitation operate as a bar to recovery. The issues are

intertwined in that it will be necessary, in many juris-

dictions, to estfblish that the particular form of "economic

loss" represented by asbestos removal costs is a tortious

injury, in order to obtain the benefit of more appropriate

16



5

and more favorable statutes of limitation than are applicable

to contractual causes of action. The basic task of a school

district plaintiff will be to establish that its cause of action

should not be viewed to have accrued or manifested itself

unbil a time within the period of the applicable statute of

limitation -- for example, less than two years ago under

a two-year statute.

Section I of the Legal Issues portion discusses the economic

loss issue, and states that the failure to warn, coupled

with the hazardous nature of the product (Sections III and IV,

General Background, infra), support the conclusion that the

'economic loss" caused by asbestos school hazards should be

characterized as tortious injury. This section precedes the

discussion of potential theories of recovery, because it is

a critical legal issue raised in answering the question

posed by Congress, "could the United States recover..

Section I/ contains a discussion of the likely equit-

able and common law theories of recovery. Equitable restitution,

and the tort products liability theories of strict liability

and negligence, are the likely theories of recovery. Iiplied

warranty is discussed very briefly. Contractual statutes

of limitation usually accrue at the time of delivery of the

product rather than manifestation. of injury, so that an

17
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6

implied warranty theory is likely time-barred in many juris-

dictions. Misrepresentation is also discussed as a potential

theory of action not encumbered by the ezonomic loss obstacle.

Nuisance is concluded to be unavailable to school districts

as a cause of action. Section II F discusses legal arguments

that can be made as to whether friable asbestos constitutes

a hazard, including argument based on Congress' findings

contained in the Act requiring this Report, and previous

judicial rulinvs supporting a collateral estoppel argument.

However, no attempt is made to try the factual case in this .,

Report. If the courts do not find friable asbestos hazardous

as a matter of law for purposes of establishing a restitution

or products liability claim, this issue will be determined

by juries or judges on the basis of expert scientific and

medical testimony. Finally, Section ri G concludes that

state law rather than "federal common law* will probably be

determinative of substantive, as well as procedural, issues.

Section III discusses potential federal.remedies under

the Toxic Substances Control hot and the Consumer Product Safety

Act. It is concluded that absent administrative action, re-

covery under these Acts is, unlikely. No position is taken as to

the desirability of administrative action under these two Acts.

18
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Section IV discusses in very general terms the potential

liability of parties other than asbestos manufacturers --

such as distributors, general contractors and architects.

No position is taken on the liability of such other parties

and it is recommended that decisions whether to include

other parties as defendants be made on a case-by-case basis.

Finally, Section V discusses the statute of limitation

issue. As important as the limitation issue is, it is a

subject on which it is difficult to provide answers in a

general report of this nature. Outcomes under the limitation

statutes will depend on the varying laws of each state,

and also may be determibed by specific factual situations.

ID
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GENERAL BACKGROUND

I. USES FOR ASBESTOS

The word asbestos, of Greek origin, means "not extinguished,"

recognizing its most prominent physical characteristic --

resistance to fire. Asbestos has been used since the first

century because (4 this characteristic. As technology advanced,

manufacturers introduced asbestos into a variety of products,

particularly basic building materials, to enhance their strength

and durability. 2/

Asbestos is a generic.term applied to a wide chemical

variety of.naturally occurring mineral silicates that separate

into fibers. The three major forms of asbestos minerali*

are chrysotile ("white asbestos"), aMosite ("brown asbestos"),

and crocidolite, ("blUe asbestos "). Specific attributes

and properties vary with the different forms, but fibers of

all three forms share the commercial values of being incom-

bustible, possessing tensile strength, and having thermal

and electrical insulating properties. Asbestos fibers may
.

be packed, woven or sprayed. The fibers also share the '

characteristics of durability, flexibility, strength and

2/ Oversight Hearings on Asbestos Health Hazards to School-
children: Hearings on H.R. 1435 and H.R. 1524 Before the

Subcomm. on Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational Education,
96th Cong., 1st Sess. 220 (1979)(statement of Joseph Mohen).
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resistance to wear, making asbestos a well suited element

for approximately 3,000 separate commercial, public and

industrial applications. 3/

Siace the turn of the century, many building codes have

required that the steel beams and columns in high rise buildings

be protected with a suitable ftre resistant coating. Asbestos-

containing spray-on coatings became a popular lightweight fire-

proof-medium'used extensively to satisfy this requirement.

Asbestos-containing coatings were widely used for fireproofing,

acoustical, and decorative applications from 1950, through the

early 1970s. 4/

Spray application of asbestos offered the advantage

of rapidly covering large or irregular surfaces evenly and

efficiently. The application of asbestos as a sprayable

material expanded rapidly during World War II when it was

widely used for insulation in ships and submarines. In its

use for thermal insulation and acoustical treatment, varying

percentages of asbestos are mixed with other mineral ,fibers

and mineral binders. Spray application is the primary use

with which the schools are now concerned.

2/ U.S. Environmental Protection ..gency, Asbestos -Containing
Materials in School Buildings: A Guidance Document, Part 2,

I-1-1 - 1-1-2 (1979).

I/ 1979 Hearings, supra note 2, (statement of James P.
Leineweber, Ph.D.) at 178-79.
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Beginning in the 1950s blended fibers were used on the

underside of ceilings, and in boiler rooms and mechanical rooms

to prevent the loss of heat (thermal insulation) and the trans-

mission ot sound (acoustical insulation) to other areas. 5/

"(S)ubstantial amounts of asbestos, particularly in sprayed

form, have been used in ..zhool buildings, especially during

the period 1946-1972." 6/

n

.V 1979 Hearings, supra note 2, tstatement of- Herbert L.
kevine) at 213.

6/ 20 U.S.C. 3601(a)(4).

22
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II. DESCRIPTION OF THE ASBESTOS INDUSTRY

The purpose of this section is to provide some understanding

of the segments of the asbestos industry as an ai in considering

*potential defendants and theories of liability.

The movement of asbestos within the asbestos industry is

illustrated below:

Mining---'Milling--- primary - -- Secondary Industries--- Consumer 7/

Industries
Industrlei

Consumer IndustrieN

The mining segment of
the industry is the first to make con-

tact with asbestos. Fror 197/ to 1975, between 80 to 85%

of the asbestos consume°
domestically was imported, and of

the imported asbestos, nearly 964 originated in Canada.

The milling segment of the industry is very closely connected

to the mining segment
because mills generally are located near

'the mines. Moreover, the mines and mills generally are owned and

operated by the same parent corporations.

The mining segment of tho industry is also closely

connected to the primary
industries -- the product manufacturers

who initially fabricate asbestos products. Four corporations,

if U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, Chemical Market

Innut/Output Analysis of Selected Chemical Substances to

Assess Sources of Environmental
Contamination: Task III

Asbestos, 20 (1978).
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Johns-Manville Corporation, Raybestos-Manhattan, Inc., Jim

Walter Corporation, and ASARCO, Inc., not only control large

mining interests in Canada, but also control nearly 351 of

the American asbestos product's market. 8/ (See Tables 1 and 2

for the major manufacturers an' -iners of asbestos, and major .,

Producers of asbestos products, in the Appendix to this section.)

Secondary industiies continue the manufacturing process with

an intermediate asbestos product -- one in which the asbestos,

has previously been modified in a primary industry, by further

processing, modifying pr fabricating it to produce either another

intermediate product to be further processed, or a finished product.

Finally, consumer industries purchase a finished asbestos-containing

product from a primary or secondary
industry, and apply, install,

erect, or consume the asbestos-containing product without further

physical'mudification of.the product. 9/ Table 3 in the Appendix

illustrates the diver '.ty of transactions among primary, secondary

and consumer asbestos industries.

.Spray insulation products utilized 2% of the ast.eztos con-

sumed in the United States in 1971. 10/ Sprayed asbestos products

8/ Id. at 22.*

9/ Id. at 20.

January-19734 at-38.-

2,1
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were advertised in Asbestos magazine (1934-1973) and in Sweet's

Catalogue Service - Architectural Files (1947-1971). The com-

panies and their respective products found in these sources

include:

amaa
SliayO-Flake

Sprayed Insulation' Inc.

Aabestos Fibres Inc.
(Sdbsidiary of Sprayed
Insulation Inc.)

Smith S. Xanzler Inc.
(Seems to be new name
for Sprayed Insulation
Inc. after 1955)

National Gypsum

U.S. Gypsum

Asbestospray Corp.
(Later bought by
Spraycraft Corp.)

Air-O-Therm

Columbia Acoustics 6
Fireproofing Co.
(CAFCO)

"IA

Product

Sprayo-Flake

Spraykote

Spraycraft (Formerly Spraykote)

Spraycraft {Formerly Spraykote)

k

ThCrmacoustic (Asbestos not
specifically identified)

Protokote
Textolite (Asbestos not
specifically identified)

Asbestospray.

Jet-Sulation ) Asbestos not,
Jet-Acoustics) present after

1965

CAFCO Spray
Blaze-Shield
Sound-Shield
Heat-Shield
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Com an

U.S. Mineral Products Co.
(Formerly CAFCO)

Sprayon Insulation I Acoustics,
Inc.

Sprayon Research Corp.

Keashey 4 Mattison Co.
(Later sold to Certain-Teed)

Armstrong Contracting 4 Supply
Corp

Armstrong Cork Co.
--

Baldwin-Ehret-Hill Co.
'(Later bought by Keene Corp.)

Sprayed Insulations Ltd.

Benjamin Poster Co., Div. of
Amchem Products

haerSprayed Insulation Inc.,
Div. of Rogers Insulating 1.
Roofing Co.

Wilkin Insulation Co.

U.S. Insulation Sales Corp.

Product

CAFCO Spray
CAFCO Sound-Shield
CAFCO Sound-Shield 85

Spraydon

Spraydon

Sprayed "Limpet" Asbestos

Sprayed "Limpet" Asbestos

Armstrong Armaspray 16

PyrospraT
Monospray

Silbestoi

Foster Spray

Aaer-Sprayed SprayCraft

Thermo-Spray
Thermo-Coustic

Thermo-K Insulation
Thermo-Kote

In separate lawsuits brought by ...chool districts

seeking to recover costs of re.loving asbestos from schools,

the productn and Manufacturer defendants have been "Sprayolite'

manufactured by-National Gypsum Co., and "Audicote manufactured

. 26
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by 'U.S. Gypsum Co. 11/

Probable defendants in litigation seeking to recover the

costs of removing or containing asbestos in the schools, include

the Cohpanies mining, milling and processing asbestos, as well

as the companies Manufacturing the finished friable spray-on

products actually used in the schools.

II/ See discussion in the Case Studies section of this Report,

Ticfra.

.1_
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Appendix

Table 1 Captive Fiber Sources for the Major American Asbestos
Product Manufacturing Firms. 12/

Company Mine Fiber-Producing Capacity
(Short tons/year

'Canadian Mines

ASARCO
.

Johns-Minville
Producs Corpo'eJim W-. alter Corp. 2

Raybestis-Manhattan,
Inc.

...

General Dynamics
Corp.

I

Atlas Asbestos Co.

Union Carbide Corp.

.Johns- Manville
Products Corp.

Lake Asbestos of
Quebec, Ltd.

Canadian Johns-Manville
Co., Ltd.

-Carey-Canadian Mines, Ltd.

Cassiar Asbestos Corp.
(piprtial interest)

Asbestos Corp., Ltd.
(54% interest)

American Mines

Atlas Asbestos Co.

Union Carbide Mines

Coalings Asbestos Co.

150,000

835,000

200,000

110,000

500,000

25,000 '

10,000

(closed at present)

12/ U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, sutra note 7, at 23.

28
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Table 2 Twenty of the Largast U.S. Asbestos Product 'Manufacturers. 12

CoMpany Estimated 1975
Asbestos-Product Sales

(S millions)

Approximate Percentar-
of the U.S. Macke:.

1. Johns-Manville Corp.
2. Raybestos- Manhattan, Inc.
'3. SAP Corp.
4. Bendix Corp.
5. Jim Walter Corp.

(Celotex)
6. 'rmstrong Cork Co.
7. /411nois Central

240
140
114
72.5
71

60
60

18.0
10.5
8.5
5.5 ,

5.5

4.5
4.5

Industries (Abex Corp.)
8.'F1intkote Co. . 50 3.5

9. Asten-Hill Mfg. Co. 40.5 3.0

10. H.K. Porter Co.. 37.6 3.0
11. Certain-Teed Corp. 33.1 2.5

12. Nicolet Industries 30.7 2.0

13. Kentile Floors Inc. 29.5 2.0

14. National Gypsum Co. 27.1 2.0

15. Royal Industries 24.5 2.0

16. Uvalde-Rock-Asphalt Co. 21.6 1.5

17. Sabine Industries 21.6 1.5

18. American Asbestos Textile 15.0 1.0

19. ASARCO Inc. 13.0 1.0

(Cement Asbestos Products)
20. Gatke Corp. 11.6 1.0

ly Id. at 24.

2D
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III. HEALTH HAZARDS

The health hazards resulting from exposure to asbestos

were first identified in occupational settings with high

levels of fibers projucirig asbestosis and/or lung cancer.

More recent medical investigations have also uncovered

hazards in non-occupational settings, with low levels of

fibers producing mesothelioma. This section discusses asbestosis,

lung cancer and mesothelioma as they have been reported by

various medical investigators.

A. Asbestosis

Occupational health hazards associated with the inhalation

of asbestos fibers'were documented in the early 19008. The

health risks include non-malignant pulmonary fibrosis (or

asbestosis), and several types of malignancies -- bronchogenic

carcinoma (lung cancer), pleural and peritoneal mesothelioma,

...

and possibly other tumors. 15/

In Europe, especially England, medical and governmental

authorities began recognizing and recording serious pulmonary

illnesses and deaths occurring in asbestos factory and mill

workers as early as the turn of the century.' In 1906, H.

Montagu-Murray, a physician at London's Charing Cross Hospital,

15/ W. R. Reitze, W. J. Nicholson, D. A. Holaday, I. .7-.----
Selikoff, 'Application of Sprayed Inorganic Fiber

Containing Asbestos: Occupational Health Hazards," 33

American Industrial Hygiene Association Journal, 178 (1972).

86-433 0 - 81 - 3

3 4

4.
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reported to A Departmental Committee on Industrial Diseases

in Great Britain the autopsy findings of a man who had worked

for ten years in the carding room of an asbestos factory.

Montagu-Murray determined that the an had died of pulmonary

fibrosis. 16/ Montagu-Muciay considered' that the oom

dust had caused the lung scarring, or fibrosis,, but p dieted,

wrongly, that since the disease possibility was recognized,'

similar cases were unlikely to occur in the future. 17/

In North America conc*cns over asbestos related health

hazards surfaced about a decade later than in Europe. A

Canadian health inspector, examining conditions in an asbestos

factory in 1912, noted the remarks of a local physician,

who commented that large aMrunts of asbestos dust floating

in the factory's cobbing room had a 'weakening effect'

on the workers' lungs. II/

The year 1924 is considered to'be the turning point

in the medical recognition of, asbestos related health hazards.

In that year Cooke published an article, "Fibrosis of the Lungs

Due to the Inhalation of Asbestos Dust" in the British Medical

16/ I. J. Selikoff and D. H. K. Lee, Asbestos and
Disease, 20 (1978).

17/ I. J. Selikoff, "Asbestos - Associated Disease,"

568-in-Max:T-Rosenau-Fubilr-Health-NO-PTeWilffve Medicine,
(11th ed. JoWN-H. Last 1980).

18/ I. J. Selikoff and D. H. K. Lee, su)ca note 16, at 21.

3,
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Journal, whin reported tne death of an asbestos worker from

pulmonary fibrosis. The aut,psy revealed "curious bodies"

in the lungs of a woman who died after working thiiteen

years in a British asbestos textile factory. 19/ It was not

until 192E, that the "curious bodies" became known as "asbestos

bodies." 29/ In-1927, Cooke made a more detailed study of pul-

monary fibrosis in asbestos workers and coined the term

"asbestosis." 21/

Merewether's description of asbestosis in 1930 led to the

British Parliament's promulgation of environmental regulations

and medical control in the United Kingdom which became effective

pl 1932. 22/ A year earlier, ParliamentCiassified asbestosis

as a compensatory disease requiring mandatory post-mortems,

thus, aiding medical research. 23/,

In 1938, authorities in the United States proposed

guidelines for acceptable dust concentrations in the asbestos

19/ M. Villecco, "Technology: Spray Fireproofing Faces
Control or Ban as Research Links Asbestos to Cancer,"

133 Architectural Forum 52 (1970).

20/ I. J. Selikoff and D. H. K. Lee, supra note 16, at 22.

al/ National Academy of Sciences, Committee on Biological
Effects of Atmospheric Pollutants, Asbestos: The Need

for and Feasibility of Air Pollution Controls, 4 (1971).

22/ 1479 Hearings, supra--note-27-at-419;--

22/ K. Villecco, supra note 19, at 51.
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textile industry. These guidelines, proposed by Dressen

et al., were published in a U.S. Public Health Bulletin. 24/

Thus, the first clearly demonstrated and officially re-

cognized adverse effect of exposure to asbestos was the disabling

disease of asbestotic pneumoconiosis, or asbestosis. 25/

Asbestosis is a diffuse, pulmonary fibrosis, which is progressive

and non-malignant. It is initiated by the inhalation of micro-

scopic airborne asbestos fibers. When inhaled some of the

fibers become entrapped in the lungs and remain there causing

biological actions. 2E/

Although in its early stages asbestosis may not be

detected by x-rays, they eventually will show "diffuse

interstitial fibrosis (increased fimrous tissue growth) in

the lungs." .22/ Apart from radiographic changes, clinical

manifestations of the disease are: dyspnea, or shortness

of breath; diffuse basal rzles, (4 basal lung noises; coughing;

restrictive pulmonary lung function; Clubbing of the fingers

21/ National Academy of Sciences, Committee on Biological
Effects, supra note 21, at 4.

25 , Ibid.

26 / George A. Peters, and Barbara J. Peters, Soulcebook
on Asbestos Diseases: medical, Legal andiTiiniTing

Aspects, 82 (1980).

22/ 1979 Hearings, supra note 2, at 419.

34
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(thickening and curvature of the fingernails); and cyanosis,

(or deficient oxygenation of the blood causing a bluish

coloration of the skin and'mucous membranes). 22/ In its

severe forms, death may result because either the lungs

with their decreased vital capacity are unable to provide

enough oxygen to the body, or, the heart is unable.topump

blood through the scarred lungs, causing cardiac arrest. 22/

B. Lung Cancer

In the past thirty to forty years, malignant carcinomas

(cancers) of the lungs, larynx, gastrointestinal tract, and

pleural or peritoneal mesothelioma have been linked to asbestos

exposure. In May, 1935, Lynch and Smith reported in the

United States that an autopsy performed on a fifty-seven

year-old asbestos mill weaver with twenty-one years of exposure,

showed carcinoma of the right lung as yell as asbestosis. 21/

In October, 1935, Gloyne published an account of two cases

of lung cancer and asbestosis. Both victims were women; one

worked as an asbestos spinner for eight years before her death,

22/ C. Peters and B. J. Peters, supra note 26, at B4-85;
National Academy of Sciences, Comm tree on Biological

Effects, supra note 21, at 4.

22/ 1979 Hearings, supra note 2, at 419.

22/ I. J. Selikoff-and-D.-8.-R.-Lee,_supra-note-16,-at_26.
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and the other woman was exposed to asbestos for only nineteen

months, fifteen years before her death: 31/

Throughout the 1940s evidence accumulated linking asbestos

exposure and lung cancer. In 1943, Wedler found a 161 pre-

valdnce of pulmonary , cinoma in ninety -twa autopsy reports

on asbestotic patients. 32/ Merewether's 1947 Report of the

Chief Inspector of United Kingdom factories related thirty-one

'Oases of lung cancer in 235 patients known to have died with

asbestosis during the period 1923-1946. This was a cancer

rate of 13.29 as opposed to an incidence of only 1.321 (91 of

6884) in persons certified as having died of silicosis during

the same period. 22/

Hueper, writing in 1951 said that:

Although Warren rather recently maintained
that the connection between asbestosis and
lung cancer is of a coincidental nature, the
actual existence of a causal relationships
appears very likely. 34/

Comments of a similar nature to Hueper's were made by Gloyne

who had examined 1,247 lung specimens for pneumoconiosis

sent to him during the period 1929-1949. Gloyne stated:

31/ Ibid.

32/ Id. at 27.

33/- Ibid.

341 Ibid.
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Whether (workers with a dust hazard) have a
risk over and above (that of the general
population) as a result of their occupation
cannot yet be clearly shows, but the
mortality of the asbestos workers is
disturbing. In the present series, 14% of
the patients with asbestosis'alSo had
primary cancer of the lung. This is all
the more striking because so many of them
(41.2%) were females. 35/

In 1955, Doll reported on coroners' autopsies performed

since 1935 on persons employed at a large asbestos works.

In studying these reports, Doll concluded that lung cancer

was a specific industrial hazard faced by certain asbestol

wOrkers; and, he found that "the average risk among men

employed 20 or more years had been 10 times that experienced

by the general-population." 36/

While lung cancer occurs .in people who have had no known

expoSure to asbestos, the risk of disease increases some five

to ten times with moderate exposure to airborne asbestos fibers. 37/

Though results of medical and scientific studies seem to in-

dicate that "no single type of fibre seems to be especially

important in relation to the lung cAinomarisk" 38/,

2E/ ibid.

ibid.

37/ G. A. Peters and B. J. Peters, mat note 26, at 08.

38/ J. C. Gilson, "Asbestos Cancer: Past and Future Hazardp,"
.66 Proceedings of the Royal Society of Medicine, 398

(1973).

3?
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"(r)ecent surveys (McDonald et al., 1971, Newhouse 1969,

Newhouse et al., 1972) have produced good evidence that the

lung carcinoma risk is dose related." 39/

One of the major problems in attempting to determine the

level of asbestos exposure which is hazardous and cancer-producing

ig the long latency period of fifteen to thirty-five years

or so between the first exposure to asbestos and the clinical

evidence of cancer.

Cancer latency periods vary because of individUal
reactions to carcinogens and differences in
length and intensity of exposure. For any given
exposure dose, some individuals will respond
early, some late and some not at all. For each
exposure level a different latent period probably
exists. These latent periods are probably related
to the intensity of the exposure. 12/

In the early 1960's, Selikoff, Hammond, and Churg studied

the cage histories of 632 asbestos workers. They calc0lated

that by 1962 there should have been 203 deaths among this

group; however, there were 255, an excess of 20%. A 1907

study of 370 union members revealed similar data.

The number of deaths was not the only alarming,
finding, but also the causes. None in the general

. population would have died of Asbestosis, but
many of the asbestos workers did. There was also
an extremely high incidence of cancer among the
workers, especially lung cancer. (Not one died

22/ Ibid.

1979 Hearings, supra note 2, at 42'.

38
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oklung cancer who was not also a smoker, but
thatis little consolation.) 11/

Selikoff, Hammond and Seidman gatheced mortality data

on 17,800 asbestos insulation workers for the period of

January, 1967'0 December, 1976. During this period, 2,270

of these individuals died. It'was found that 44% died from

cancers, including 20% from lung cancer, and 7% from mesothelioma.

Additionally, 7% of the workers died from asbestosis. 52/

It shogld be noteci,that deaths from mesothelioma and asbestosis

are rare in the general population. The lung cancer death rate

in this study exceeded the general population (white males)

lung cancer death rate by a factor of 4.58. 12/ In the

Nicholson report in which the Selikoff, Hammond and Seidman

study is discussed, the authors comment on these statistics:

Comparing the frequencies of deaths from cancer
and asbestosis in these, workers with those among
the general population, nearly 40%.of the deaths
can be attribtited to their occupational exposure
to asbestos. 44

11/ M. Villecco, sup 'a note 19, at 5'. According to Villecco's
article, Dr. Sel koff estimated that 75% of the adult

male population smoke at that came.

Ay W. J. Nicholson A. N. Rohl, R. N. Sawyer, E. J.
Suoszoski: J. D Todaro, Control of, prayed Asbestos Surfaces

in Schbol Huildin s: A FeasibilTTFEW, Report to the
Nat ona Inst tute o Env ronmental Hee th Sciences 3 (1978).

12/ Id. at 48.

11/ Id. at 3.

3p
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Nicholson slab observed:- .
.',

.. It has been calculat4that the combined Ms):
of dying of lung cancer of an asbest worker who
smokes is 92 times that of an incli4 al who
neither smokes nor works.with asbes os 45/

In 1973 Gilson dis:ussed some of the'foctors influencing
1

asbestos related cancers,:

The more important and specific factors affecting
the incidence of asbestos cancers are becoming
clear. The total dust dose as well as the
patte.rn appears important ... The four important
common types of fibre - chrysotile, amosite.
'crocidolite, and anthophyllito - differ in their
biological effects. The legree of +dispersion,
diameter, length, and shape of fibre mariedly
'influence whore the dust is deposited in the
lungs and itssubseguent elimination, and
probably its biological effect. The lapse of
time between fast exposure and the detection.of
associatod,cancers is long - rarely less than
twenty years for Wiesothelioaas.... Cofactors,
especially cigarette smoking, are certainly
Important: others, such as heavy metals also
'n the dust, may be relevant. 46/

C. Mosothelioma

Nesotholioma is a diffuse cancer which spreads over

either the surface.of the lungs -- pleural mesothelioma,,

or, over the surZace of the stomach lining -- peritoneal

mesothelioma. Both pleural and peritoneal mesothelioma

45/ W. J. Nicholson, 'Case Study: Asbestos - The TLV
Approach,' 271 Annals of New York Academy of Sciences,

164 (1976).

16/ J. C. Gilson, supra note 38, at 397.
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.,ate usually marked by severe pain, which in many cases is

unresponsive to 'analgesics. Death usually occurs within

one to two years of diagnosis and often strikes within a

.,mattecof months. As of this date there.is no effective

treatment for mesathelioma, nor is there an effective screening°

method. ly

Mesothelfoma is a relatively rare form of cancer whose

relationstlip to asbestos has been.generally known since the

later 1910's." 48/

In Asbestos and Disease, Selikoff attributes the first

published account of mesothelioma to E. Wagner, who in 1870

described a primary neoplasm or tumor of the pleura. Selikoff

goes on to trace more recent notice of mesothelioma. In 1947,

Mallory et al., in studyi&g. records from Massachusetts General .

Hospital, reported a case of mesothelioma of the pleura and

pericardium. The victim worked with asbestos -- cutting in-

'.sulation board.

In 1963, Wagner reported to the International Congress on

Occupational Health in Johannesburg that he had seen 120

47/ G. A. Peters and B. J. Peters, supra note 26, at B6-B7.

48/ Hardy, v. Johns-'?3nville Sales Corp., 509 F. Supp. 1353, 1355
(E.D. Tex. 1981).

41v
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cases of mCsothelioma in South Africa since 1956. Inter -

0
estingly enough, Wagner stated that more than half of these

cases werc people who had never worked in the asbestos

industry, but, who had lived in the vicinity of the Northwest

Cape crocidolitc asbestos mines %nd mills. Thus, the

importance of environmental exposure was established. 19/

The link between environmental exposure to Asbestos and

the occurrence of mesothelioma was further documcnted by

Newhouse and Thompson in an article published in the British

Journal of Industrial Medicine. Newhouse.,and Thompson studied

seventy-six London Hospital patients diagnosed as having

mesothelioma from 1917 to 1964. Of these seventy-six, "31

(40.81) had occupational exposure to asbestos, 9 (11.8%)

had a relative who worked with asbestos, 11 (14.5 %) had

neither of those backgrounds, but had lived within a half

mile of an asbestos factory, and 25 (32.9E) had no known

contacts" with asbestos. 50/

Evidence of indirect occupational exposure' to asbestos

and the incidence of mesothelioma accumulated rapidly in the

I. J. Selikoff and D. H. K. Lee, supra note 16, it 28-30.

12/ National Academy of Sciences, Committee on Biological

Effects, supra note 21, at 17.
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1970s. Harries, in 1972, reported on thirty-seven cases of

mesothelioma diagnosed in shipyard workers "whose only exposure

to asbestos was from proximity to asbestos workers." 51/

Nicholson reported that another study showed that gold

miners exposed to relatively low levels of asbestos (about

one-tenth of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration

Standard in'force.at the time) "had three times the expected

risk of malignant respiratory diseases." 52/ It was-found

in a study of the mortality records of a large U.S. asbestos

products manufacturing facility, that workers in low dust

areas, who had "minimum risk of death from asbestosis, had

the same high risk of death from cancers as workers in

dustier areas." II/

These reports of increasing incidence of mesothelioma

are particularly disturbing for several reasons. First, unlike

asbestosis, mesothelioma does not appear to be almost exclusively

an occupational hazard. Many documented cases of mesothelioma

have occurred il environmental circumstances, such as in persons

living in the same household as an asbestos worker, or residing ././.

within the neighborhood of an asbestos mine, factory, or

51/ 1979 Hearings, supra note 2, at 429.

52/ Ibi d.
.

52/ Ibid.

a
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mill. 54/ Another disturbing factor associated with mesotnelioma

is the very low level of asbestos exnosute involved in a num-

ber of-cases. In Sour -'hook on Asbestos Disease: Medical

Lee:.1, and Cntineerina Asnects, the authors write that the

prevention of meson "is bo.,t accompliL.hed by avoiding

expoa.tre to asbestos. No threshold has been espiblished

to define what might be a reasonably safe exposure level." 55/

Gilson addresses the problem of dose level in "Asbestos

CancJr: Past and Future Hazards" in wiping:

Information about the dose of dust and risk of
mesothelioma at present is qualitative. There
are many reports of cases following short
exposures -- a f:.: weeks. Cases have followed
exposure to dusty clothes in the home. In
addition, asbestosis is often absent, again
indicating a relatively small dose of dust
(Wagner et al., 1971) but there is evidence of
a relation B7 risk to dust and length of
exposure (Newhouse et al., 1972). 56/

Finally, there is the factor of a long latency period,

which almost always comes into p161, in the incidence of mesotheliona.

According to Grundy and Miller, mesotholioma in adults generally

occurs in the sixth or seventh decade of life, often following

54/ W. J. Nicholson, F. J. Swoszowski, A. N. Pohl, J. D.
Todaro, A. Adams, "Asbestos Contamination in United States

Schools from Use of Asbestos Surfacing Materials," 330 Annals
of the New York Academy 595 (1979).

554 G. A. Peters and B. J. Peters, supra. note 26, at D7.

it, J. C. Gilson, supra note 38, at 400.
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a brief high do.e or a prolongod low don, txposute to asbetitun,

with usually a latency 1,eriod of 70-40 yoots betwen initial

expo.ate and tumor manifestation. 57/

While theLe are a number of reports linking the incidence

of ar:)estos relatcd.(1),cese to U.ZKCCS heavily expoc-d, 58/

the f!uantitative effects of low -level environmental cvnosurn

to asbestos fibers, is not no heavily documented. However,

it should be noted that foreign research on occasion has

been more advanced than Akerican research. 59/

57/ G. W. Grundy and P. W. Miller, "Malignant Mesoelelioma
TW Childhood: Report of 13 Cases," 30(5) Cancer 1217 (1972).

58/ One-report which the Peters discuss in Sourcebook is
that of P. L. Polakoff, "Asbestos Relate Domes Hazard

Prevention" published in 1979 in Hazard Prevention. Polakoff
estimates that some 20-251 of the heavily exposed workers
will die of lung cancer, 7 to 10E of mesothelioma, and 8
to 9E of gastrointestinal cancers." Additionally, "another
10E will die of complications associated with asbestos."
According to the report, "(t)hat represents ... a staggering
total of 1.6 million workers expected to die)of an asbestos-
related disease, which represents about 67,000 deaths per
year in the United States (about 174 of all cancers detected)."
G. A. Peters and B. J. Peters, supra note 26, at 819.

59/ See p. 36, infra.
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IV. INDUSTRY AWARENESS OF ASBESTOS HEALTH HAZARDS

TLis section discusses the issu4 of asbestos industry

awareness of occupational health hazards. What asbestos

manufacturers knew or should have known is important for

purposes of establishing "failure to warn," "failure to

test,' and "foreseeability of harm." These elements are .

predicates for the restitution and products liability theories

of recovery, discussed in Section II of the Legal Issues
r .

Section of this report.

For example, plaintiffs may attempt to impute knowledge

based on such things as a 1918 bulletin on "Mortality from

Respiratory Diseases in Dusty Trades," by the U.S. Bureau

of Labor Statistics reporting that it was the practice of

American and Canadian insurance companies not to insure

asbestos workers due to their assumed health risks." 60/

The focus of discussion here however, is a series of

letters allegedly ,etween various members of the asbestos

industry recently discovered during products liability

litigation. 61/ These letters have been used by plaintiffs

in products liability litigation against the industry to

contend that members of the asbestos industry sought to

obscure data on the relationship between asbestos exposure

and disease.

sly Asbestos Litigation Reporter, February 7, 1979, reprinted
in 1979 Hearings, supra note 2, at 485, 492.

61/ Tle docurents referred to in this section were prod iced
in litigation against the industry in Barite!, v. Turn.r

Newall:tltd., Civil Action No. 78.1027 (E.15: 15a7; Con5Elidaed
Nov. 26, 1980).
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It is stressed at the outset that Industry defendants

may dispute the authenticity of the documents cited in this

section, or may otherwise contest the of conclusions drawn

from the documents. We do not attempt to raise or resolve

. such issues, but do set forth examples of th documents,

since the government obviously may attempt to use them to

help prove "failure to warn," "failure to test," and "fore-

seeability of harm," if litigation should be brought against

asbestos manufacturers to rocoven the costs of abating

asbestos hazards in the schools.

While the narrative of the following documents is set

forth in an affirmative Style to aid comprehension - inserting

the word "allegedly" in every sentence would become painfully

repetitious Z- we expressly caution that there may be perfectly

valid objections as to the authenticity or admissibility

of any or all of the letters, reports, studies, minutes,

or other documents discussed or quoted) in the remainder of this

section.

86-433 0 - 81 - it
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In a December 10, 1934 letter from Vandiver Brown, /

General Counsel for Johns-Manville, to Or. A.S. Lanza, Medical

Director of the Metropolitan Life Insurance Co., Brown pointed

out Chataanza omitted from a ,alley proof of an article

he was preparing, entitled, "Effects of the Inhalation of

Asbestos Oust on the Lungs of Asbestos Workers," observations

apre.ring in the original draft which minimized the seriousness

of disease due to asbestos exposure. Brown went on to say,

"obse.vations included,inyour original report presented

an aspect of your survey that was favorable to the industry

and we should like to see them retained."

_On September 25, 1935, A.S. Rossiter, editor of Asbestos,

wrote to Sumner Si.apson, President of Paybestos-anhattan,z

requesting permission to report on asbestosis and the work

being done to reduce or eliminate the disease. Robsiter

stated that "(ajlways you-havereouested that for certain

obvious reasons we, publish nothing, and, naturally your

wishes have been respected." On October 1, 19,5, Suner

Simpson wrote to Vandiver Erown about the letter from Rossiter

and commented, "I think the less said about asbestos, the

better off we are, but at the same time, we cannot lose

track of the fac't that tnere have been a number of articles

on asbestos dust control and asbestosis in the British trade

magazines." Simpson further commented on Rossiter's cooperation

48
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saying "ft)he magJzine 'ALb6stos' is in the business to

publish articles affecting the trade and they have bean

very decent about not reprinting the English a'rtieles."

Vandiver Brown replied on October 3, 1935, "I quite agree

with you that our interests ar,e best nerved by having asbestosis

receive the minimum of publicAty."

Regarding foreign reacatch, Brown suggested to Simpson

that they:

warn the editors to use American data on
the sub3ect rather than English. Dr. Lanza
has frequently remarked, to me personally
and in some of his papers, that the clinical
picture presented in North American localities
where there is an asbestos dust hazard
is considerably milder than that reported
in England and South Africa.

The industry allegedly began supporting its own research

at Saranac Laboratory, Saranac, New York.

Simpson wrote to F.H. Schluter, President of Thermoid

Rubber Co., on November 10, 1936, describing a proposal

for asbestos manufacturers to take over Dr. Gardner's:study

on dust at Saranac Laboratory, each one paying an equal

amount. After completion of the research, the subscribers

could then decide whether to publish the results. Simpson

added, "My own idea is that it would be a good thing to

40
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distribute the information among the medical fraternity,

provided it is of the right type and would not injure our

companies." Simpson stated that the industry needs information

to support them in Court and that " -(w)e do know that Asbestos

Fibre's can; And do, get into the lungs, and may set up a

Fibrosis condition, which, for want of a better name,

some doctors have called Asbestosis."

On November 20, 1936, Vandiver Brown, sent a letter

to Dr. Gardner regarding the terms of agreement for research

by Saranac Laboratory for the asbestos industry. The agreement

included the understanding that:

the results obtained will be considered the property
of those who are advancing the requir funds, who
will determine whether, to what ext t and in what
manner they shall be made public. In the event
it is deemed desirable that the r sults be made
public, the manuscript of.uur udy will be
submitted to us for approval prior to publication.

Having embarked upon the, three year study of asbestos

dust at Saranac Laboratory, Simpsop wrote to Rossiter

(Asbestos magazine) on March 22, 1939, about means of dust

abatement, and of his intention to hold back such information

until the report is completed. Simpson added, can tell

you confidentially, but am not willing to make it public,

that the air can be kept below five million microns, with

proper controls, but I am not willing to start a controversy

with my competitors. On March 23, 1939, Rossiter responded
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in a letter to Simpson, expressing his understanding that

any preliminary research from the Saranac research should

be kept confidential:

The information you give as to your
Saranac investigation is most
interesting. Ot course we understand
that all this information on asbestosis
is to be kept confidential and that
nothing should be published about
asbestosis in "ASBESTOS" at present.

I has been asserted that "(f)rom the war ar..s_on,a

avalanc e.of data was forthcoming from the scientific

community bout'the relationship of asoestos to asbestosis

and cancer. 62/ In 2949 a health survey of 708 Johns-Manville

employees was ompleted. The company's report found that

75% of the work s (534 of 708) given x-rays showed as a minimum

some degree of fib osis of the lungs. Nevertheless, ii is alleged

that the conclusions7d recommendations were neither made public

nor communicated to the\workers. The report stated:

X-rays of thee men show that the increase
in fibrosis of the lung is directly
proportional to the length of exposure to
asbestos dust.

There are 7 cases of asbestosis and
52 cases in a "Pre-Asbestosis Group." These
59 are probable :ompensation claims.

Another 475 had early signs of a non-specific fibrosis,

"all of whim will show progressive fibrosis if allowed to

continue working in dusty areas." The report further stated;

62/ Asbestos Litigation Reporter, supra note 4D, at 488.
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It_must be rememhered that although these men have
the x-ray evidence of asbestosis, they are working
today and definitely (sic) are not disabled from
asbestos. They have nqt been told of this diagnosis
for it is felt that as long as the man feels well,
is happy at home and at work, and his physical
condition remains good, nothing should be said....
(Ms long as the man is not disabled ... he can
live and work-in peace and the Company can benefit
by his many years of experience. Should the
man be told his condition today there is a very
definite pc,..sibility that he would become mentally
and physically ill, simply through the knowledge
that-hehas-asb-611-5-SII.

Although the men were not disabled at the time from

asbestosis, the report conceded that the fibrosis was irreversible

and employees with this condition had a more difficult

time when stricken by secondary infections such as pneumonia

and influedza. An August 1949 memo attached to the survey

commented on the results:

The conclusions seem unavoidable -- that the
dust is causing significant lung changes in
many cases, it largely being a matter of time,
and the further conclusion that many cases are
likely to result in claims.

If in fact such a study was perforaed and the results deliberately

withheld, the results may have been extremely unfortunate. It may

be argued that workers with early fibrosis could have changed

occupations, thereby escaping later death or disablement had

they known of the danger. ":ew .rqi future workers could have

demanded safeguards or exercised an informed choice to engage in
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other occupations. The shareholders of the company may have

been forewarned. Al/ Medical and public knowledge of the

hazards of asbestos fibers may have been significantly advanced

if the results of the study had bebn disseminated.

The documents which may be used in attempts to support

claims against manufacturers, were allegedly not confined

to-one -er-two-merzbers-of -the-in8ustryT--Addftional-documents

may be used to contend that the AsbestoibTextile Institute

(ATI), an industry association, discouraged research and

a publication that would confirm the carcinogenicity of asbestos

fibers.

Minutes of the June 9, 1955 General Meeting of the ATI

discussed two proposed studies -- a cardio-pulmonary study, and an

autopsy study. The cardio-pulmonary study "would be desirable,"

but was rejected because of the "inability of member companies

to obtain candidates for participation in the project. The

autopsy study was considered ill-advised at this time due to

its implication that a relationship existed between asbestosis

and carcinogenic development, a condition which, to date,

has nut been established although it has been given rather

wide-spread publicity in the press."

fy Johns-Manville had its financial statement qualified
,,by its auditors because of the growing, but unknown

ultimate cost of asbestos litigation to the company. See
Asbestos Litigation Reporter at 3,058-59 (Mar. 13, 19877

0
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On March 7, 1956, the ATI Air Hygiene Committee and the

Board of Governors met separately. The minutes of these
c

meetings discussed, "A Quest Into the Environmental Causes of

Cancer of the Lungs," Public Health Ponograph No. 36 (1955),
. .

by Dr. W.C. Hueper, Chief of Environmental Cancer, National

Cancer Institute, National Institute of Health, Bethesda,

..

4

Maryland. The Air Hygient Committee reported that the publication

"ties together Asbestosis and Cancer throughout - creating

a new word for the Medical Dictionary, such as Asbestosis- Cancer,"

and that according to Dr. Hueper, "Asbestosis-Cancer cad be

found after exposure of 6 months to 42 years in ages of people

from 25 to 65 years.... According to him all workers in this

inipstry are susceptible." Hueper also had suggested the

presence of environmental hazards due to asbestos by "infer(ring)

that Asbestosis-Cancer may be determined in an autopsy performed

on persons living in the area of a plant."

Dr. Kenneth Smith, Medical Director of Johns-Manville

Corp., characterized Hueper's Public Health Monograph No. 36,

as well as other Hueper publications, such as "Silicosis,

lb
Asbestosis, and Cancer of the Lung,' as "damaging information.*

Consequently, Smith recommended to the Air Hygiene Committee

thartfiTATI "begin a study of the relationship of Lung

Cancer to Asbestosis in our !industry.' Dr. Smith said that
%

54
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"he has no evidence that there is not a relationship between

Asbestosis and Cancer," and that the study be performed

by the Industtia1 Hygiene-Foundation of America, Inc., Helicon

Initiiute, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvanla.

The Air Hygiene Committee Leported to the ATI Board

of Governors on March 7, 1956, The mi:,,:tes stated that:

(:Ouch of the information set-forth in (the Hueper)

report is unsubstantiated and is in variance
with esta!lished understanding and knowledge of

informed men in the medical profession. Hoaever
this article is apparently assumed to be the
only.authentic treatise today,...

Dr. Smith than recommended before the Board of Governors

that the ATI "initiate a program of investigation and publicity

'to counteract the unfavorable publicity Presently directed

to tae Asbestos industries as a result of the work of Dr. Hueper,'

On March 8, 1956, minutes of the General

Meeting of the ATI also discussed the Hueper report. It was

announced at this meeting that the Bpard of Governors "appropriated

sufficient funds to initiate a preliminalY survey to investigate

the,possibility of more concerted action designed to refute

the work of Dr. Hueper.'

-
One yegr later to the day, March 7, 1957, the Air Hygiene

and Manufacturing Committee of ATI met. They discussed and rejecter

two memoranda on proposed studies prepared by the Industrial

Hygiene Foundation (IHF) for the ATI. Both studies were rejected.

The first, 'Memorandum on Proposed Epidemiological Study of
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Lung Cancer in Asbestos workers," was rejected because "Itjhere

is a feeling among certain members that such an investigation

would stir up a hornet's nest and put the whole industry under

suspicion." The second, "Memorandum Regarding Environmental

Dust Survey," was turned down because ATI "did not believe

it to be of.great enough value to justify the cost." In an

April 26, 1957 letter, D.R. Holmes, Chairman of the Air Hygiene

Committee informed Dr. Da-niel Braun, Medical Director, Industrial

Hy,:tene Foundation, that the ATI had rejected both INF proposals.

The JohnsManville Health Review Committee minutes of 1957

and 1958 between a team of doctors and company officials,

discussed the health of various employees. The focus was on

potential.liability -- whether funds should be set aside for

impending claims, whether employees should be told about their

medical conditions, and whether the reason for a transfer

should be discussed with a worker. Dr. Smith commented during

a March 5, 1958 meeting on the medical condition of various

employees, "We take the 1=M's for our own protection, not

for social obligation." And regarding the use of a respirator

which would protect a worker, C. Sheckler, a JohnsManville

official commented, "I would rather see us move him out than

wear a respiratory Isicl. All the key men, salaried employees,

are in this area. If I move Trilone, I might as well see him

off."

5h
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In a December 30, 1957 letter to Ivan Sabourin, Quebec

Asbestos Mining Associati^n (0A.M.A.), Dr. Smith commented

approvingly on the condensation of a survey oy the Industrial

Hygiene Foundation, Mellon Institute, which deleted all references

to the association of asbestosis and lung cancer, and the re-

ference to smoking and lung cancer. Smith then reminded Sabourin

that "this report will be subjected to criticism when published

because all other authors today correlate lung cancer and

cases of asbestosis."

It has been asserted that it was not until 1964, when

the report by Dr. I. J. Selikoff was published on h.s study

of 1,500 workers showing a high incidence of cancer, that

some- of the asbestos companies began pioviding warnings to

accompany_some of their ashestos products. 64/ The seminal

case in asbestos products liability litigation however,

found these post-1964 warnings to be inadequate:

It shoUld be noted that none of these so-
:ailed "cautions" intimated the gravity of
the risk: the danger of a fatal illness
caused by asbestosis and mesothelioma or
other cancers. :he mild suggestion that
inhalation of asoestos in excessive quanti-
ties over a long period of time "may be harm-
fall" conveys no idea of hie extent of the
danger. The admonition that a worker should
"avoid breathing the dust" is black humor.
There was no way for insulation workers to
avoid breathing asbestos dust. Borel v.
Fibreboard Paper Products Corp., 493 F.2d 1076 ,

at 1104-1-5th Cir. 1973), cert. denied, 419 U.S. 869
(1974).

a/ Ast.,-tul Littqatinn leportir, February 7, 1979, reprinted
In 1979 Hearing:, supra note! 2, at 488.
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In 1969, at Johns-Manville:

A policy of refusing to sell asbestos fiber for
non-essential uses that might unduly expose the
general public to the inhalation of asbestos
dust, has been establ.shed. For Lxample, during
the year, Johns-Manville ceased selling fiber
to manufacturers of modeling compounds used in
grade schools.... 65/

There axe approximately 10,000 asbestos liability cases

now pehding; most of which have been brought by workers

who used asbestos products on the job, seeking recovery

from asbestos manufacturers for death or disablement. The most

widely cited asbestos products liability decision concluded that

"(title unpalatable facts are that in the twenties and thirties

the hazards of working with asbestos were recognized....During his

working years, he (Borel) received no warnings of any kind from

three of the six defendants. The other three defendants issued

no warnings until 1964-1966, by which time adequate warnings would

have come too late for Clarence Borel." Borel v. Fibreboard Paper

Products Corp., 493 F. 2d 1076, 1106 (5th Cir. 1973), cert.

denied, 419 U.S. 869 (1974).

In conclusion, the state of medical (discussed in section III,

infra) and industry knowledge (discussed here) of the hazards

of asbestos fibers may be contended to be sufficient to

impute a "duty to yarn" and a "duty to test" to the manu-

facturers of asbestos products, and to provide a basis for

asbestos school hazard claims against them based on restitution,

strict liability, and negligence. 66/

65/ Report to the Board of Directors on Asbestos and health,
Johns-Manville, June 15, 1969.

66/ See Summary Section of Legal Issues portion of this
Report, infra.
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Finally, it is again stressed that there may be perfectly

valid objections as to the authenticity or admissibility of any

or all of the purported industry documents that have-been dismissed

or quoted here. At the-same time, it should be recognized that

foreseeability, failure to warn, and failure to test were established

in the Borel case prior to discovery of there documents, based on

imputed kno4edge of the types of medical studies discussed in

section II, infra, including .the 1938 Puolic Health Service Report,

and the 1945 Fleischer-Drinker Report. See discussion of Borel

decision at p. 139, supra.
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V.' ASBESTOS IN THE SCHOOLS

Asbestos products used in school construction include

cement products, plaster, fireproof textiles, vinyl floor

tiles, thermal and acoustical insulation, and sprayed materials.

The hazard created by the use of asbestos in schools is

affecte ,y the properties and the amount of asbestos used.

This section discusses the potential school hazards that

exist in light of these factors.

A. The Characteristic; of friable isbestos

Hard asbestos-containing materials, such as vinylfloor

tiles, do not generally create exposure problems. Minor -

disturbance to soft or loosely bound (i.e., friable) asbestos-

containing materials can cause the release of asbestos fibers. 67/

The presence of friable asbestos in school buildings has

been determined bye,Congress to be hazardous, 68/ and it

found that "substantial amounts of asbestos, particularly

in sprayed lorm, have been used in school buildings, especially

during the period 1946 through 1972." sy

67/ U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Asbestos-Containing
Materials in School Buildings: A Guidarc? Document,

Part I, 2-3 (1979):

68/ 20 U.S.C. 3601(a)(6).

69/ Id. at (a)(4).

,-----
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Friable material can be fluffy or spongy in appearance.

It can have an irregular soft surface, or a textured, dense,

fairly firm surface. Fri'able asbestos-containing material

can be crumbled and reduced to powder in the hand. Friable

asbestos-containing materials have been used for fireproofing,

-andthurmal-and acoustical insule.ron, and ye commonly found

on steel support beads and columns, on the ceilings of class-

rooms, corridors, auditoriums, cafeterias, machine shop

rooms, and storage rooms. They may also berfound on overhead

surfaces of indoor pools and gymnasiums. 70/

The asbestos content of sprayed materials usually ranges

between 59 and 50%. Sprayed asbestos material is a mixture

of asbestos fibers, other fibers (cellulose, non-asbestos

mineral fibers), and a binder. It is applied to ceilings,

beams and other surfaces by spraying. The resulting product's

friability can vary depending on the components mixed with

the asbestos and the amount of cement added. 71/

Fibers are released from friable material as a result of

a breakdown of the material due to vibrations, deterioration,

or direct contact and damage. As friable asbestos material

ages, it can also lose its cohesive strength and release fibers.

70/ U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, supra note 67, at 3,7.

71/ Id. at 3.
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Fallout of fibers from deteriorating material is usually

at a low level, but continuous. Fiber release by contact

and damage depends on the accessibility of the material and

degree of disturbance. In the case of damage, contamination

can.be eery high for brief periods, and then gradually decrease

as the-fibers-settle. However, flber-release-can-ocrur

after only minor contact with friable material. Furthermore,

asbestos fibers cannot be easily destroyed or degraded, and

their extremely small size and shape permit them to remain

airborne for long periods of time. 22/

72/ ad. at 2-4. In schools, much of the sprayed asbestos
A material is in view and can be damaged causing fiber

release as a result of numerous common daily activities
in the school such as:

1. A ball hitting friable material on a gymnasium ceiling
or wall.

2. Hanging pietures or displays on friable materials.

3. Any maintenance activity involving contact with friable
material.

4. Water damage from roof or plumbing leaks will cause
deterioration of the material and in some cases
delamination (i.e., breaking away of layers of
material from the underlying surface).

5. Building vibrations from sources within or outside
the building, including activities on the floor
above, or from machinery which can cause movement
of friable materials and the release of fibers.

. Vandalism caused by scraping or gouging causing the
release of asbestos fibers.

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, supra note 67, at 4.

6 1)
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When asbestos fibers are released from asbestos-containing

materials they contaminate the building environment, thereby

causing building occupants to inhale the fibers. Although

most fibers will not remain in the lungs, some do, and those

that are retained will remain indefinitely. 73/

Fibers that have been released can remain suspended in the

atr for many hours. After the fibers settle, however,

they can be resuspended in the air by disturbances created

by student activities or custodial work, such as dusting or

sweeping, thereby causing repeated exposure. 74/

For example, at even half the present OSHA workplace standard --

which would be 1 fiber/cc, a resting young man will breathe

in approximately 2,880,000 fibers in one eight-hour work day.

In other words, even at low levels of exposure, an exposed

person may be breathing in hundreds of thousands, or even

millions of fibers. 75/

B. Use of Sprayed Asbestos

The Environmental protection Agency (EPA) conducted a

survey of the presence of friable asbestos-containing materials

73/ Id. at 2.

24/ Id. at 4.

11/ G.A. Peters and B.J. Peters, supra note 26, at D32.

86-433 0 - 81 -
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in the nation's public schools. As ,f April 1980, 168 school

districts, containing 7,376 public schools (about 8t of

the nation's total) responded to the survey. Of the 6,422

schools in these districts which were built or renovated

between 1945 and 1973, 5,797 were inspected. Of the, inspected

schools; 331 or 1,916 were found to have asbestos-containing

materials. 76/ The EPA estimates that during the School

year, three million students throughout the country are

potentially exposed to airborne asbestos fibers from friable

asbestos-zontaining matec,is. 77/

Dining the latter part of the 1960s, concern arose over

the widespread release of asbestos fibers into the ambient

air around construction sites. Public agencies at the municiol,

state, and federal level began to respoNi to the awareness that

the use if asbestos containing spray -on co,L.tgs respr_sented

a possible environmental haza:d, and a ha-ard to the workmen

applying the materials, 78/ As a result, several cities

76/ U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Support Document for
Proposed Rule on Friable Asbestos-Containing TiT71711,75 in School

Building, 6-7 (1980).

77/ Idr: at 12.

78/ 1979 Hearings, supra mite 2, (statement of James P. Lelnewebec,
Ph.D.), at 178-79.

6
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an states incluling BEmton, New York, Philadelphia and Illinois

banned the use of sprayed asbestos in 1970 and 1971. 79/

In 1973, the EPA issued regulations which banned the

spraying of friable materials containing more than one percent

asbestos for vse as insulation or fireproofing materials.

See 38 Fed. Reg. 8,826 (1973). The'CPA regulations were
,..-

promulgated under the authority of the Clean Air Act to

prevent the introduction of asbestos fibers into the outdoor

ambient air. However, indoor contamination alsci became
1-,

a concern. It later became apparent that the regulations

were not sufficiently broad because. they arguably only banned

the use of asbestos as an insulation and fireproofing material,
r

and it could be argued that spraying for decorative purposes

was permissible. Consequently, in 1978'the EPA amended

the regulations to ban the spraying of asbestos material

for any purpose. See 43 Fed. Reg. 26,372 (1978).

The asbestos spraying industry responded by developing

non-Asbestos-containing materials. Herbert [ravine, President

of Spraycraft Corporation stated that the members of the

Sprayed Mineral FiLers Association began to devellp non-asbestos

79/ W.J. Nicholson, A.N. Rohl, R.N. Sawyer, E.J. Swoszowski, Jr.,
and J.D. Todaro, supra note 42, at 2.
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products when, it appeared 'hat a ban on spray materials

containing asbestos would be d,opted. Uew products have

bee.. developed and have gained full UL approval. 80/

80/ 1979 Heartnas, sunra note 2, (stathment of Herbert Levine)
at 216-17, 219.

A

6f
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C. Potential School Hea,Lth Hazards

The health hazards which asbestos exposure poses*for ' le

general population are serious. Inhaled asbestos fibers that

are deposited in the lungs remain throughout one's lifetime.

Fibers retained by the body do not dissipate or disintegrate;

and, subsequent exposures to asbestos add to the body's

burden of retained fibers.

It is believed that children face .,a greater risk of

developing cancer than do adults exposed to asbestos fibers. 81/

In testimony presented before the House of Representatives

Subcommittee on Elementary, S,condary and Vocational Education

Oversight Hearings Jr, Asbestos School Hazards, it was pointed out

that several independent factors -- latency.period, cigarette

smoking, and chi?dren's rate of metabolism and increased

activity, when taken together, increase the cancer risk

for children exposed to asbestos.

Children are more likely than adults to
survive sufficiently long for the carcinogenic
effects of asbestos to be manifested. The
lagtime associated with the induction of
mesothelioma is typically between 35 and 50
years. The lagtime for cancer is bdtween 20
and 30 years. Induced neoplasm in school-age
children exposed to asbestos ... can be expected
to manifest itself when these individuals reach
middle age.

81/ 1979 Hearings, supra note 2, at 298.
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In addition, many school children smoke or
will smoke cigarettes. As not earlier,
Selikoff and his co-workers hays i,eported that
wotker, who sroke ariC who are occupationally
exposed to asbestos have 92 times the risk of
dying of lung .:Ineer than do workers who did not
smoke and have not been exposed to asbestos.
Asbestos workers 0.1 smoPed had eight times the

- lung cancer risk of other smokers.

In additiOn to these factors, children,
because of physiological characteristics and
activity levels, dre at d higher risk than adults
to the hazards of airborne carcinogens such as
asbestos. Children havii a higher rate of air
exchange and metabolism than adults and con-
sequently exchange a relatively greater volume
of air. Thus, per unit of body weight, children
breathe more air than adults....

.., Added to this normal difference in air
exchange rates is the fact that children are moe
active than adults. As the level of activity
rises, so does the rate of exchange in the lungs
-- roughly in an exponential manner.... Moreover,
such physicalfaclivity in children is often
associated with mouth breathing and consequently
with a loss of the body's normal nasal filtering
capacity. Further, because children are shorter

. than adults, they are more likely to come in
contact with asbestos dust that gets stirred up
from the floor. 82/

Another factor, not mentioned in this extract from the

testimony, but which appears in the record of the Oversight

Hearings, is that the rapid multiplication of cells during

childhood may lead to a more rapid development of cancer

in children than in adults. 83/

)..7.

82/ Id. at 298-300.

83/ Id. at 3 and 6. r

e

../
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;t should be n ed that the National Institute for Occupational

safety and Health (N SH) has recommended strengthening the

existing Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA)

workplace standard of 2f/cc by lowering it to 0.1f/cc --

the lowest detectable level. HIOSH '-oncluded that a variety

of factors demonstrate that the current ... fiber standard

is grossly inadequate to protect American workers from asbestos

related diseases.' 84/
0

Further, according to a leading expert, Dr. Robert N.

0 Sawyer of Yale University:

..These standards are a result of a process
that includes significant economic influence. No
airborne exposure limits exist for school children.
Further, the existing and proposed exposure
limits have been decreasing. This reduction in
limits, and the limitations of the microscopy
system indicate that this approach to exposure
evaluation may prove inadequate under any
conditions.

Therefore, the technique of airborne fiber
measurement, and comparison of data to
occupational standards is not recommended for
evaluation of contamination potential in schools. 85/

Reports of damaged asbestos surfaces in a Wyoming grade

school, a California University dormitory, and the Yale School

84/ 3 Asbestos Litigation Reporter at 1777 (May 9, 1980).

12/ R. N. Sawyer, "Asbestos Report for Cinnaminson Township
Public Schools, Cinnaminson, New Jersey" (May 5, 1979).

6a
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of Acts and Architecture were referred to in a recent scientific

article:

In each case, public concern led to the removal
pf the asbestos material. In both the Wyoming
school and the Yale Library, air measurements by
opt%eal microscopy showed asbestos concentrations
that in some circumstances exceeded 5 f/ml,
(fibers per milliliter), the time-weighted average
occupational standard in effect at the time. In

the Fall'of 1976, flaking of sprayed-on asbestos
was reported in a school in Howell Township, New
Jersey, leading to its removal and to further
concern about the presence of deteriorating
asbestos in other school buildings in New Jersey.
As a consequence, the New Jersey Department of
Education requested that the school administrators
report the presence and conditions of asbestos
surfaces in all school buildings within the state. 86/

An asbestos industry insurer, Commercial Union Insur-

ance Company has written:

Asbestos fibers that are ambient within the
confines of public and private buildings
subject millions of individuals to their
inhalation on a daily basis. Foremost among
this number are millions of people who
have been exposed to the asbestos that has
been used in construction of a large per-
centage of our nation's schools. . . .

The impact of such exposure is not known.
However, the frightening possibility exists,
that a large portion of the American popula-
tion could some day be plagued by diseases
brought on by their everyday, incidental
exposure to asbestos. 87/

Is/ W. J. Nicholson, E. J. Swoszowski, A. N. kohl, J. D.
Todaro, A. Adams, supra note 54, at 587.

22/ Commerical Union Insurance Company, Environmental Issues Task
Force, Asbestos -- A Social Problem at 14-15, (May 12, 1981).
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In August, 1978, the Secretary of Health, Education

and Welfare wrote letters to the GOvernors of all the states

about the problem of asbestos in schools and enclosed a

copy of the study of New Jersey schools. The Secretary urged

the Governors to enlist the aid of public health and school

officials to review the Status of each state's schools. 88/

At the same time HEW began working with the Environmental

Protection Agency to coordinate State surveys of schools for

asbestos contamination. By the Summer of 1979, EPA's office

of Toxic Substances provided a set of guidelines for all school

districts. Meanwhile, House hearings were being conducted by

the Education and Labor Committee's Subcommittee on Education,

Secondary, and Vocational Education which resulted in the

enactment of Public Law 96-270, the Asbestos School Hazard

Detection and Control Act of 1980.

Concern over asbestos contamination in public and private

schools and the associated health risks for school children

(teachers, administrators, and custodians as well), is

very real. School districts are being faced with strong

88/ 1979 Hearings, supra note 2, at 120-121.



parenta. derands tJ remove AsLestos from schools, including

:losings and law salts. 89/

89/ In December 1980, three parents of students attending
Cramp Elementary School in Philadelnhia, Pennsylvania filed

salt in the Eastern District of Pennsylvania against the
Philadelphia School District. In the suit, the plaintiffs
ask the court to order the defendants to (1) establish a
forty-five year $20 million trust fund to pay off any future
medical claims filed by students who, because of their exposure
to asbestos in the schools, develop medical disabilities;
(2) ca., $50,000 to each student; (3) pay $10,000 to the parents
of each child; and (4) pay $10,000,000 in punitive damages
to c',Ildr"en and parents. SteigelTan v. The School District
of Philaden,hia, CA 80-4729. (Asbestos Litigation Reporter
at 2651 (December 12, 1980)).

'72
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VI. CASE STUDIES

This section discusses cases filed by two school districts

-- Cinnaminson Township, New Jersey, and Dayton Indc,endent

School District, Texas - seeking recovery from asbestos

manufact.lrers. This section also discusses the Depart.lent's

firsthand observations of three schools contoiPing stos.

The three schools the Department visited are Richardson

Elementary School, Washi,r, Oxon Hill Junior Mign

School, Prince George's County, Maryland, and ,Iewton 'forth

High School, Newton, Massachusetti. The purpose of this

section is to provide some insight into factual issues that

will be encountered in litigation, such as identifying products

and defendants, detailing the nature and extent of the da.iages,

and the existence or absence of warnings.

A. Cinnaminson Township, Burlington County, New Jersey

The Cinnaminson Township Board of Education filed a lawsuit

entitled Cinnaminson Town.,h,p Board of Education v. National Gynsu-,

Co., No. L-49430-79 (N.J. SuGer.Ct. Law Div., filed May 19, 1980).

The defendants, National Gypsum Co. and U.S. Gypsum Co., have

answered both the complaint and interrogatories, and the case

has been tentatively set for trial in November, 1991. 90/

90/ On June 19, 1980, one of the defendants removed tie
case to the United States District Court for New jersey,

Trenton Division, C.A. No. 80-1842.
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The board alleges that "Sprayolite," manufactured by

National Gypsum Co., and "Audicote," manufactured by U.S.

Gypsum Co., were used to coat the ceilings during construction

(1959-1964) of 4erorial School, Rush School, and Cinnaminson

Junior-Senior High School.

The board also alleges that the products were hazardous

and rendered the schools unsafe, and seeks recovery based on

(1) strict tort liability, (2) breac'i of express and/or implied

warranties of fitness and merchantabil'ty, and (3) negligence,

including negligent manufacture, failure to warn, and failure

to test.

The board seeks compensatory damages for the analysis,

removal, and replacement of the "asbestos-bearing acoustical

plaster ceilings," punitive damages, and indemnity against

any future claims against the board for personal injuries

allegedly caused by exposure to the asbestos. A motion to

dismiss was directed only against the indemnity claim, and

was granted on the ground that there was not a present case

or controversy with respect to indemnity for future injuries.

The school district has expended over $1 million to

identify, analyze, remove, and replace asbestos in the three

schools. Virtually all of the asbestos was on the ceilings.

In its answer, the National Gypsum Co. admits selling

and manufacturing "Sprayolite" from May 12, 1955 through

September 20, 1972, and that asbestos was included in the

1.
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product. The company denies that asbestos is a cause

of cancer and alleges:

under normal circumstances, they [asbestos

fib,$) pose no health hazard. It is speci-
fic.Aiy denied that cancer or non-malignant
lung disease can be caused by the' low levels

of exposure to asbesto; tiber that are asso-
ciated with the product Sprayolite. It is

admitted that under certain circumstances,
the inhalation of sufficient quantities of

asbestos fibers may cause non-malignant
lung disease.

The defenses National Gypsum Co. alleges in its answer

include: failure to state a claim upon which relief can be

granted; statute of limitations; assumption of the risk;

contributory negligence; plaintiff the cause of damage; no

recovery for economic loss; any injuries caused by others;

failure to give notice of breach of warranties; no punitive

damages available; if product dangerous, defendant unaware

of that; and discovery of the danger was beyond the "state

of the art."

The U.S. Gypsum Co. admits making "Audicote," and admits

the product was advertised, promoted, distributed, and sold

as safe, fit and suitable for use as a finish coating on

some ceilings and walls where conditions were appropriate

to the product,'' and admits that its product contained asbestos.

This defendant denies, on the basis that it is without information

or belief, that asbestos causes cancer and non-Malignant

lung diseases. The company alleges the following defenses:

75
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fa lure to state i claim upon which relief Can be granted;

statute of limitotion/lachel,; assumotion of the risk; cor-

tribatory negliyore, any injuries coused by others over

whirr detoniint hi! no contrJ1; failure to give timely

notice of breach f uarcaaties; and punitive d,Tages nt

aathoriz,d.

The school reard st..uyt to ascertain during discovr_ry,

by use of interroyttories, ony warnings or cautions which

Jefendants conters. 3 occsmraniod the sale of their p100..cts.

In its answer to I,terroyitory No. CS, U.S. Gypsum Co. unswered

in the affirmative. tra, it placed warnings or precautions on

ins acoa,3tical plaster products. floacver, the company did not

an,.er any xf t.e .,J'':its or tho interroyatoty, ari si uly

rererre3 to an attoc'od exhibit. The exhibit is a six -wage

rrc,-.1re rnti,led, "A New they to Control Sound, Audicote

Plaster." The word asbestos does not ppear

in the tr,,Ll.ure. Unior a subsection entitled, "Where to Use

lc," the ',ro,.hure states:

Audicote is recommended for use on ceilings
or wall areas not subject to contact, exces-
sive vibration or htyh moisture. It is
idoal for use in classrooms, churches,
offices, auditoriums, theaers, libraries,
hospitals; in short, wherever beautiful,
sound absorhent, fire-proof surfaces are
desired. . . . This uniformity of textures
resulting from soray applications make this
proluct particularly suitable for use on
large, unbro,en expanses of ceiling.

?t;
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National Gypsum Co. ohie,t,-1 to Interrogatory No. 25 on

the grounds that the terms "warning- and precautio,,s" were not

defined. However, th company also referred to 'vhibit 4

of its anrw2rs to lat-tiogatorie.7. . °n -orbit 4 p,r.Ains to National

Gyps4m Co.'s product "Sprayolite" and, as in th, ease of V.S.

Gypsum Co.'s brochure, contains ne:th2r warning, nor information

that asbestos is an ingredient of the product. The exhibit

does say, "apply only to ceilings and areas not subject

to abrasion or wear." Under a subsection headed "Caution,"

the :nstructiOns real, "apply only to clean, monolithic surfaces,"

"mechanically mix no less than seven minutes," and "do not

apply to areas where excessive humidity conditions will

exist."

National Gypsum Co. identified the following com?anios

as surplvers of asbestos fibers which ware approved for use

in its acoustical plasters: Phillip Carey Manufacturing

Co., Rubero:d Co., Johns-Manville Co., Ltd., National Asbestos

Mines, Asbestos Corp., Ltd., Johnson Co., Ltd., and Nicolet

Asbestos Mines, Ltd. (Exhibits 5, 6 and 7 attached to National

(>;msum Co.'s Answer to Interrogatory No. 27.)

Chrysotile was the type of asbestos used by National

Gypsum Co. in "Sprayolite." ( Answer to Interrogatory No. 28.)

National Gypsum Co. stated that no research was conducted,

or tests or studies performed, to determine whether its

7 7
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acoustical asbe'tas products ponpd any hazards or dangers

to the health or safety gf user,: or inhabitants of buildings

where its products were ,:;-lied. (Answer to Interrogatory No. 31.)

Both companiPs, in answering why asbestos was used as

a ccraronent in their acoustical products, referred to: working

properties; aids in spraying and purping during application;

functions as a water retention aid; and adding cohesion to keep
ti"

the plast-:r in place during application and drying. (Answers

to Plaintiff's Interrogatory No. 33.)

National Gypsum Co. stated that it "mav have been a

member or associate member at some tine of" a number of trade

associations, including the Asbestos Information Association

of North America. (Answer to Interrogatory No. 44.) (U.S.

Gypsum Co. objected to this interrogatory, contending that it

was not relevant.) Other associations that National Gypsum

Co. mentioned it may have been a member or associate of,

include: the Mineral Fiber Association; the t.eiling and

Interior Systems Contractors Association; Associa,ion of

Wall nd Ceilings Contractors International; Asbestos Cement

Producers Association; Asbestos Textile Institute; Quebec

Asbestos ' "fining Association; and the National Mineral Wool

Association.

Defendants propounded interrogatories seeking inforration

including: identity of school board members; plaintiff's

?'-'0
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knowledge about defendants' products; details including

dates and identities pertaining to specifications, construction,

subcontractors, contractors, and architects; persons who

inspected the building from commence,ent of construction

until completion; details pertainin; to tests and reports;

applicable construction code' and 'tan lards; whether plaintiff

was required to use asbestos in the construction of the

schools; details pertaining to inspections after the school

aas completed; details pertaining to injuries, if any, from

harmful effects, if any, from the asbestos; photographs

or movies; details pertaining to bulk and air samples, if

any; expert witnesses (identified in the answer as Dr. Robert

Sawyer, New Haven, Connecticut --4 expected to testify concerning

the necessity for corrective action to remove or otherwise

secure the asbestos-bearing ceilings in the subject schools);

how it was determined that the particular company manufactured

the asbestos product (the answer was that the specifications

prepared by the architect specified "Sprayolite" and "Audicote");

details as to the removal of the asbestos if it has been

removed; details pertaining to any alternatives to removal

that were considered; and factors considered in selecting

removal rather than some other corrective action. The school

board's answer as to why it chose removal was:

86-433 0 - 81 - 6

rJ
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Plotection of the chilcren and 3oard employees;
inability to prev,nt vanlalism and inadver-
tent play:11 studnnt contIct wih the c-ilings;
prohles and coats al'r.ciated with sealants
and encapsulation an; :le corzt.,nt monitoring
and vigilance that 3UCI re'Cel'..n ,,uld hve
tequir(,d; tnzhtIttv of any 4ov-r-',..nt agency
or ot.'er c2ice to . co 1:.,ni Zn offeCtIvQ
sedan:. or ,n,a,-ul r.1,,,1 0:1: 4,1 n-- it-mlf
pose additiol al prcsvle ,s; lora 'm - costs
associated with the we of se:,` ,-t- and
enclpaulatora in zoncetion with i'e diffi-
culty or 1, os-i'allity of. event.:s1 removal
of the ashe-to; materials in a save manner; the
physical coulition of the ceilleqAi reccwntn-
dations of the Department of L'0.1- tion,
IN,partment of Ilealth, our architects, and
Dr. Sawyer.

This example l'a particularly im)ortant, since this is

one of only two cases we kri:w of, filed in the nation seeking

recov,cy for the revival of asbestos fro:: 1,hools, and is the

only case that has progressed into the discovery stage. The

school board is being represented by Nichae: J. Vassalotti

of the law firm of Brown, Connery, Culp, ;Tillie, Purnell, and

Green, located in Camden, New Jersey.

B. Dayton Indesendent School District,
Liberty County, Texas

The Dayton Independent School District filed a lawsuit

entitled Dayton Independent School District v. United States

GVDSJM CO., No. 811-277-CA (U.S. Dist. Ct., S.D. Tex. Beaumont

Div., filed April 22, 1981).

According to the allegations in the co- ;plaint, the school

district contracted for the construction of the Stephen F.

I

S
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Austin Ele,ientari '.chonl in 1:60, and the seeciftcations

called for ceilingi nnd walls to inclade a finisbcd coat

of ".S. Cr.'s "Audi ,o'..." The district alleges that

it perior1.03 an 1-- itilatt,n "aq dal is of c' rte ex-9 !re

Loq. bCc nown t; t", puhli,.," .'toi riin th.ir %-.

acoustical plaster furnishel , among other substo,:es,

chrysottlo a:bestos" and that "<.aid pl 1-ter is friable because

of inc marner in whi,- it was manufactured and is suh)ect

to 4....cpocition, all thoreby p)sing a potential hazard and

rAci.asitating repai: or removal of the sazi material.s."

(Corp:. N IV.)

The ditrict's strict liability and negligence theories

of recovery include all,gations of failure to warn es to the

"danlerous nature" of the product "or even that said product

contained cbrysotile aqbestos," failure to test, and that the

district was deprived of "inforrntion necet'sary to make an in-

telligent choice of .h,ther the utility of the product outweighed

the risk of harr." 'Comp'. V-VI.)

The district also alleges breach of the implied warranties .

of merchantability 52-314) and fitness for a partLeular

purpose (U.C.C. 52-315).

Also, to din 'tot alleges the defendant was guilty

of fraud -- a "conspiracy of sil4.nce" -- in failing to

and failing to recall its products, and decentive acts within

8.;
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the :naming ut the Decsi.tive rude Practices - Consaiver Pro-

tectior Act. See Vernon's Texas Civ. St.'s., Cowm.?rce

Cole, S17 41 et nen., Title 2z

The district seeks $500,000 in como.n-a.o:y da. .cies to

cover the los ;el ant 1, ipatef in Tomo./ in prtJatr, 51,000,000

in punitive damages. and treble dimanes Jnicr thl

Trade Practices - Consumer Protection Act.

T' s Action is in its initial stages. The distiscl is

repro oted by thb attorneys, Harlin Thompson and :!actin

W. Die of Stephenton, Thompson and Dies, located iN(`range,

Texas, wh) won the landmark ashet.os liability case, torel

v. Fibreboard Per Products Core., 493 1.2d 1076 (5th Cir.

1973), cert. cleni!d, 419 U.S. 869 (1974). 91/

C. Richardson Elementary School, ashington _D,C,

The architectual plans drawn up by the District's School

Architect (D.C. Dopar..tment of General Services), specified that

asbestos was to. be 4,isedsin the schools. For example, the

following school specificitions called for

1. BCkus Jr. High School - hallways and corridors.
sprayed fiber shall be 100', virgin asbestos fiber,
free of all foreign matter."

91/ Fecontly\t!. sipo tiw firm filed another si: rlawsuit,
Evadale School olstrict (of Jaspo: intY,

Texas) v. U.S. Cs.p:}T Co. an-1 C,lotex, "o. P-91-291 C; (U.S.
Diat. Ct., E.D. Tex., filed April 27, 1981).

\
82
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2. Maury Elementary School - hallways and corridors,
-sprayennall b7 1001 virgin asbestos fiber,

free of all foreign Mater."

3. Houston Elementary School - "Asbeltos plaster walls."

4. Richardson Elementery School - The blueprint specified
asbestos; - aSbor.,q plaster ceiling.'

The information needed to detertine the manufactureris) of

the asbestos in the DistrAct schools has been requested from

the archives in St. Louis, Missouri, where the District's

records are stored.

Richardson Elementary School was built in three sections.

The main school was built in 1948 and a section was added in

1953. In 1959, sprayed-on asbestos material was installed

on the ceilings of a newly added third section.

Too different types of testing were performed in the District's

schools, to ascertain whether the asbestos was hazardous.

First, if the asbestos was observed to be friable, a physical

sample was taken by pushing a small container into the sprayed-

on asbestos ceilings, and was sent to a lab certified by

NIOSH in Rockville, Maryland. If the material contained

more than on, percent asbestos, the ceilings would either

have to be removed, encapsulated or covered. At gichardsbn,

this test evidenced over 501 asbestos in the sprayed ceiling

matetial.

Ambient air testing as also done initially by the De-

partment of environoental Services. The Department tested

83
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so-le of tie schools ry placinj meters in rooms for approxtmately

24 nours. Tne filtell in the meters wete tested by the lc.1.)

and evaluated. Ambient a.r tests were not performed at

nicnarlson and 6,,conti;it,id because they were perceived

to 'oe inadeolate. 92/

It was found that the spr.yed-on asbestos ceilings in

Richardson were extr,mely friable. Therefore, all of the

ceilings in the clasrooms involved were sealed with a sealant

called "Cx Line ABC 'calor." Tho ceilings in the hallways

were co.tereC with dryvall and then painted. The work was

cospleted in the SUMTer of 1980.

The responsible District official noted that the sealant

will only be effectiv- for seven years. After that time,

the ceiling, should be removed, not re-encapsulated. A private

contractor encapsulated the ceilings in the classrooms,

ana the District Department of General Services covered the

92/ The Prool,m at tht time and presently is that there
is no asbestos standard for schools - only for the

"workplace." The CS -+ ash2stos standard for the 'wori.place"
effective July 1, 1976, re permissible exposure to airborne
concentrations of ast,stori fibers is "Whe 8 -hour time
wevihted average airborne concentrations of asbestos fibers
to ;,icn any ,.,,loy,e if be exo,ed shall not exceed two
fibers, longer than 5 micrometers, oer cubic centimeter
of lir. . . e c. :ling conc_ntration standard states
that "no employee shall be exposed at any time to airborne
conc,tration- of ash: tos.fibers in excess of 10 fibers,
longer than 5 micrometers,Iper cubic centimeter of air."
Acc,,rding to :.IuSH, there Is no safe level of asbestos exoosure.
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ceilings in the hall4lys. Th,. cost of ercapsulation was

about 56-6 per square foot, as opposrl to $18-22 for removal.

Ye visited seeeial clan-ioe ,s. Thy asbestos, ceilings

wcre visitlo becaus they hai only beep encapsullted with a

clear substance. Thy, appear tile was sLoogy and the material

Celt soft like a soale, unler hand picaure.

One teacher stated that ::he had been teaching In Roon

131 for arpcoxizately 20 years, and that particles have btcn

falling into the classroom from the ce. .ug since she starte,1

1.orking they-^. Another teacher who has taught in Room 117

for approximately seven to eight years, also said that prior

to Its being sealed, the asbestos ceiling continuously crumbled

into tne claroom.

The De:.:artment of Cnvironmental Services, Washington, D.C.

initially insf.ected 85 District schools in its annual school in-

specticns of 1977 and identified five schools as having an

extensive a.nount of exposed asbestos material. In addition

to those five schools, Preventive measures have also been

taken at five other schools. To date, the actual cost for
,"

encapsAating (no removal) asbestos in portions of ten schools

located in the District totals 5550,307. The schools involved

and the actual encapsulation costs are as follows: 93/

93/ Interview with Dominic Arwino, Safety Manager of 'ashington,
D.C. Public 'chools, April 29, 1991.
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1. Backus Jr. 'Ugh School (all corridors) $110,000.00

2. Drew Elementary School (all corridors) $ 76,100.00

3. Houston Elenentary School (speech therapy

room) $ 2,400.00

4. Maury Elementary Sc1lo,1 (all corridors) $ 7,400.00

5. Richardson Elementary School (class rooms
and corridors) $ 47,100.00

6. Hamilton Jr. High School (all corridors) $114,074.00

7. Lincoln Jr. High School (all corridors) $187,113.00

8. Mamie D. Lee Special School (library) $ 4,620.00

9. Grant Middle School (boiler room) $ 700.00

10. Hine Jr. High School (boiler room) $ 800.00

It is estimated that in seven years it will cost the

District of Columbia at least $1.5 million to remove the

asoestos that was encapsulated, as the process is not expected

to provide protection beyond that time, and can not be success-

fully repeated.

Only those areas and materials which were declared

"hazardous" in nature were encapsulated. Asbestos ceiling tile,

asbestos floor tile, asbestos blankets, and asbestos insulation

can still be found within the District Public Schools.
o

D. Oxon Hill Junior Hioh School, Prince
George's County, Maryland

By 1977 Prince George's County officials became aware

t' .7.- potential hazards existed concerning some uses of asbestos'.

8 f :
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At that time potential hazar1ds were being publicized and

the county received flyers providing information on the

nature of the asbestos problem. .

Between Iabruaty and August 1976, air monitoring samples

were taken in all of Prince George's County Junior and Senior

High Schools for a report prepared by the State Department

of Labor and Industry on asbestos exposure in Prince George's

County. Both commercial and State laboratories tested the air

samples. However, the air monitoring tests were inadequate

for the same reasons discussed above regarding the Washington,

D.C. schools.

In early 1979, the State of Maryland sent a letter

to the schools explaining the method of collecting bulk

samples.samples. Bulk samples were taken from the schools in Prince

George's County during the months of April and May 1979

after training the custodial personnel to locate and

collect sprayed insulation samples. In May of 1979, samples

from all schools in the County which evidenced sprayed-on

acoustical materiais were sent to the State Health Department

for analysis.

The School Board requested an estimate of the costs

for removal or encapsulation of the asbestos. The School

Board initially wanted to encapsulate or construct a dropped

ceiling. However, it was decio,d that encapsulation c, a dropped

5?
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ceiling wa, -Int the test alternative because mair...enance men

continue to work in these potentially hazardous area. which in

effect are simply concealed from public view. Further, en

capsulation Is only a temporary measure. Eventually, the

extra weight of the encapsulating material actually helps

to loosen the friable material from the coated surface.

Additionally, new reports were published concluding that

the presence of asoestos fibers in the air in any quantity

is a health hazard. Based on these Clctors, a decision was

made that the only solJtion would be to remove the friable asbestos.

The School Board received the results of the samples in

July 1979. Of the 216 total schools, 20 were found to have

asbestos.% Generally, the asbestos 16 located in the industrial

arts rooms and the boiler rooms. Twelve of the schools were

found to have the hard cementitious type of asbestos insulation,

which did not need to be treated. The Health Department determined

that the asbestos ,n the eight remaining schools would have to

be removed. 94/ To date the Prince George's County Schools

have removed the asbestos'from slx schools and plans are being

made for the removal of asbestos from the final two schools

during the summer of 1981.

94/ Initially there were nine schools from which asbestos was
to oe removed from a total of 26 rooms, each measuring about

1,200 square feet. One of the nine had asbestos in a single
boiler room, and a decision was made not to remove the insulation.
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The removal of asbestos from the eight schools in Prince

George's County has been costly. The County spent $83,000

in the Summer of 1979, $90,000 in the Summer of 1980, and

$86 500 will be spent during the Su,-/er of 1981, for a total

of $259,500. Considering that under normal conditions he

lifetime of a school is fifty years, $259,500 IS a significant

public burden in times of skyrocketing demands on taxpayers
,

and greater scrutiny of public expenditures. The school

district must take monies originally intended for other

school district programs t: pay for the asbestos removal

pro)ects.

The Board of Education's first experience in 1979 with the

removal of asbestos, led to a dispute between the board and

the company selected. The board alleged that the removal

was not performed in a safe and satisfactory manner.

During the summer of 1980, asbestos was removed frcm

two additional schools by a different company. The cost

was $10 per square foot for removal, plus $2.25 per square

foot to finish the area after the asbestos was removed,

fer a total of $90,000. 95/

95/ Of the $90,000, $65,000 went toward removal and the
remaining $25,000 for re-encapsulation. Re-encapsulation

adds approximately 33% to the cost of removing the asbestos.

Sj
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This summer asbestos will be removed from the two re-

maining asbestos Insulated schools targeted for remedial
...,

action. The estimates for removing asbestos this summer

are 568,750 for Oxon Hill Ir. High School and $17,750 for

Mar Bethune Junior High School. A new thermal acoustical

material will be installed at 54.00 per square foot to replace

the asbestos" removed. Previously, a new covering having

no soundproof properties was simply applied to "finish off"

the room. This was Inadequate because the machines used

in the industrial arts rooms emit considerable noise.
c.

We visited three of the industrial arts rooms at Oxon

Hill Junior High - Rooms 10J, 101 and 100. The ceiling

insulation was gray, thick, porous and very friable. There

were many areas where large sections of material had fallen

I

or been broken off. One classic sight was that of a pencil

which was apparently thrown, as if it were a dart, at the

ceiling in Room 103. The impact of the pencil would be sufficient

to cause the release of fibers into the air. There were also

cracks that looked like students had dug or pried at the

asbestos with a long handled broom. Our frank opinion is

that when used on a ceiling, the very appearance' and characteristics

of the material, is unfortunately such as to attract many

school-aged individuals to scrape or gouge the material.

M1
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The condition of the boiler room insulation was very

friable. The asbestos insulation was barely clinging to a

metal lath attached to the ceiling; we could see pieces of the

sprayed insulation on the verge of falling off. Every week

the Cloor is watered down by custodial personnel with a hoee,

to remove the asbestos that has fallen.

County records state that the sprayed asbestos used

on the ceilings was "Asbestospray" furnished by the Spraycraft

Corp.: Brooklyn, New York.

E. Newton North High School, Newton, Massachusetts

a
The $16 million four story Newlon North High School

constructed between 1970-1973 is a steel-framed structure.

The specifications caller; for all steel beams, columns and

metal decking to receive a direct-to-steel, sprayed-on fire-

prOofing material containing asbestos fibers. 96/ As a result,

Newton North contained approximately 400,000 square feet of

sprayed-on asbestos. 97/ The records reflect that the sprayed-

asbestos material in the high school became a matter of

concern in 1972. As a result, some of the beams were boxed

96/ Of the four floors at Newton North the top floor ceilings
had mineral wool sprayed on tn.! steel beams instead of

asbestos.

97/ The manufacturer of the asbestos material (CAFCO Blaze-
--

Shield D) is U,S. Mineral Products Co. of Stanhope,

Virginia.

91
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in by the genet,.1 contr4:tor during the winter of 1972-1973

at 0 cost of about $50,000. This effort was stopped in late

August of 1973 so that the school could open in September

of that year.

Initially, asbestos was used at Newton North because

7450 at that time it ,,as: 1) recommended by the architect in the

specification., 2) a popular product and was less expensive

than mineral wo,l, and 3) believed to be a. good fire retardant

material.

In Jul' i and November of 1973, air tests were taken

by the Commonwealth's Department of Labor and Industries,

Division of Occupational 9ygiene, Boston, Massachusetts.

The ti-sting was performed by phase contrast microsck.py re-

commerd.d at that time by NIOSH and OSHA. The July test

reveaied "very little contamination that can be directly

attritutAhle to asbestos was found at this timc. A re-

CO7 .ndat on is made nevertheless, that the beams sprayed

with Blaze Shield D be boxed-in or contained in some way...." ,t

At that time the air analysis results reflected 0.09 or

less fiber particles (greater than 5 microns in length per

milliliter of air). The November air analysis results reflected

less than 0.5 asbestos fibers (greater than 5 microns in

9,)
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length pet millilitor of air) versu, a maximum (at that time)

CSJA allowable concentration of 5.0. 'Ja/ In view of the

public's concern ani the rce,,mendations, the goil was to

box-in all the rer lining az,estos cevorL,A beams, cif irons

and metal roof dec'Ning during the 1574 vacation period.

On June 11 and 12, 197 :, representatives of the Skinner

and Sherman Lab visited Newton North for the purpose of

removirc samples of mazerial L.-am 108 designated areas in

the school. There was great concern that the motors in the

shops were causing asbestos to loosen and become airborne,

98/ Leonard D. Pegnotto, Chief of Laboratory, Department
of Labor and Industries, Division of Occupational Nyglene,

Boston, a-sachusotts in his Ju' 25, 1S73 letter to Dr.
Elkins, Assistant Soperintendel lr rlusiness Services stated
that even though the test resul' ho.ped low counts, "there
should be concern about asbesto ber exposure over the

, long term. In time the fireprn ig material will dry: some
of it wiLl pulverize and be cart.-d by ventilation into
tho room air." It was observed in their survey of Newton
North that there were areas where steel beams are rbadily
accessible to students lboys' locker room 1213 and team
room 2274). The ceilings in the wzrkshops and storage areas
have several laige tea's covered wilasbestos. overhead
healer- blowers found in the auto- mechanic and aato-body
shops when operating, create a heavy move,ent of air and
produce dustiness in those rooms. The hears in the cafeteria
and the "Main Street" corridor are par lolly covered by
wood ceilings/slats. "In view of tne idverse long-tern
lung effects of asbestos, it is reco^ -ode d that bums covered
with asoestos, Blaze Snield C, be con ined in soli, way.
Top priority should be given to areas such as the 'oys'
locker COOT where the asbestos is rea ily accessitle to
the students. Next are the workshops and some of tne heavily
used starage areas. Eventually all the asbestos soal
be covered."

K
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Dr. Nicholson and Dr. Selikoff locked over the situation,

took samples, and made priority area recommendations. The

shop areas and utility closets were boxed-in.

In 1974, at the regaest of mayor Mann, 8208,006 was

expanded on remedial asbestos action at Newton North. Most

of the funds ($193,000) were utilized to seal the remaining

exposed asbestos (except above the wood slatted ceilings)

and finish (tape and paint) the 1973 work. The remaining

&ands were used for design ($5,000) and testing ($10,000)

to determine the exact location of the asbestos fireproofing

material.

Dr. Charles Spooner, GCA Corporation, Bedford, Massachusetts,

\'in hie report of December 11, 1,979, entitled, "An lysiJW

Bulk and Air Samples For Asbestos in the Newton No ,,th High

Schcol," stated that "a totgl of 386 bulk samples we' O taken

from different locations throughout the school for the direct

determination of the asbestos content. The bulk analyses

were performed by polarized light microscop*: recommended

by EPA. Approximately 20 percent of the samples were devoid

of asbestos; however, the mineral was found on all floors

of the school at levels of concern from a health aspect."

Dr. Spooner recommended that removal be carried out in

"those areas shown only to contain asbestos that is not due

to spacious contamination. E closure would be an acceptable

9
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alternative control measure in areas which cannot. be vanda:/zed.

The 'action level' above which control measures are needed

should be clarified with the U.S. E.P.A. and State authoritit."

Dr. Spooner stated that (e)xposure of a school population

to asbestos is needless and application of a workplace standard

is inappropriate. The fiber levels determined by air sampling

are low; however, this type of analysis may be misleading

since we are dealing with a low level chronic exposure of

many years duration. A 4-hour air sample simply cannot

be expected to reflect accurately the exposure integrated

over a period of years."

To date, approximately $600,000 has been expended on the Newton

North asbesto's abatement program. 99/ The State of Massachusetts

99/ According to Allan Fraser, Building Commissioner of the
Newton Public-Schools, Newton, Massachusetts, interviewed

on April 9-10, 1981, .the actual costs of asbestos abatement

at Newton North to date are as follows: . ,

$254,000 Boxing-in beams with asbestos areas and utility
closets between 1972-1973.

$ 25,000 Dr. Spooner's analysis of bulk and air samples
and report (report done in December, 1979
in support of work for Summer 1980).

$ 5,000 Testing'cluring removal process /quality control.

$312,934 Removal of asbestos from Newton North.

(Footnote 99/ continued on ndxt sOge.)

86-433 0 - 81 - 7
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granted Newton North opprvximatcly $125,000 which came from

a 52 million state giant for sch,Iols with asbestos problems

(put' Legislative Asbestos Commi5sion, State House, Boston,

Massachusetts).

Plans called for the rest of the asbestos to be removed

in the summer of 1981, but no money is budgeted for this be-

cause of the November 4, 1980, state legislation which cut

taxes fifteen percent., To accomplish the removal of the

remaining 200,000 square feet of asbestos in Newton North,

Seagull Environi,ental do. has submitted an estimate of $1.8

million.

(Footnote 99/ continued.)

$ 12,000 Disposal of asbestos (trucked in sealed cor.tainers

to Halifax, Massachusetts - $22.00 per cubic yard).

$ 14,161 Moving furniture, books, etc. (out and back into
rooms).

5 1,000 C:eaning drapes.

5 500 Police overtime/secure building.

$ 100 Printing bid specifications.

$ 40 Advertising.
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CASE STUDY CONCLUSION

The case studies have revealed that: 1) ambient air

testing often shows very loi exposure levels even in situations

in which physical bulk sampling confirmArthe presence of

friable asbestos; 2) records kept by the school districts

or in state archives can indicate the line of distribution

of the asbestos, -- architect, general contractor, manufacturer

and type of asbestos used; and 3) due to the soft spongy

nature of friable asbestos, students-are likely to damage

it. Visual observation often confirms that asbestos has

in fact broken away from ceilings.

The asbestos abatement programs have created considerable

financial burdens and hardships foy school districts which

have been exacJrbated by cuts in school budgets. The funds

expended to date at the three schools visited, total

$715,800 to encapsulate, seal or remove friablq asbestos,

with additional expenditures anticipated or believed necessary.

In some cases, asbestos containing materials are remaining

in schools because of financial constraints and competing

priorities.

From a legal standpoint, it appears that 1) friable

asbestos was installed in the schools In the absence

of warning as to dange.s, and 2) it is still possible to

identify the manufacturer of the sprayed asbestos material.

97
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LEGAL ISSUES

SUMMARY OF DUTY. BREACH OF DUTY,
INJURY AND LIMITATIONS ISSUES

0
The liability issue concerns whether a school district, or

the United States on a district's behalf, may recover the costs

of detecting, containing or removing asbetos from schools.

Asbestos is a carcinogen and has been the cause of thousands of

deaths in industry due to inhalation of asbestos fibers. 100/

The concern is that as a result of .common occurrences, such as

building vibrations due to equipment operation, friable asbestos

releases fibers into the air, and therefore constitutes a hazard

to the health of students and school employees.

This repoit focuses on legal as opposed to factual issues --

whether a cause of action for recovery can be stated on behalf of

a school district so as to survive a motion to dismiss. Even if

that can be done, it would still be necessary for the school dis-

trict to establish its factual allegations at,trial in order to

:ecover. This report discusses the legal issues primarily in

terms of the school districts, since the United States would stand

in theirsshoes, for most purposes, under the terms of the Asbestos

School Hazard Deteotion and Control Att-.7ofl980,--

100/ Commercial Union Insurance Companies, EnvironmentAl Issues
Task Force, Asbestos -- A Social Problem at 12-14 (May 12,

1981) (estimates 67,000 cancers will be attiTEUtable to asbestos
exposure per annum, "or about 17% of all cancers detected annually
in the Uni.ted States.").

98
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In order for a school district to recover from asbestos

manufacturers the costs of removing or containing friable asbes-

tos, it will be necessary to establish that a defendant breached

a dut, which resulted in a legally cognizable injury to the

,plaintiff. In this regard, contract and tort theories of liabi-

lity were reviewed. As discussed below, few fact patterns will

allow actions based on contract theories due to statute of limi-

tation problems. Review of tort theories for addressing hazardous

activities and dangerous products were also explored, leading to

focus on products liability theorfas and the theory of restitution.

The proof required of a plaintiff seeking to
recover for injuries from an unsafe product
is very largely the same, whether his cause
of act -ion rests upon negl:.gence, warranty,
or strict.liability in tort. 101/ -

"(Me piaintiff.has the initial burden of establishing three

things. The first is that he has been injured by the ptoduct." 102/

"The second is that the injury occurred because the product was

defective, unreasonably unsafe." 103/ The third is that the

dgfect existed when the product left the hands of the particular

defendant." 104/

The purpose here is to provide a very general outline of the

elemt.ts common tb any potential theory of recovery.

101/ Prosser, Law of Torts at 671 (4th ed. 1971).

102/ Id.

103/

104/ Id.

90
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A. Ptla

:The predicate for an action related to asbestos in the schools

is to establish that the defendant had a duty to the plaintiff.

(A) manufacturer or even a dealer has a
responsibility to the ultimate consemet-,
Hased upon nothing more than the sufficient
fact that he has so dealt with the goods
that they a're likely to come into the
hands of another, and to do Harm if they
are defective. 105/

This responsibility has become &neially accepted since the

manufacturer of a car with a defective wheel was held liable for

negligence to the ultimate purchaser, who was injured by the

vehicle's collapse, in MacPherson v. Buick Motor Co., 217.N.Y.

382, 0114.N.E. 1050 (1916).

The asbestos manufacturers, therefore, have been subject to

du0 noea;75 cause Foreseeable harm to purchasers of their

products, or 16 those in the vicinity of the .product's probable

. use. 106/ This duty is similar wider the relevant theories of

action. This Report reviews restitution, and the products lia-r

bility theories of strict liability, negligence, and implied

warranty.

B. Breach of Duty

To the extent that friable asbestos is dangerous, the danger

appears to be "inseparable from a properly made pioduct of the

105/ Id. at 642.

'., 106/ Id. at 662.

1 00
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parcit a kind.' 107/ However, the products may also have been

improp,rly designed -- lajsbescos product manufacturers_ say chat

such Lhealth] problems have now been eliminated by binding asbes-

tos into ocher materials or encapsulating itmso that the deadly

fibers cannot escape." 108/

In Section I is was pointed out that asbestos has many impor-

tant uses. However, a manufacturer, even of a useful, properly

made product, "lay still be held negligent for failing to test a

product to discover dangerous propensities, pursuant to the scan-

.dard expected of an expert in the field, 109 /for for failing to

give adequate warnings of unreasonable danger4 which it knows, or

shoeld know, arise from the use of the product. 110/ "The warning

Rut; be sufficient to protect third persons who may reasonably be

expected' eo.come in conc,nc with the product ano he harmed by

it." 111/ These duties -- to test and to warn -- appear to be the

specific.duties making up the asbestos manufacturers' ge.,aral duty

to not cause harm to the users of-friatild-asbestos:---

There appear to bqpcwo alternative resolutions of t`,e breach

of duty issue. First, it may be determinedas a matter of law

based on previous asbestos litigation that there clearly was a

duty to warn of the dangers of friable asbestos used in the

107/ See id. at 647.

108/ New York Times, July 6, 1981 ac D2.

109/ :
Prosser, Law of Torts at 644 (4th ed. 19711.

110/ t' Id. at 646-7.

111/ Id. at 647.

01
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schools. The only remaining sue would be the factual one of ,

whether warnings -- if any -- were adequate. Or, a court could

hold that there is an unresolved foresecability issue hased.on the

difference in the risk caused by environmental exposure of students

and s,hool employees to friable asbestos, as contrasted to work-
...

A place exposures of factory workers and insulation installers to

abestos. 112/

It was pointed.out in Section IV that a pivotal asbestos

liability case, Borel v. Fibreboard Paper Products Corp., 493 F 2d

1076, 1104 (5th Cir. 1973), cert. denied, 419 U.S. 869 (1974),

detetmined that all of the asbestos manufacturers involved in

that case provided no warnings accompanying their products prior

to 1964, and that the warnings several of them provided after that

date were inadequate. In Section VI, it was pdinted out that the

two defendant asbcitos manufacturers who have responded to disco-

very in school district litigation have admitted failure to test,

and were unable to.show that warnings accompanied their Products.

. ''In fact, industry documents summarized in Section IV shOW that

leading asbestos manufacturers and the then-active industry trade

association -- the Asbestos Textile Institute -- adiively sought

to obscure data .linking occupational asbestos exposure to asbcs-

tosis and canck?.

112/ Cf. K:rjala v. Johns-Manville Products Corp., 523 F.2d 155,
158 ( th Cir. 19/5) (upholding jury instruction under which

jury decided issue of whether known dangct to factory workers put
manufacturdr on notice of danger to insufhion workers).

CA.
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The asbestos manufacturers had duties to test.and to warn if

the "harm" sufferdd by school districts, or threatened against the

students and employees for which the school districts are respon-

sible, was or should have been foreseeable.

Clearly; asbestos is a carcinogen. 113/ However, "products

containing asbestos fibres have great utility in-an industrial

society. . . Asbestos-related cases provide the courts with

a classic utility versus danger evaluation. '114/

Because asbestos products both have great utility but pose

grave danger, 15/ the court in Hardy v. Johns-Aanville Sales Corn.

has held "that e only way for insulation products_whtch contained

asbestos to escap tha strict liability conclusion that the pro-
.,

ducts were unreaso, bly dangerous as marketed was for such products

to have been markete with an adequate warntng." 116/ "The danger

of the generic ingredie t is the same irrespective of the finished

product. The degree of danger may w.ry with the finished produce.

c..insequently, the due), to warn may. vary." 117/ The count

also held that the duty to warn of the danger posed by asbestos'
c .

113/ See Section III, infra, Reserve Minine Co. v. EPA, 514 F.2d
r52, 508 (Bch Cir7137557-EMYied, )29 F.2e13T-18,th Car.

1976); Hardy v. Johns-Manville Sales Corp., 509 F.Supp. 1353, 1354-
55 (E.D7-'1FR. 1981). Asbestos is treated-as a toxic and hazardous -7
substance under federal regulations. See 29 C.F.R. 1910.1001 (1980).

114/ -Hars4y v. Johns-Manville Sales Corp., supra. 509 F.Supp. at
Tr .

115/ Id. ac 1360.

116/ Id.

117/ Id. at 1362.

103
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has already been established by prior decisions -- by collateral

estoppel, in the case of non-insulatiTn products- well as the

insulation products which were the subject of the first asbestos

liability cases. 118/ However, "(Ore luestion cif adequacy of a

warning, if any was given, is a jury issue in the non-insulation
o

cases.'" 119/

The conclusion is that as a minimum the known danger of

occupational exposures to asbestos fibers should have caused the

' manufacturers to test their friable or easily damaged products

to determine whether they would emit fibers after installation,

thereby posing a hazard to consumers. 120/ If in fact=the asbes-

0 tos products do emit fiber-3 -- and it appears that they do, as a

result of coMmbn occurrences including deterioration, maintenance

activities and student contact 121/ the duty to warn seems

plain.

Accordingly, the duty to warn may be established in cases

brought by or on behalf of school districts, either by way

a

118/ Id.

119/ Id. Collateral estoppel or "issue preclusion" may now be
used offensively as well as defensively, and "mutuality" of

parties is no longer required. See Parklane Hosiery Co. v. Shore,
439 U.S. 322 (1979). The Circuits are not in accord as to wWaTer
federal col:,teral estoppel principles control successive federal
diversity ac ions. Compare Acrojet-General Corp. v. Askew, 511
F.2d 710 (5th Cir.), cert. denied, 4 3 U.S. 90871975) (feder&
law) with Semlea v. PF7EgiairETnstitute, 575 F4d 922 (D.C.
Cir. 1978) state ltY
120/ Also, Eirere clearly Is a risk of exposu e to workers during

installation or removal of the products.

121/ See Sections V and VI, supra.

10 a
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collateral estoppel as the result of previous litigation, or as

a. readily demonstrable factual proposition. It also appears

° likely that chp school diqricts.will he able to estalish failure

to warn and failure to test.

C. Injury.

The first task of any products liability plaintiff is to

prove hisoinjury. 122/ This involves two as'Artts; first, the

factual existence of injaty, and second, the issue of whether the

injury is one for which recovery mny be oltained.

1. Factual Nature of the Injury,

The prbsence of friable asbestos can and does result in the

release of asbestos fibers, which Ore carcinogenic, into the

ambient air of schoolrpoms. 123/ The Environmental Pr4tection

Agency estimates the pievailing concentration of asbestos 'in

buildings having exposed friable asbestos- containing materials

. to be between 58 and 270 nanograms peecubic meter, whereas the

"ambient air is usually belot, 10 nahograms per cubic meter." 124/

Oq the other hand, eveth.44a..,ppper figure of 270 nanograms per

cubic meter is extremely low in comparison to the occupational

standard of 2 fibers per cubic centimeter 125/ which equates to

60,000 nanograms per Cubic meter. But, the OSHA standard itself

122/ White & Summers, Uniform Commercial Code, Sdction 9-1 at
326 (2d ed. 1980). .

123/ See Sections V. and VI, supra.

124/ 45 Fed. Reg. 61,966 at 61,969 (Sept. 17, 1980).

1251 29 C.F.R. 1910.1091 (1980).
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tail been criticized by the National Institute of Occupational

Safety and Health as being "grossly' inadequate" on the grOund

that there is no safe level of exposure to.asbestos.../Furthermore,

an occupational standard whkei has been compromised by tieang

economic considerations into account does not establish that low

level environmental exposttres are not harmful. 126/ r

The ,fact is "(t)here are many reports of cases (of mesothe-

lioma, a :are form of cancer) following short exposures -- a few

weeks. Cases have followed exposure to drsty clothes in the .

home." 12/7 At least one court has found that umesodllioma may

result from one exposure to asbestos dust or fibres." 128/

The contention'that in the absence of warning -- which would

allow the user to make an informed choice whether the utility of

the product outweighs its dangerous propepsities, friable asbestos .

products causing a significantly higher than normal exposure to

airborne asbestos fibers are unreasonably unsafe, sounds reasonable. .

In fact, it has been held as a matter of law that "products placed

in thistream of commerce containing asbestos are defective for

the reason that the same are unreasonably dingerous to the consumet

or user of the product." 129/

126/ Se'd text in Section'il. at 55, hyte 84, supra.

127/ J.C. Gilson. supra, Section III, note 38, at 400.
'

128/ Harty v. Johns-Manville Sales Corp., supra. 509 F.Supp. at
13.

129/ Mooney v. Fibreboard Cota, 485 F.Supp. 242, 250 (t.D. Te
T4'80). See also Hardy v. Johns-Manville Sales Corn.: 509

-(toocnote conttnued)
1
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Also, Congress has found that "the presence in school build-

ings of friable or gasify damaged asbCstos creates an unwarranted

hazard to the health the school children and school employees

who' le exposed to such materi41s." 130/

This Report does not undertake to second-guess the Congress

by atttmpting to resolve the issue of whether friable asbestos

products are hazardous to students and school employees. The

Courts may m.ke the deterMination that the products are. hazardous

either as a mater law, by applying collateral estoppel, or

by determining the disease relation of the product by resort to

1
judicial notice of adjudicative medical fact, pursuant to Federal

Rules of Evidence 201(i4(2). and (c). 131/ In the alt-rmative..'

the issue of injury will be determined by juries or judges on the

basis of expert scientific and medical evidence. It does appear

clear that it will be necessary to establish that the products as

used are hazardous, as a prerequisite to recovery..

2. Legal Nature of the Injury

Recovery for injuries caused by unreasonably ursafe products

may be sought under the tort theories of strict liability and

negligence, and the theory of implied warranty. The recoveries

TiOaigErEOWEciiiied)
F.Supp. 1353 (E.D. Tex. 1981); Flatt v. Johns-Manville Sales
Corp.. 488 F.Supp. 836 (E.D. Tei7r9.80). But see McCarty v.
Johns-Manville Sales Corp., 502 F.Supp. 335(S7117 friTETT980)..

130/. 20 U.S.C. 3601(a)(6) (1980).

131/ See Harrty v. Johns Manville Sales Corp., supra, 509 F.Supp.
TIF-1-63 ("Asbestos-related litigation is an appropriate

candidate for collateral estoppel because i is a mass tort, a
tort against a large undefinable group of pc ple by industry.").



canttmplaCed by the Asbestos Sehuol livatd Detection and Control

Acc are for the costs of detecting. contdining or rt.soving hdzard-

ous asbestos products. There Is a crici.al issue as to the legal

nature of the injury.

Pie use the terms "property damage" on the
one hand and "economic loss' on the other
to describe different kinds of darauges a
plaintiff may suffer. An action brought to
recover damages-for inadequate value, costs
of repair, and replacement of defective goods
or consequent loss of profits is one for "eco-
nomic loss." Property damage, on the other
hand,' is the Restatemeues "physical harm . . .

to (user's) pTYFFFET"--If one purchases a
"new truck and finds that the radiator has to
be replaced at a cost of $300. he would suf-
fer an economic loss of at least $300 rather
than property damage . . . Of course, border-
line cases can arise that do not fit comfor-
tably in either the property damage or the
economic loss category. 132/

In general, a majority of courts deciding the issue have held

that unlike damages for personal injury or physical property

damage, economic loss is not recoverable in a products liability

action whether founded on strict liability. negligence, or

implied warranty. There is. however, a division of opinion, and

the more persuasive decisions discussing the issue have allowed

recovery .of economic loss if is is caused by a hazardous product,

or if it results from a tort "independent" of the sale of a defec-

tive product -- such as failure to warn.

Acco.dingly, it will be necessary for the school districts to

either establish that economic loss is recoverable here, or that

132/ White 6 Sum-iers. Uniform Commercial Code. Section 11-4 at
405 (2d ed. 1960).
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a

rendcrir of school buildings unsafe', together with the need

to physically tear away asbestos products from the buildings,

'constitutes physical damage to property. There is a dearth of

authority on this latter Issue.' 133/
.f 4

Because of the importance of the "economic loss" issue: and

because it is a legal issue with which the Department can address

in a general report of this kind, the economic loss issue is-dis-

cussed in the next section of this Report.

D. Statutes of Limitrition___ s
4

Since the Envirinmental Protection Agency banned the spraying

of materials.containing more than one percent asbestos in 1973,

most of the situations with 'Mich we are concerned stem from the

, installation of asbestos pribr to that date.'134/

Accordingly, the various state statutes of limitation present

obvious obstacles to the successful recovery of abatement costs
0

through'lltigation. Statutes of limitation may serve to bar an

aceion'even though all of the elements just discussed which would

otherwise allow recovery exist. In almost all cases, the time

period elapsed since installation of the as6eRtos will be longer

than the period allowed for bringing actions under the applicable

--statUtE-diri-Eitailon. The critical issue, then, is when will

e.

133/ See discussion of Arizona v. Cook Paint & Varnish Co., 391
T:gupp. 962 (D. ArT77-1-975), an-''a7 541 F.201-72174E1 Cir.

1976), cert. denied, 430 U.S. 915 (07/77 at 113, infra.

134/ See 38 Fed. Reg. 8,820 (1973). However, the regulations
allowed spraying for decorative al opposed to insulation

paloses until 19,78. See 43 Fcd. Reg. 26,372 (1978).

er
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the cause of action be viewed to have accrued, so as to commence

the running of the statute of limitation?

Restitution is an especially attractive remedy' became the

is authority holding that the performance of one's duty to the

public by another creates a contract implied in law, with the

limitation period running from the comparatively late date on

which the duty is finally performed. Products, liability claims

under stapt liability, negligence, or implied warranty theories
.

are the primary alternative or additional claims to an action

seeking restitution.

In contrast to products liability tort claims, products

liability contractual claims, such as breach of implied warranty

of fitness or merchantability, may be clearly barred by applicable

statutes of limitation. Even though contractual limitation periods

are often longer than or limitation periods, they also often

commence at the time of delivery rather than the later date of

"manifestation" of injury. 135/

In tort cases, however, many courts have adopted a mantfes-

tation rule, providing that the governing or statute of 1,Aita-

tion does not start running until the injury manifests itself.

See, c.a., Insurance Co. of North America v. Forty-Eight Insula-

tions Inc., 1212, 1220 n.13 (6th Cir. 1980), (personal

135/ See U.C.C. S2 -725 (1976). The U.C.C., it must be noted,
may not be applicable because sprayed asbestos, to be a

sale of goods within the meaning of the U.C.C., must, since it
is attached to realty, be capable of severance "without material
harm thereto" and mtst have be-en movable at the time of identi-
fication to the contract. U.C.C. 532-105, 2-107 (1976).

11 0
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injuries). As an example, in Rosenag v. City of New Brunswick,

51 N.J. 130, 238 A.2d 169 (1968), the defendant manufacturer sold

a water meter to a city in 1942, which in turn installed the meter

t-glaintifflp home in 1950. The meter broke in 1964, causing

damage to the 7:17a;ntiff'.court-6-1-d-tlitut--th

year statute of limitation for tortious injury to property started

running at the time the meter broke because there was no cause of

action prior to that time. Even in the ease of contractual theo-

ries, statutes of limitation may not always prove to be insur-

mountable. See Southgate Community School Disrrict v. West Side

Constr. Co., 399 Mich. 72, 247 N.W.2d 884 (1976) (consumet school

district not in privity with manufacturer of defective floor tiles).

The United States could sue in federal court pursuant to 28

U.S.C. 1345 (1976). School districts could sue either in state

court, or federal court if the grounds for diversity jurisdiction

were met. See 28 U.S.C. 1332 (1976). A six-year statute of

tation is piovided with respect to federal actions on contracts.

28 U.S.C. 2415(a) (1976), and a three-year period applies to

federal actions on torts, 28 U.S.C. 2415(b) (1976). All periods

in which "facts material to the right of action are not known and

reasonably could not be knot by an official of the United States

charged with the responsibility to act in the circumstances" are

excluded from the limitation period. 28 U.S.C. 2416(c) (1976).

The United States would seemingly be in a very favorable tosition

under the federal limitation periods. But, if the action is 4

"derivative" -- and a strong case can be made that au1'e ion to

recover "on behalf or a school district is derivative -- the

- 86-43; 0 - 81 - a 1 1
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assignment of the cause of action to the United States must take

place prior to the running of the applicable state limitation

period, for the federal right of action to survive. 136/

Accordingly, it is likely that the issues posed by gdWrning

state statutes of limitation are as important to the United States

in-this-situation _aS_Osv are to the school districts. 1; will

if
a

generally.be necessary, then, to successfully state a claim

either for restitution or for a tort, and to establish a compara-

tively recent "accrual" date.

CONCLUSION

From the analysis which follows, it may be concluded that

restitution in the preferred cause of action, and that strict

liability end negligence, predicated on failure to warn and

failure to test, also ore viable theories of recovery. There is

room for optimism on the statute of limitation issue based on the

fact that the dangers of friable asbestos have only recently been

brought to the attention °Fele goverament and the public. The

manufacturers still dbntend that their products are not dangerous.
4

Thus, actions may still be timely despite the passage of time

involved, under restitution, "discovery," and "manifestation"

statute of limitation principles. C.--

136/ E. 1A, Pt. 2 Moore's_Federal Practice, % 0.321 at
p. 3241 (2d ed. Amay7--

o''
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I. ECONOMIC LOSS AS A COMPENSABLK INJURY

A. The economic Loss Issue

The economic less issue is raised by .she fact that an action

for restitution to recover th costs of removing and replacing

asbestos in the schools has the characteristics of a products

liability action. The allesation would be that friable asbestos,

by reason of being a carcinogen, is defective, creating a hazardous

condition requiring removal. If removed prior to causing death

or physical injury, the actual injury is characterized in products

liability jurisprudence as "economic loss." There is a body of

case law to the effect that "economic loss" is not recoverable in

a product: liability action -- absent the existence of an express

warranty.

A succesrful products liability suit offers
an injured individual three potential forms

of recovery: (1) "personal" damages, which
compensate for bodily*harm; (2) "property"
damages, which compensate for injury to
property other than the defective product;
and (3) "economic" damages, of whiel "direct"
compensate far harm to the defective product
itself and "consequential" for harm to busi-
ness expectations, such as profits and good
will. Presently, the majority of courts
allow recovery for personal and property
damages under the theory of strict liability
in tors, but limit recovery for "economic"
'loss to cases involving breach of an express
warranty. 137/

Also, even if ,an implied warranty action to recover economic loss

.,';

is allowed, the contract statute of limitation, which usually

137/ Note, Economic Losses and Strict Products Liability: A

Recordof-KS:IC Cil-AW6igrricawaT1TOWETiEt and fort,
54 NOTRCg'UfCiidrit.:i fiX (1.9 /h )
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_arts running at time of delivery, will serve to bar recovery

unless recovery is allowed. on a or theory -- which usually

involves more favorable cause of action accrual rules.

The problem is:illustrated by the decision in Jones & Laughlin

Steel Cori v. Johns-Manville Sales Cosa, 626 F.2d 280 (3d Cir.

1980). Johns-Manville supplied products for a roJf, and also

supervised construction of the roof, for Jones & Laughlin. Even-

tually, the roof began to crack, allowin8 water to leak through. 138/

Ultimately, Jones & Idughlin repaired and replaced portions of the

roof, and filed a complaint to recover its losses. Recovery was

sought or several theories, some of which were founded in tort,

including strict liability, and others which were founded in

contract, including breach of express and implied warranties.

Although the Supreme Court of Illinois had not yet addressed the

question of whether economic losses are recoverable under or

theories of liability, the federal court concluded (in the- diver-

sity case) sed on intermediate Illinois decisions and "a large

majority of courts," that "economic losses are not recoverable

under claims sounding in tort law." 626 F.2d at 287. "The

extension of strict liability to cover economic losses in effect

,would make a manufacturer the guarantor that all of its products

would continue to perform satisfactorily throughout their reason-

ably productive life." 626 F.2d at 289. Accordingly, the court

held that Jones & Laughlin did not state valid causes of action

13b/ Although asbestos was used in the roof, no allegations were
made 0: a hazardous condition.

11
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for either strict liability or negligence.. The court also held

that even if the contract were subject to the U.C.C., delivery

of the roof occurred more than four years prior to the date on

which the suit commenced, so that the U.C.C. contractual theories

were barred by the statute of limitations.

Although today's decision may appear to be
somewhat harsh, we are confident that it is
the result required by Illinois law. The
record establishes that the roof purchased
by Jones & Laughlin was unsuitable for the
weather conditions to which it was subject.
The unsuitability or the failure of the roof
to perform as anticipated by the parties does
not give rise to a cause of action based on
Illinois tort law. While it would appear
that Jones & Laughlin did have a colorable
breach of warranty claim under the UCC
(assuming arguendo that the contract involved
the sale of goods), the company did not file
such a claim within the time limits specified
by the Illinois statute limitation. . .

Whatever the inequities may be, under the
circumstances, Jones & Laughlin simply no
longer has a legally actionable claim for
'relief. 626 F.2d at 293. 139/

There are two conflicting landmark opinions on the issue of

whether recovery for economic losses may be had in tort. 140/ In

Santor v. A & M Karagheusian, Inc., 44 N.J. 52, 207 A.2d 305

139/ ;,in contrast, an intermediate Illinois state appellate court
has since held that recovery of economic losses may be }),

under the tort theory of strict liability, in Moorman Mfr. Co. v.
National Tank Co., 92 Ill.App.3d 136, 414 N.E.2d 1302 (1980). The
court neld the U.C.C. remedies did not preclude tort remedies
because they were only designed for transactions involving parties
in "Ijoughly equal bargaining positions." In that case, the court
reversed a trial Court's dismissal of tort claims seeking to
recover damages as a result of cracks appearing, in 1977, in
storage tanks which had been delivered in 1966. The action was
filid in 1978, twelve years after delivery.

140/ See Jones & Laughlin Steel Corp, v. Johns-Manville Sales
Corp., supra, 6't6 F.2d at 2857--

115
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(1965), the Supreme Court of New Jersey held that the plaintiff

could maintain a breach of implied warranty claim directly again

the manufacturer, even though there was no privity between the

parties.- The case concerned mnsightly lines which began to appear

in carpeting several months after it was installed. In dicta, the

court said that the plaintiff also had a cause of action for strict

liability in tort.

(W)hen the manufacturer presents his goods to
the ptiblic for sale he accompanies them with
a representation that they are suitable and Q
safe for the intended use. . . . The obliga-
tion of the manufacturer thus becomes what in
justice it ought to be -- an enterprise lia-
bility, and one which should not depend upon
the intricacies of the law of sales. The
purpose of such liability is to ensure that
the cost of injuries or damage, either to the
goods sold or to other property, resulting
from defective products, is borne by the
makers of the products who put them in the
channels of trade, rather than by the injured
or damaged persons who ordinarily are power-
less to protect themselves. 141/

SeNieralsmonths after the decision in Santor, the California

Supreme Court expressly, also in dicta, adopted a contrary posi-

tion, in Seel; v. White Motor Co., 63 Ca1.2d 9, 403 P.2d 145 (1965).

The plaintiff.sued, claiming breach of express warranty and also

strict tort liability, for damages for the repair of a defective

truck, the purchase pricerand lost profits resulting from the

unsuit.stility of the truck for no,Aal use. The California Supreme

Court affirmed the judgment for the plaintiff on the theory of

141/ 207 A.2d at 311-12.
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breach of express warranty, but in dicta, rejected the strict

liability theorx.

The distinction that the law has drawn between
tort recovery for physical injorie.: and
warranty recovery for economic loss is nut
arbitrary and does not rest on the "luck" of
one plaintiff in having an accident causing
physical injury. The distinction tests.
rather, on an understanding of-the natuLe of
the responsibility a manufacturer must Oilier-

' take distributing his products. He can
appropriately be held liable for physical '

injuries caused by defects by requiring his
goods Co match a standard of safety defined
in terms of conditions that creote unreason-

. able risks of harm. He cannot he held for
the 1,:vel of performance of his products in
the consumer's business unless he agrees
that the product wa6 designed to meet the
consumer's degands. A consumer should not be
charged ata ch wLll of_Che manufacturer with
bearing the risk of physical injury when he
buys a product on the market. He can, however.
be fairly .charged with the risk that the pro-
duct will not match his economic expectations
unless the manufacturer agrees that it will.
Even in actions for negligence, a manufacturer's
liability is limited Co damages for physical
injuries and there is no recovery for economic
loss alone. 403 P.2d at 151-52.

A majority ot courts deciding the issue have sin;e followed'

Seely.. 142/ A minority Of courts have followed Santor. 143/ :any

articles have been written on the issue. 144/

142/ See Posttape Assoc. v. Eastman Kodak Co., 537 F.2d 751 (3d
UrF.T47.6) (Faiiiiitvanizrriv-i776Fra-frgbiLity); Fredonia

(footnote ciiiitaiaa)

143/ See Gainous v. Cessna Aircraft 491 F.Surip. -1345 (N.D.
tr.T/60-7GeorgEraw. WiTerlitbility); Head Corp. v.

(footnote Contfnued)

144/ See Frumer, Products Liability, S16A(4)(k) at 3B-180 Co
3E:187; Note. 1.1COqolicLossesand_Scrict Products

(a0Clijle CUI,IinaeG)
rif
Az,
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An addition, some courts have allowed recovery of economic

loss in specific situations, while recognizing the Seely result

Tioocnote 147-continned)
Broadcastine Corp. v. RCA,..cprp, 481 F.2d 781 (5th Cir. 1973)
TTZ77Flaw, stria liability), Bright v. Goodlea? Tire 6 Rubber
Co., 463 F.2d 240 (9th Cir. 19/.7.7761tfornia law, int-cot:Canal-or
77Tikless corc); Southwest Forest Indus. `r- v. Westinghouse
Elec. Ccv. 422i'72d-I61-13.9th Cir.), ccrz. dcnial760"-C7S7
0177179/e(Arixona law, st.rict liabila77; RiTEgid FOIP.C, Inc.
v. Letts Indus. Inc., 395 F.Supp. 506 (N.D. 177aIV751 llowa
law, scrTZTIlahli67); Arizona v. Cook Paint & Varnish Co., 391
F.Supp. 962 (D. Ariz. 1975):Wf'd, 541772d-745-7-07U1r. 1976),
cerc. denied, 430 U.S. 915 (0777-(under law of Arizona, Califor-
M17 RaWaTf: Texas, or Alaska economic loss Hoc recoverable in.
tenet liability action); Coolcv,v. Salouian Indus. uce., 383
F.,Supp. 1114 (D. S.u. 1974) 7Utth aFariaTaw, strtct liability).
Noel Transfer & Package DeliverySery. 'ac. v. Central Motors
Corp., F7TUFF7-468 (U. ilinn.I-9723t7Trik v.177ternacr5717iI
Harvester Co., 99 Idaho 326, 581 P.2d 784 (1978) (ncgligenco77
Morrow v. fiew Moon Homes, Inc., 548 P.2d 279 (Alaska 1976) (strict
Tribiiity)77W3UTITIv Homes, Inc. v. Shivers, 557 S.W.2d 77 (Tex.
1977)'(strict liabirct3TEHTTrariis Constr.'-Co. v. Matchews_cp
Inc., 190 Neb. 546, 209 N.P7B-643 (5/7771Tricc liabiliCYTT-
Yi.17c v. Catlin, 241 Or. 315, 405 P.2' 502 (1965) (strict liabi-
ITT7T; 1017'. American Motors Corn., 3 Ohio St.2d 132, 209
N.E.2d583-71965)(rie,C)77rtre-d N. KL:1 in & Co. V. Chrysler

Corp., 49 III.App.3d 194, 364 N.E.2d feu (1977,-Tnegligence)--
Lonrv. Jim Letts Oldsmobile, Inc., 135 Ga.App. 293, 217 S.E.2d
602 (19757(nUWITcc); Beaucilaop v. Wilson, 21 Ariz,App. 14,
515 P.2d 41 (19/3) ;stric7177bilicy),WEEnv v. Kelsey-Haves Co.,
25 Cal.App.3d 442, 102 Cal.Rptr. 113 (19/2) (stric-E-TrZrrii7-75J
negligence); Rhodes Pharmacal Co. v. Continental Can Co., 72 Ill.
App.2d 362, 2IY-N.E.Ya /26 (1966), Sioux, City Community Cchool

(tootnote continued)
_ 0

(foocnaer1.11
Allendale Mot. Ins. Co.. 465 F.Suf35-5-(ti7D-.-Otri-o---1-97-9-1---(011,
strict lianility), Born v. General Motors Corp., 87 Wash.2d 584,
555 P.2d 818 (1976) (strict liability), ca767 La Crosse v.'Schu-
bert, Schroeder 6 Assoc., Inc., 72 Wis.2d 3. 240 14..1727-124 (1976)
Tstrict liaoiliT7T-71-477777-Anderson Colci-Lcc Cora,, 44 Ohio St.2d

(loocnote continued)

(footnote 144 continued)
A Record of Judicial Confusion Between Contract and Tort, 54 NOTRE
IMMElaiWYER-1-1-F71/178), Ribst7in, CuiderTheS-757-be_cara. Product
Economic Loss Cases, 29 MERCER L. REV. 497719/8), Noce, Pii71 ari
Liabtitcy the Manufacturer's Responstbilirzipr Lconwitc C5ss
Ano r Lou , 8 CILT1 vf 71: iZ VT-6 ) 3 i ) - Arle.-44:77

(footnote eJntinued)
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as a general rule. In Cloud v. Kit Mfg. Co., X63 P.2d 8 (Alaska

1977), the Alaska Supreme Court allowed recovery for da age to

mobile home destroyed by fire, under strict liability in tort.

The court held that sudden and calamitous property damage is

recoverable under tort theory, whereas deterioration, internal

,breakge, and depreciation are economic losses for which recovery

is not allowed in strict liability.

In SIRnal Oil & Gas Co. v. Universal Oil Products, 572 S.W.2d-

320 (Tex. 1978), the Supreme Court of Texas held that economic

loss is compenssble in strict liability where there is collateral

property damage in addition to damage to the product itself, and

that in such cases, damage to the product itself may also be

rebovered 48 part of the property damage.

The primary concern of the courts following the Seely deci-

sion has been the fear that recognition of 1 strict liability

(footnote 142 continued)
District v. International Telephone and Telegraph Corp., 461
rgii17177-662 (N.D. Iowa 1978); Russel v. Ford Motor co.. 281 Or.
587, 575 P:2d 1383 (1978); PlarEgErr Paper Co. Inc. v. Pram

Inc.. 430 F.Supp. 1386 (N.D. Pa. 1977).

(footnote:143 continued) 3

88, 326 N.E.2d 267 (1975) (strict liability); Hiigel v. General
Motors Corp.. 19C Colo. 57, 544 P.2d 983 (1975) (strict liability);
Cove v. Harley Davidson Motor Co., 26 Mich.App. 602, 182 N.W.2d 800

Two).
,,'(footnote 144 continued)

The Citadel Stands The Recover of Economic Loss in American
t/ A t t t . . . 64/ (19'77 17Zie.

-Recovery o I rect Economic Loss. The Unanswered questions of

Ohio Products Liabilit Law, .27-CASg-WEST. RES. L. REV:* 683 (1977);

Note, Psoductsra3candin7gthepropy Damage Exception

in Pure-Ecollorossa.-54-CHT-L-7963. (1977);

T5eTTstrict Liability. Recovery of "'Economic".loss., 13 IDAHO L.
REV. 27-(f976) -nae, niutacturerr1 Strict Tort LfibiLity to Con-

sumers for Economic Los17-417W7UniNg-17-KEV7-475I-0:9-67).



theory-a recovery in tort would conflict with the U.C.C. which

has been *looted by statute in most states. "Inasmuch a.,'the

doctrine of strict liability does not permit a manufacturer to

. . limit its liability through the use of a waiver or a limited f

* warranty, importation of strict liability into the economic loss

area would effectively supersede 52-316 of the U.C.C." 145/

"[T]he legislatures of nearly every state in the Union, have

adopted the UCC wHich care5ully and pain;takingly sets forth the

rights between parties in, sales transaction with regard to

economic loss. This Coirt, in the common law evolution of the

tort law of this state, m recognize the legislature's action

in tIlis area of commercial law nd should accommodate when possible

the evolution of tort law with t e principles laid down in the

. U.C.C." 146/ . \
It should be emphasized that some courts allow recovery for

economic loss in negligence, even though they do not do so in

st :ct liability, on the ground that negligence is grounded on

fault, so that it falls within traditional tort rules and does

not conflict with the statutory system of nonfault recovery under

thC Uniform Commercial Code." 147/

r

145/ Jones & Lau.hlin Steel Corp. v. Johns-Manville Sales Corp..
supra, 626 F.28 at 289.

146/ Clark v. International Harvester Co.. 99 Idaho 326, 581 P.2d
7747-793 (1978). ,

147/ Western Seed Production Corp. v. Campbell. 250 Or., 262.
442 P.2J 215, 218 (1968). Sec ariaPIEv. Cenergl Motors

Corp. 87 Wash.2d 584, 555 P.2d 80717767.Tailitv Hones, Inc.
v. ghivers. 557 S.W.2d 77 (Tex. 1977).

1Z0
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In situations not:governed by the U.C.C., such as sales of

realty (see U.C.C. SS2-105. 2-107), a number of courts have felt

free to reach a contrary conclusion. In Patitucci v. Drelich

153 N.J.Super. 177, 379 A.Id 297 (1977). the court held that the

buyer of a home with an inadequate sewer system had 'a cause of

action for strict liability in tort. A "system which places raw

effluent upon the surface of the yard of a'dwelling house is 'in

a defective condition unreasonably dangerous to the user or

consumer.'" 379 A.2d at 299. Similar decisions include Tavares

v. Horstman, 542 P.2d 1275 (Wyo. 1975)- (negligent design and

construction), and particularly significant, since they are deci-

sions by California courts after Seely, U.S. Financial v. Sullivan;

37 Cal.App.3U 5, 112 Cal.Rptr. 18 (1974) (foundiLon failure); and

Kriegler v. Eichler Homes Inc., 269 Ca1.Arp.2d 224 (1969) <failure

of a radiant heating system).

Thus, if the U.C.C. is not applicable here, the Seely ratio-

nale of resolving conflict between U.C.C. statutory policies and

tort common law policies in favor of the UtC.C., is not present.

The U.C.C. day not be applicable for several reasons -- inability

to easily sever the product from realty, 148/ dbseoce of privity

between school districts and manufacturer, 149/ or completion of

the sales transaction prior to adoption of the U.C.C.

148/ See note 135, suorc.

149/ See Southgate Community School District v. West Side
niistr. Co., 399 Mich. 72 Z47 N.W.2d 884 (1476-77---
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B. The Economic Loss Caused By Asbestos School Hazards Should
Be Characterized as a Tortious Injury

The majority rule set forth in Seely appears correct with

respect to nost4tituations involving recovery for economic loss-

not involving hazardous products. The principle at stakE in'such

cases does appear to involve the difference between bargainini-

expectations, and what is actually obtained from the bargain, and

is traditionally a matter of contract rather than tort law. How-
.

ever, where the defective product poses a hazard, the actual

injury is not only a defeat of contractual expectations but also

the creation of a tortious hazard. 150/ If the schools were

replacing asbestos because it had become unsight131. Oltx was falling

from the ceilings, the injury would appear rrectly characterized

as it loss of bargained-for expectations. In fac . Ae sole reason

for re,oval of the asbestos is that school authorities are

concerned that inaction may result in death or injury to the

students and employees for whom they are responsible. Furthermore,

aclassic public nuisance situation would seem to be presented. 151/

Students are required by law?to attend school and schools are

public facilities. Analogies to unsafe dams, or obstructiOnsIto

roads or navigable waterways, would not appear misplaced. r

150/ Generally, one may plead both tort and 'contract claims
arising from the same transaction, even though different

limitation statutes apply to the separate claims. Lg., Triangle
Underwriters, Inc. v. Honeywell, Inc.. 604 F.2d 737, 743 -44 (2d

- Cir. 1479).

151/ A public nuisance includes conduct which "involves a signi-
ficant interference with the public health, the public

safety, the public peace, the public comfort of the public cpn-
veuience." Restatement (Second) of Torts, 5821(b) (1979). 1
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In-TVAAr. Curtiss Wright Corp., 148 N.Y.S.2d 284 (up. Ct.

1955);,affsaiwirhott-opinion. 153 N.Y.S.2d.546 (App. Div., 1st

'Dept. l96), preceding-both Santor`ind Seely, a New York trial

catrt held,that through negligence -= defective engines on a jet

rplane:=- may endanger another, there is no_actionable wrong

ifthe-danier is averted. -The court squarely held that the

tr---'--_-POiChilier!i_reiedi'is for breach of'warrantP unless and until an

acCidintoccurs._ It can be argued that the TWA' decision is wrong

'-' - ircthii context. It can be contended that the decision is unde-
r

skirable from a.-public policy standpoint,.because it may discourage

.risponirible Parties from seeking to alleviate dangerous conditions

;.' *for tOethe_occurrence of deaths or injuries. 152/

Ii) another case, preceding Santor and Seely, the Fifth Cir-

iizit Court-Of-Appeals.. applying Texas law without citing the TWA

- decirtzon, came-to a,contrary conclusion. In Gladiola Biscuit Co.
;.

v. SOnthern.lce Co., 267 F.2d 138 (5th Cir. 1959), the court
-

.allowed a biscuit manufacturer to recover against an ice manufac-

_turer its costs of deitroying biscuits containing glass mixed in

with the ice furnished by the defendant, on a 'trice liability

theory.. "Otherwise, while an injured biscuit eater might have

his remedy,. . .-the,physical harm which Texas seeks to prevent

:Would have irretrievably occurred." Id. at 140.

The Gladiola result seems more consistent with the policies

-tmderlying strict liability, because it encourages the abatement

of hazardous conditions.

152 JNote, Economic Loss in Products Liability Jurisprudence,
66 COLON. L. REV. 917 951 (1966).
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Section 402A of the Restatement (Second) of Torts (1965)

states that "[One who sells any produCt in a defective condition

unreasonably dangerous to the user or consumer or to his property

is subject to liability for physical harm thereby caused to the

ultimate user or consumer, or to his property." Allegedly, if

the asbestos were left in the schools, the result will cause and

may already be causing, physical harm to users of the schools.

That should clearly create a cause of action for strict liability

in tort. If, however, the school district at considerable expense

abatei the hazard by removing the asbestos, it can be contended

°that the "wrong" has not been suddenly transformed from a tortious

injury to a contractual injury. While there may not have been,

a tortious physical personal injury, there remains the tortious

creation of a hazardous condition necessitating remedial measures

to avoid harm, so that the expense of abatement may fairly be

argued to constitute a tortious injury.

Several commentators have contended that there should be an

exception to the majority rule denying recovery for economic losses

in strict liability, where the loss results from the hazardous

nature of the defective product. The manufacturer of a dangerous

product even though injury has not yet occurred, breaches the

same y that underlies liability in personal injury cases, which

in both situations is based on the policy of encouraging the manu-

facture of safe products. 153/

153/ Apel, Strict Liability: Recovery of Economic Loss, 13 IDAHO
L. REV. 29, 49 (1976); Ribstein, Guidelines for Deciding

Proeuct Economic Loss Cases, 29 MERCER L. REV. 493, 5607151(1978).
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The courts of England have allowed recovery in tort for

economic losses resulting from hazardous products. Lord Denning,

M.R.. stated in Dutton v. Bognor Regis United Building Co.: 154/

Counsel for the council submitted that the
liability of the council would, in any case,
be limited to those who suffered bodily harm;
and did not extend to those.who only suffered
economic loss. He, suggested, therefore, that
although the council might be liable if the
ceiling fell down and injured a visitor, they
would notbe liable simply because the house
was diminished in value. . . .

I cannot accept this submission. The
damage done here was not solely economic loss.
It was physical damage to the house. If coun-
sel's submission were right, it would mean
-that, if the inspector negligently passes the
house as properly built and it collapses and
injures a person,. the council are liable;
but, if the owner discovers the defect in
time to repair:it -- and he does- repair it --
the council are not liable. That is an
impossible distinction. They'are liable in
either case. I would say the same about the
manufacturer of an'article. If he makes it
negligently, with a latent defect (so that it
breaks to pieces and Injures someone), he is
undoubtedly liable. Suppose that the defect
is discovered in time to pr,ment the injury.
Surely he is liable for the cost of repair.

In Rivtow Marine Ltd. v. Washington Iron Works, 155/ the

Supreme Court of Canada held that economic loss could be recovered

in negligence, if it results from "failure to warn" or other tort

"independent" from the contract of sale. In other words, in Canada

154/ (1972) 1 Q.B. 373, (1972) 1 All E.R. 462,'474 (C.A.). Tort
recovery for economic losses was subsequently approved by

the House of Lords. See Anns v. London.Borough of Merton, (1978)
AC728, (1977) 2 All E.R. 492, 505-TUOR-grIlerforce), 514 (Lord
Salmon).

155( 40 D.L.R. (3d) 530 (1973).
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recovery in tort may be had if there is a tort in addition to the

manufacture of a defective product. And in this country, though

additional elements not required in a products liability action

must be proven, there is no obstacle to recovering economic loss

in an action for fraudulent
Misrepresentation (which can be

based on nondisclosure of a material fact as well as affirmative

misrepresentation). 156/

Most of the American economic loss cases already cited have

involved non-hazardous situations and are therefore distinguishable

from the situation at hand. Only a few cases in addition to the

TWA decision have denied recovery on tort theories when the defec-

tive product resulted in m hazardous condition. However, these

cases do not discuss whether the hazardous nature of the defective

product, or the presence of an "independent" tort, should result

in a different outcome than is true of other "economic loss" cases.

An example is the decision in Sioux City School District v.

International Telephone & Telegraph Co., 461 F.Supp. 662 (N.D.

Iowa 1978). In this diversity case governed by Iowa law, a

school district sued to recover its costs of removing and replac-

ing heating units which discharged carbon monoxide, allegedly

endangering students and teachers. The court, dismissed the cause

of action for strict liability. Other causea of action, based

on eoress and implied warranties and negligent design, were not

challenged. The. court said that there were four distinct catego-

ries of harm with strict liability potential: (1) physical

156/ See Section II C, infra.
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injury to persons; (2) physical damage to property other than

the product itself; (3) physical damage to the product itself;

and (4) economic losses which involve no physical harm but are

occasioned by the unfitness of the product. The court held that

items (3) and (4) were not recoverable in strict liability,

particularly since the parties in the, case were not unequal in

terms of their bargaining position.

In Arizona v. Cook Paint & Varnish Co., 391 F.Supp. 962 (D.

Ariz. 1975), aff'd, 541 F.2d 226 (9th Cir. 1976), cert.-denied,

430 U.S. 915 (1977), the court dismissed claims by the state and

its agencies to recover the costs of removing rigid polyurethane

foam insulation products from buildings, based on Strict liability

and misrepresentation of the flammability of the products. The

court noted that the five states whose laws were potentially

relevant -- Arizona, Califoiikka, Hawaii, Texas, and Alaska -- did

not allow tort recovery for economic losses. The court also held

that the necessity to physically tear the product from the build-
,

ings to make them reasonably firesafe, could not properly be

characterized as physical harm to the property. (However, in view

of the dearth of authority on this point, school districts may

contend that the necessity of physically tearing away asbestos

from ceilings to abate a hazardous situation does reflect physi-

cal harm to property squarely within the language of the Restate-

ment (Second) of Torte Section 402A (1965)). 157/

157/ In addition to the cases just cited, research discloses
that several additional decisions have denied recovery for

(footnote-eontl-nae

86-433 0 - 81 - 9
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In any event, "'(c)ontr*ct actions are created to protect

the interest in having promises performed; . . . Wort actions

are created to protect the interest in freedom from various kinds

of harm. The duties of conduct which give rise to them are

imposed by law, and are based primirily upon social policy, and

not necessarily upon the will or intention of the parties . . .'"

Tameny v. Atlantic Richfield Co., 27 Ca1.3d 167, 610 P.2d 1330,

1335 (1980), quoting from Prosser, Law of Torts at 613 (4th ed.

1971). One may contract to purchase an inferior product, but

not to expose others to an unsafe one. Any agreement to commit

a tort against a third party is illegal and void. 158/ In short,

while contractual principles govern the sale of non-h4zardous

products, it can be argued that tort principles should be

applicable to the sale of hazardous products. On this issue,

the decisions of the highest courts of England and Canada, and

the Fifth Circuit's Gladiola decision, allowing tort recovery

tor economic loss, may be preferable to'the outcome in the, TWA

case denying recovery. 159-60/

(footnote continued)
"economic loss" in hazardous product situations. These cases
also do not discuss whether the presence of a hazardous condition
should result in a different outcome. See Bright v. Goodyear Tire
& Rubber Co., 463 F.2d 240 (9th Cir. 1972)' (California law)
(dangerously defective tires); Hawkins Constr. Co. v. Matthews Co.,
Inc., 190 ,Neb. 546, 209 N.W.2d 643 (1973} (defective scaffolding).

).58/ Restatement of Contracts, 5571 (1932).

159-60/ See also, Caltex Oil (Australia) Pty. Ltd. v. The Dredge
ITTIIWITtad". 136 C.L.R. 529, 556 (Austl. 1976) (High

Court of,Australla nerd economic loss recoverable if the manufac-
turer knows the particular consumer likely co suffpreconomic_____
losq); Onion old co. v. Oppen, 501 F.2d 558 (9th Cir. 1974)
(economic loss recoverable by fishermen following oil spill),

128
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The general theory behind failure to warn cases is that one
1

may not knowingly sell a hazardous material without warning of

the hazard. The warning allows the uiet to make an informed

choice as to whether the utility of the product in a particular

situation outweighs its dangerous propensities. A sound

argument can be made, based on both the public policy behind

strict liability and several weighty decisions from common law

jurisdictions, that liability should follow the absence o warning

flfin the case of "economic loss" as well as in the cane o physical
f

injury.

Economic Loss Conclusion

Though most American cases are to the effect that economic

lose is not recoverable in a tort action, a persuasive argument

can be made that recovery for the abatement of a nuisance caused

by a hazardous product, predicated on failure to warn and failure

to test, can be brought on tort theories. As the next section

demonstrates, if a tort can be established, the necessary duty

and breach thereof exist,to constitute the elements necessary to

sustain a claim for restitution.

123
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II. LIKELY EQUITABLE AND COMMON LAW
THEORIES OF RECOVERY

A. Equitable Restitution Theory of Recovery

1. Restitution Principles

Restitution appears to be the most desirable remedy from the

prospective plaintiff's standpoint, because it most closely fits

the problem and also may offer the most appropriate and favorable

treatment in terms of statutes of limitation. The school districts

could allege that the manufacturers who supplied friable asbestos

for use in classrooms without warning that asbestos fibers are

dangerous, and without testing to determine the danger in an

environmental as opposed to an occupational 8,-Ating, have a duty

to abate the resultant hazard and must compensate the party abating

the hazard, if the manufacturer refuies to do so. 161/

The Restatement of Restitution sets forth the elements of a

restitution claim under the public emergency assistance doctrine:

Section 115. Performalice of Another's Duty

to the Public.

A person who has performed the duty of
another by supplying things or services,
although acting without the other's knowledge
or consent, iscentitled to restitution from
the other if (a) he acted unofficiously ant?

with intent to charge therefor, and (b) the
things or services supplied were immediately
necessary to satisfy the requirements of
public decency, health, or safety.

161/ Only new material is discussed in these sections concerning

potential causes of-action. The concepts of duty and injury

were discussed in the preceeding two sections of this Report.
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The school asbestos hazards appear to fit squarely within the

language of the Restatement. 162/

Comment a to the Restatement provides that the person having

the duty must first be requested to perform it unless considera-

tions of urgency render a prior request infeasible. Any school

district contemplating use of a restitution theory should pay
0

'particular atzention to this requirement.

Comment b gives examples of situations where Section 115 is

applicable, including "where one removes an obstruction from or

makes repairs upon a public road which has beconZe imminently

dangerous to members of the traveling public, if the town or

person whose duty it is to care for the road fails to do so."

This situation is somewhat analogous to a situation in which

schools have (allegedly) become imminently dangerous to members

of the student public, if the manufacturers responsible for the

condition fail to make the necessary repairs.

A prime example of the emergency assistance doctrine articula-

ted in Section 115 of the Restatement of restitution is the Supreme

Court's decision in Wyandotte Transp. Co. v. United States, 389

U.S. 191 (1967). In Wyandotte, a barge loaded' with a dangerous

substance (liquid chlorine) had been negligently sunk in the Mis-

sissippi River. The government was concerned that if any chlorine

162/____Board_of_Comers_of__Decatur_Cnunty_ v.. Greensburg_Times,_ 215
Ind. 471, 20, N.E.2d 647 (1939) (rule not applicable, however,

to case at bar). "The Restatements promulgated by the American
Law Institute are entitled to great weight and we accept the rule
[Section 115, Restatement of the Law of Restitution] quoted above
as an authoritallie expos t on o t the aw on t e subject consi-
dered."

1 3
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escaped, "it would be in the form of lethal chlorine gas, which

might cause a large number of 4asualties. The Government demanded

that Uyandotte remove the barge. Wyandotte refused to do this." 163/

The Ulited States then mcved to avert a
catastrophe by locating and raising the barge
and its deadly cargo. . . . These operations,
costing the United States __me $3,081,000,
proved successful.

The United States demanded that the
owners and operators-of the barge reimburse
the Government fdr its expenses. This
demand was rejected., 164/

The Cou-rt said:

It is but a small step from declaratory relief
to a civil action for the Government's expen-
ses incurred in removing a negligently sunk
vessel. (Citation omitted.] Having properly
chosen to remove such a vessel, the United
States should not lose the right to place the
responsibility for removal upon those who
negligently sank the vessel. See Restatement
of Restitution Section 115; United en v.
Moran Towing & Transportation Co., 3/4 F.2d
656, 667 ( .A. th Cir. 1967). No issue
regarding the propriety of the Government's
removal of Wyandotte's barge is now raised.
Indeed, the facts surrounding that sinking
constitute a classic case tn which rapid
removal by someone was essential.

Wyandotte was unwilling to effectuate
removal itself. It would be surprising if
Congress intended that, in such a situation,
the Government's combendable performance of
Wyandotte's duty must be at:government
expense. Indeed, in any case in which the
Act provides a right of removal in the United
States, the exercise of that right should not
relieve negligent parties of the responsibi-
lity for removal. Otherwise, the Government
would be subject to a financial penalty for

163/ 389 U.S. -at 194-95.

164/ 389 U.S. at 195.
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the correct performance of its duty-to prevent
impediments in inland waterways. 165/

In Brandon Tranship v. Jerome Buiiders,.Inc., 80 Mich./WI,.

180. 263 N.W.21 326 (1978), a township brought an action to recover
.

the costs of repairs it made toi dam owned by the defendants.

The township had determined that the dim was in need of repair.

and that because it could rupture and flood in the event of '

heavy rainfall, there was an imminent threat to the safety of

the township residents. The court reversed a gr;nt of supmary

judgment in favor of the defendants, stating thatf"(a) condition

which is so threatening as to constitute an impending danger to

the public welfare is a nuisance." 26'3 N.W.2d at 328. "Plain-

.tiff's allegations fall squarely within the situation envisioned

by the Restatement (of Restitution, Section 115). befendants

were enriched by the repairs made to its dam, and the enrichment.

was unjust because it was defendants' duty to repair the dam."

263 N.W.2d at 328.

In Nutted States v. Consolidated Edison Co. of New York,

Inc.. 580 F.2d 1122 .(2d Cir. 1978), the court upheld a jddgment

wardini-dadages-to-theAnited States., reimbursing it for costs

which the Atomic Energy Commission incurred when it mailiViilable

200 megawatts of electric power to Consolidated Edison Co. during

a power shortage. The court held that Consolidated Edison was

__liable under the public emergency assistance doctrine reflected in

f Section 115.

° Id. at 204-05.
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Con .Edison's claim that it has no absolute
duty to supply electridity to New York area
customers misconceives both the nature of the
duty which must be implicated to fall within
the purview of Section 115 and the nature of
the duty which the:AEC performed in this case.
Con Edison asserts in this regard that it is

liable for damages to its customers only from

intentional wrongful cutoffs or accidental
cutoffs when it has acted with gross negli-
gence. .However. Section 115 of the Restate-
ment certainly does not require either by

its terms or under the case law interpreting
it. that a duty must be absolute to fall

within its parameters. Duty is a flexible

concept. Its existence depends on calibrating
legal obligations to factual contexts. One

may have only a duty to avoid gross negligence,
but that is a duty nonetheless and one poten-
tially cognizable by the emergency assistance
doctrine. 580 F.2d at 1127-28. 166/

The court also said:

Con Edison's attempted limitation of the
emergenty assistance doctrine to burial of
the dead, repair of public roads, and quaran-
tine of the insane and contagiously ill
.takes too myopic a view. To besstire, these

are examples appearing in comment b-to 5115
of the Restatement of Restitution. But
4hpse examples are explanatory, not.delimit-
ing. Con Edison's situation was certainly
more grave and potentially dangerous to the
public welfare than when a fallen tree blocks
a road or when "a dead whale [is] stranded on
the shore close to a town." Restatement of
Restitution, Section 115, comment c at 483
(1937). 161/

166/ The court citedbanother decision, feninsular & Oriental
Steam Navigation Co. v. Overseas Oil Carriers, inc., 553

F.2d 830 (2d Cir.), cert. denied, 434 U.S. 859 (1977), in which

ship went out orrE,3 wa7crain increased its fuel comurption

by increasing speed, to bring a sailor suffering a heart attack

on another ship, to.a hospital% The rescuing ship was awarded

its increased fuel costs as damages under Restatement Section 114

-- the private emergency as stance section.

`167/ 580 F.2d at 11 , .14.
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Restitution appears as appropriate here as in the cases just

discussed, substituting failuie to warn of the hazards of asbestos

as the duty creating element, fot the negligent sinking in Wyan-

dotte, the hazardous dam in Brandon Township, and the power fcr-

nished in the Consolidated Edison easel

In particular, "Whe quasi-coOtract action [for restitution)

is particularly applicable to those torts in which money or

prmperty is obtained by fraudulent misrepresentation." 168/

The failure to warn of the hazards of asbestos products in trans-

actions undertaken for profit and likely deterred by knowledge

of the hazards may be argued to constitute fraudulent misrepresen7

tation. 169/

2. Indemnity Principles Also Suggest That Restitution

taAppronriate

Sections 93 and 95 of the Restatement of Restitution provide

additional reasonini supportive of a restitution remedy, because

they demonstrate t at the ultimate responsibility for the hazard

treated, if any, r sts with the manufacturers -- not the school

districts. Sects n 95 provides:

Person iesponsible For A Dangerous ,:aadition.

ere a person has become liable with

anothe for harm caused to a third person

168/ ' Prosser, w of Torts lit 630 (4th ed. 1971). .

169/ See Sect on IIC..infra, entitled Misrepresentation. In

addition to the pUEITE emergency assistance doctrine, which

is the basis-fo the restitution theory reflected in Section 115

of the Re...totem nt, restitution is also available to recover

unjust enifE157;ircesulting from misrepresentation. See Prosser, .

Law of Torts a 688-89, 732-33 (4th ed. 1971).

.1
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because of his negligent failure to make safe
a dangerous .ondivion of land or chattels,
which was created by the miscondu-t of the
oche,- or'which:.as between the two, it was
the uther's duty to make safe, he is entitled
to restitution from'the other for expenditures
properly made in the discharge of such liabi-
lity, unless after discovery of the danger,
he.acquiesced in the continuation of the
condition.

Comment a provides:

The rule stated in this Section applies
to.situations where a terrier is responsible
for the condition of its right of way or.a _1
municipality is responsible for the condition
of a public highway and 'a third person by
negligence creates a condition dangerous to
travelers thereon, or- having undertaken to
make safe a dangerous condition, fails to do
so.

In the words of a Missouri decision:

[Wihen the supplier or manufacturer of an
article is actively or primarily-negligent
by supplying a product that is unreasonably
dangerous foe the use for which it was made
or supplied, and the person to whom the item
is supplied justifiably relied upon the sup-
plier's care but is nevertheless passively or
secondarily negligent in causing injury to a
third person because of his failure to dis-
covor, correct or remedy the danger, the two
negligent parties, though both may be liable
to the third person, are not in pari delicto
and the one that was passively negligent may
maintain an actionfor indemnity against the
one that was actively negligent, 170/

Section 93 of the Restatement provides:

Indemnity from Negligent Seller or Supplier.

(1) Where a person has supplied to another
a chattel which because of the supplier's
negligence or other fault is dangerous*

170/ Lewis v. Amchem Products, Inc., 510 S.W.2d 46, 48 (Mo.App.
' 1974).

a
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defective for the use for which it is sup-
plied and both have become liable in tort to
a third person injured by such use, the

o supplier is under a duty to indemnify the
other rfor:,expenditures-properly madein dia..

therge,of the'claim of:the third person, if
-the'other used or disposed of the chattel in
,'reliance upon the supplier's care aneif, as
between,the.two, such reliance was justifiable..

(2) The.rule stated In,S4bsectionv(1) applies
where,a person has negligently made repairs
or improvements upon the land or chattels of

e another _whereby both become liable in tort to

.Thu application of the rules set forth is illustrated by

the decision in Fritts v. SafetoreLqinc. 408 F.Supp. 828

(D.,Or. 1976). ii-that

against a grocery store

struck by a negligently

held that the store was

Safeway'wes entitled to

case, a customer brought an action

for injuries she sustained when she was

installed automatic door. The court
e

entitled to indemnity from the installer.

indemnity because its liability was only

pasiive,as opposed to active, or in the alternative, was only
0

vicarious. 171/

171/ See also Kelly v. Diesel Constr. Div. of Carl A. Morse, Inc.,
33-14:772d 315 N.E.2d 751 (19/4) (general contractor liable

under labor law to injured employee, entitled to full indemnity
from company which provided a defective hoist); St. Louis-San Fran-
cisco Ry. v. United States, 187 F.2d 925 (5th Cir. 1951) (railway
company_entitled to indemnity againsttUnited States which had
negligently permitted bombs to become dangerous and cause injury
to plaintiff's employees); Woods v. Juvenile Shoe Corp. of America,
361 S.Wad 694 (Mo. 1962)- is-ER-store entitled to indemnityTR

$ liability for personal injuries suffered by customer. against
-negligent manufacturer of defective shoe); Sears, Roebuck & Co.
v. Philip. 112 N.H. 282, 294 A.2d 211 (1972) (store liable for
personal injuriei in slip and fall case, entitled to indemnity
against independent contractor -.rho had contracted to clean and
wax floors of store unless store owner could be held accountable

_ 0

(footnote continued)

6
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The point is that a school district could seek indemnity from

the manufacturer of asbestos, if a nuisance action to abate-

ment were brought against it by parents and students, or it an

action were brought for death or injury caused by asbestos-expo-

sure. The principles of indemnity demonstrate that the ultimate

responsibility for the "wrong," and therefore the duty to abate,

lies with the manufacturer which failed to warn rather than the

innocent school districts. This serves to support the contention

that the manufacturer does have a "duty" to remove the asbestos

(if,proven hazardous), within the within the meaning of Restatement

of Restitution Section 115.

Finally, statutes' of limitation may not bar an indemnity

claim brought against a manufacturer by a school district which

has been sued by parents or students for injunctive relief or

personal injury. 172/

3. Limitation Principles Applicable to Restitution
Actions

The Restatement also provides with'respect to statutes of

limitation:

(footnote continued)
for more than "a fault that is imputed or constructive only.").

But see Tolbert v. Gerber Industries, Inc., 255 N,W,2d 362 (Minn.

II777-TaTOTtlng comFOITMF-leEligence ane apportionment of liabi-

lity rule, to the effect that,a negligent installer of defective

equipment La not entitled to one hundred percent indemnity from

negligent manufacturer).

172/ See Walker Mf . Co. v. Dickerson. Inc., 619 F.2d 305 (4th

Z17.79 o U.C7C-fTEMETUN-statute does not
shield manufacturers of defective products from indemnity claims

although made by their purchalers more than four years after the

date of sale).

.
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Section 148. Lashes and Statutes of Limitation.

(1) In proceedings in equity, a person
otherwise entitled to restitution is barred
from recovery if he has failed to bring or, .

having brought has failed to prosecute, a
suit for so long a time and under such,
circumstances that it would be inequitable
to permit,him pow to prosecute the suit.

(2) A cause of action for restitution may
be barred by lapse of time because,'of the

provisions of a statute of limitations.

Comment a onSubsection (1) provides that delay sufficient -

to bar a suit includes consideration of whether "a'hardship would

result to.the respondent or to third persons because-of a change

of circumstances Or because there would be a substantial chance

of reaching an erroneous decision as to the facts."

Comment b ides that "Mength of time in itself, aside

from likelihood of producing hardship, is not a bar. In

,the absence of evidence of other circumstances the complainant

normally is barred if the period of the statute of limitations

applicable to actions at law in analogous situations would have

run,-Ideginning at the tithe when the facts were known or the duress

ended." Excuses for delay inch.de the fact that the complainant

"was ignorant and did not understand his rights." 0

Comment c provides:

Normally restitution will he denied only
where, because of an unreasonable delay,
the respondent or third persons would suffer
harm if restitution were granted; even if

full restitution would work a hardship,
partial restitution will often be granted
conditioned upon the complainant making com-
pensation for the harm suffered by the delay,

if such compensation will prevent the hard-

ship so the respondent. Unlike the situation
where a change of circumstances may operate,

130
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as a. defense before the other party discovers
the facts (see 5142), the granting or denial
of restitution because of hardship is not
necessarily,dependent upon the degree of
fault of the parties in the original trans-
action; restitution is denied becauseof
laches onlyibecause the complainant, with
full opportunity to pursue a remedy, delays
without adequate reason until, if restitution
were granted, the other party or some third
person might suffer a loss which would not
have been opcasioned had action been brought
with a fair degree of promptness. The hard-
ship upon the other party may be because he
would lose something, as when, there has been
a material change of values in the subject
matter, or because in view of his chatiged
financial condition restitution would be very
,difficult, or for other similar reasons.

Comment d provides:

If the lapse of time has caused doubt as to
the ascertainment of the facts, as where
witnesses have died or papers have been
lost, or where the time elapsed is so great

Pthat witnesses may-have forgotten the facts,
the chance that the respondent will be dealt
with unjustly may be sufficiently great to
prevent the granting of restitution. It is
because o: this, perhaps, that courts have
frequently found it fitting to bar equitable
actions at the period when the statute of
limitations would bar actions at law unless
the Complainant can show a satisfactory
reason for not having previously brought his
action.

It would appear that an action for restitution would not be

barred by :aches, because the length of time that has elapsed

since the asbestos was installed in the schools has not in itself

harmed the likely defendant manufacturers. Also, any "delay" may

be attributed td the asbestos manufacturers who sold their products

without any warn ls and who continue to contend that friable

asbestos is not dangerous.

14()
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As to the applicability cf statutes of limitation, Comment f

on Subsection (2) provides:

The statutes commonly known as statutes of
'limitations ordinarily are app cable to
actions at law. They also appl to equitable
proceedings in which there is a,c current
legal remedy'.

*

(T)he statutory period for a quasi-co tractual
cause of action is the same is for a cause of
action based upon an oral contract;

. The logical result is to'ieturn to the point of determining

whether the underlying wrong complained of can lie characterized

as a tort -- it was so concluded in the preceeding section. If

the creation of the alleged asbestos hazard is a tort, the poten-

tial arises for the most favorable result possible from the

standpoint of the school districts with respect to statutes of

limitation. It maybe persuasively argued that the actual wrong

is the creation of a continuing nuisance, so that the statute of

limitation should not actually commence to run until the abatement

of the hazard.

In United States v. Boyd, 520 F.2d 642 (6th Cir. 1975), cert.

denied, 423 U.S. 1050 (1976), a court had to determine when the

applicable statute of limitationbegan to run governing an action

in which the United States sought to recover its expenses incurred

in removing a sunken barge from a navigable portion of the Cumber-

land River. The United States first became aware of the barge's

sunken condition in early 1968. After negotiations, the government

removed the barge in May of 1971, and filed its suit for reim-
, -

/burSement of expenses in December of 1972. The court held that

Section 115 of the Restatement was applicable for several reasons,

14
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including the fact that the vessel, represented a hazard to other

vessels employed in navigation.

The right to restitution did not accrue in
this case until the actual removal of the
suiikariTil7i77-4LEEciartrTeriir. Ray 21, 1971,
and until the actual pa.lment to the contractor,
which occurred on June 21, 1971. Since the
action was brought in December, 1972 against
Boyd and in 1973 against, Caldwell, Lt would
not be barred by either the three year or
the six year statute of limitations.

The appellants contend that if the .

Government is allowed to pursue the claim for
recovery based on the time when it incurs its
actual expense of removal, it could delay
removal for many years and, thus, recover on
a stale claim. The answer to this contention
is that by doing so the Government would run
the risk of exposing itself to liability to
third parties under the authority of Buffalo
Bayou Transportation Co. v. United States,
375 F.2d 675 (5th Cit. 1967),-and would also
run the risk that the person responsible for
the obstruction would be unavailable to
respond in damages. Furthermore, if the
Government should delay too long in removing
the sunken vessel and then seek restitution,
the owners of the sunken vessel could validly
assert the defense of ladles, inasmuch as
laches would then be an equitable defense to
an equitable cause of action, namely restitu-
tion. 520 F.2d at 645. (Emphasis added.)

In both the Brandon Township and the Consolidated Edison cases

discussed previously, the courts characterized the emergency

assistance doctrine as a form of quasi-contractual relief. 173/

This is reflective of the notion that the law creates an implied

contract to perfurm one's duty, so that the cause of action does

173/ See United Scaces v. Consolidated Edison Co., supra, 580
pfd at 1127; Brandon Township v. Jerome builders, Inc.,

supra, 263 N.W.2d at M.

1 el ,r2
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not accrue (and the limitation period does not commence to run)

until the complainant performs the duty of the party responsible. 174/

The next most favorable outcome is that either the general--

catch-all, or tort damage to property statute of limitation, would

be held applicable and to commence on the date that the district

determined, or should have determined, that it was faced with a

hazardous condition in the schools. If, however, the underlying

wrong is characterized as contractual, the contractual statute

of limitation could be held to have commenced running on the

, date of delivery, barring actions in many jurisdictions. Plainly,

the economic loss issue previously discdSsed may be pivotal in

actions seeking restitution as well. as in actions in strict lia- '

batty and negligence, which are discussed in the next two

sections of this Report.

Restitution Conclusion

:A-school district determined to seek restitution should

first ascertain the responsible asbestos manufacturers. Demand

should then be made upon the responsible parties for abatement,

that is, removal, containment or encapsulation dt the asbestos.

174/ There are some jurisdictions in which an action for equitable
restitution has been held governed by laches rather than a

statute of 'limitation. -See Oatwood v. Yambrusic, 389 A.2d 1362
(D.C. 1978) (action whicT would have bee1771-175Wd under 15-year
statute of limitation held barred by laches). But see Jonklaas
v. Silverman, 117 R.I. 691, 370 A.2d 1277.(1977T(even EFOUTIT--
equitable principles are involved in an action for restitution,
"limitations statutes should apply equally tosimilar facts regard-
less of whether legal or equitable jurisdiction is involved, so
action timely under six-year statute of limitations, is not barred
by laches.").

86-433 0 - 81 - 10
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If the demand is refused, it will be necessary to establish in

court either as a matter of law 'or by trial of a factual issue,

that the asbestos is hazardous. The hazardous nature of the

product, coupled with failure to warn of the hazard and failure

to abate the hazard, should constitute an omission to perform a

"duty" within the meaning of Section 115, entitling the. party

performing the duty to.restitution.

The, United States 175/ (or school districts)could recover_

sums expended fo°r removing or containing hazardous asbestos by

actions seeking restitution.

175/ The conclusions as to the United States depend upon the
appropriation of funds by Congress to carry out the Act,

which, as already stated in the Summary, appears unlikely.
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B. Products Liability Theories of Recovery

Products liability is the area of case law concerniag the

liability of sellers of products to third persons with whom they

are not in privity of contract. 176/ Products liability cases

ordinarily include causes of action for strict liability, negli-

,
Bence, or breach of warranty. or for all three theories of reco-

very. These theories of recovery are discussed in the following

sections. The first two sections of the Legal Issues portion of

this Report addressing duty and injury, should be kept in mind

while reading these sections.

1. Strict Liability

Strict liability is a more recent development than either

liability for negligence or breach of warranty. It is the

preferred products liability cause of action because it is

ubnecessary to prove negligence against the manufacturer, and

,contractual privity between the manufacturer and the injured

product user is not required. The Restatement (Second) of Torts

sets forth the elements of a strict liability claim.

S,pction 402A. Special Liability of Seller of
Product for Physical Harm to User or Consumer.

(1) One who sells any product in a defective
condition unreasonably dangerous to the user
or consumer or to his property is subject to
liability for physical harm thereby caused
to the ultimate user or consumer, or to his
property, if (a) the seller is' engaged in
the business of selling such a product, and
(b) it is cxpected to and does reach the user
or consumer without substantial change in the

condition in which it is sold.

176/ Prosser, Law of Torts at 641 (4th ed. 1971).
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(2) 'The rule stated in Subsection (1) applies
although (a) the seller has exercised all
possible care in the preparation and sale of
his product, and (b) the user or consumer
has not bought the product from or entered
into any contractual relation with the. seller.

Comment d provides that the theory of strict liability is no

longer limited to food or other products for human consumption.

Itextends to any product sold in the condi-
tion, or substantially the same conditiOn.
in which it is expected to reach the ultimate
user or consumer. Thus the rule stated
applies to an automobile, a tire, an airplane,
a grinding wheel, a water heater, a gas stove,
a poweNtiool, a riveting machine, a chair,
and an insecticide. It applies also to pro-
ducts which, if they are defective, may be
expected to and do cause only "physical harm"
in the form of damage to the user's land or
chattels, as in the case of animal food or a
herbicide.

Comment e provides that strict liability applies to the sale

of natural products which do not require processing, which indi-

cates that asbestos mining companies may be included among poten-

tial defendants.

Normally the rule stated in this Section will
be applied to articles which already have
undergone some processing before sale, since
there is today little in the way of consumer
pOduct'S which will reach the consumer without'
such processing. The mule is not, however,
so limited, and the supplier of poisonous
mushrooms which are, neither cooked, canned,
packaged, nor otherwise treated is subject to
the liability here stated.

Comment f sets forth the duty upon which strict liability Is

based.

The basis for she rule is the ancient one of
the special responsibility for the safety of
the public undertaKen by one who enters Into
the business of supplying human beings with
products which may endanger die safety of

_0
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their persons and property, and the forced
reliance upon that undertaking on the part
of those who purchase such goods.

Comment i provides that the concept of a defective product

is limited by considerations of reasonableness.

The rule stated in this Section applies only

where the defective condition of the product

makes it unreasonably dangerous to the user

or consumer. . . . The article sold must be

dangerous to an extent beyond that which
would be contemplated by the ordinary consu-
mer who purchased it, with the ordinary
knowledge common.to the community as to its

characteristics.

Com ent j provides that the seller may be.required to give

warnings a4 to a product's use in order to prevent it from being

unreasonabidangerous. .This requirement has been a key element .

of asbestos li bility cases.

Comment k p i)vides that products which are both necessarily

and unavoidably unafe, such as the Pasteur treatment of rabies

which often leads to damaging consequences,
but prevent; a disease

which invariably leads to a dreadful death, are not unreasonably

dangerous. Unlike the P teur treatment, asbestqs is not neces-

sarily and unavoidably unse -= it can be contained to prevent

the release of fibers. 177/ \,lso, there are alternative' ceiling

insulation products. 178/ \

Strict liability is a tort l \iahility "and does not require -

any contractual relation, or privity of contract, between the

177/ See Sections V and VI in the General Background portion of

Tits Report, supra.

178/ Id.

"`:
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plaintiff and the defendant." Comment 1. This means that a

school district can sue a manufacturer even when the manufacturer

did not sell the product directly to the school district.

Strict liability is not governed by the provisions of the

Uniform Commercial Code as to warranties and is not affected by

limitations on the scope, content, applicability of warranties.

Comment m. This means that a strict liability action is not sub-

ject to as many obstacles as a breach of warranty action.

Assumption of the risk, but not contributory negligence, is

&defense to a strict liability cause of action. Comment n. This

means that contributory negligence, which is a major potential

defense to a negligence claim, may not be used' to eliminate or

reduce recovery in a strict liability claim.

Finally, there may be situations in which further processing

or sub&tantial change by intermediate parties will lead to shifting

of responsibility.

The question is essentially one of whether the
responsibility for discovery and prevention of
the dangerous defect is shifted to the inter-
mediate party who is to make the changes. No
doubt there will be some situations, and some
defects, as to which the :esponsibility will
be shifted., and others in which it will not.
Comment p.

This rather imprecise rule will be applicable in determiring whe-

ther liability ultimately lies with the primary asbestos miners

and manufacturers or instead with the manufacturers of friable

asbestos products. 179/

172/ The cases the Department is aware of have been filed by
' school districts against the manufacturers of the friable

. (footnote continued)
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It appears that a school district can allege the elements

required for a strict liability claim, with the proviso that,

as already discussed, a majority of American courts which have

decided the issue -- without-persuasively treating the hazardous

product or "independent" tort situation -- save held that "econo-

mic loss" unaccompanied by personal injury or property damage is

not recoverable under a strict liability theory. Since the deci-

sion in Borel v. Fibreboard Paper Products Corp., 493 F.2d 1076

(5th Cir. 1973). cert. denied, 419 U.S. 869 (1974). the first

rmquiremdnt -- that asbestos broducti-Unaccomp'anied by adequate

warnings are viewed as defective products -- has been established

either by jury verdict or, more recently, as a matter of law. 180/

In Borel v. Fibreboard Paper ?roductssCorp., 493 F.2d 1076.

(5th Cir. 1973), cert. denied, 419 U.S. 869 (1974). an asbestos

insulation worker developed asbestosis, and ultimately died of

mesothelioma, after having worked in the asbestos industry from

1936 until 1969. The Fifth Circuit affirmed a district court

judgment in a dlverstty4Case applying Texas law, on a jury verdict

in favor of Sorel on the basis of strict liability.

The plaintiff alleged that the asbestos was an unreasonably

dangerous product because of the fa4ure to give adequate warning
. .

(FootnoEiFFEEigued)
asbestos products as opposed to the primary asbestos miners and

manufacturers, See Sections VI A and VI B of the General Back-

ground section of this Report, supra.

180/ See Hardy v. Johns-Hanville.Sales Corp.. 509 F.Supp. 1353.

T354 (L.0. Tex.,1981); Mooney v. Fibreboard Corp.,. 485

F.Supp. 242 (E.D. TPX. 1980).
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of the known or knowable dangers involved. 181/ In affirming the

judgment, the court applied theSttrict liability principles sum-

iiiarized above in finding that the asbestos manufacturer had a duty

to test to discover, and also to warn of, "those dangers that the

application of reasonable foresight would reveal."

The utility of an insulation product contain-
ing asbestos may outweigh the known or foresee-
able risk to the insulation workers and thus
justify its marketing. The product could
still be unreasonabIrdangerous, however, if
unaccompanied'by adequate warnings. An insu-
lation worker, no less than any other ptodtipt
user, has a right to decide whether to expose
himself to the risk.

Furthermore, in cases such as the instant
case, the manufacturer is held to the 'knowledge
and skill of an expert. This is relevant in
determining (1) whether the manufacturer knew
or should have kno the Banger, and (2) whe-
ther the manufactu er was negligent in failing
to communicate t superior knowledge to the
user or consumer of its product. [Citation
omitted.) Th .anufacturer's status as
expert means that at a minimum he must keep
abreast of cientific knowledge, discoveries,
and advances and is presumed to Know what is
imparted thereby. But even more importantly,
a manufacturer has a duty to test and inspect
his product. The extent of rerarch and
experiment must be commensurate with the dan-
gers involved. A product must not be made
available to the public without disclosure
of those dangers that the application of
reasonable foresight would reveal. Nor may
a manufacturer rely unquestioningly on others
to sound the hue and cry concerning a danger
in its product. Rather, each manufacturer
must bear the burden of showing that 'Its own
conduct was proportionate to the scope of its
duty- 182/

181/ 493 F.2d at 1088.

182/ 493 F.2d at 1089-90.'

1 3" 0
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-4.,407r.

The court held that the triel 'court did not err in instruct-

ins the jury on strict liability, and upheld the jury finding that

the asbistos manufacturers failed to warn of the dangers connected

with their products. 183/

Thedefendants next challenge the jury's
finding that their products were unreasonably
dangerous for failtKe to give warnings. They
cannot deny, however, that oncethe dac?,sr
became foreseeable, the duty to warn attached.

(Citation omitted.) Here 'the defendants
gave no warning at all. They attempt to
circumvent this finding by arguing, dlstn-
genuously,that the danger was obvious. For
present purposes, it is sufficient to note
that Borel testified that he did not know
that inhaling,asbeatos dust could cause
serious illness until his doctors advised him

in 1569 that he had asbestosis. Furthermore,
we cannot say that, as a matter of law, the
danger was sufficiently obvious to asbestos
installation workers to relieve the defendants
of the duty to warn. 184/

(W)hen a failure to give adequate warning
is alleged to have made a product,unreasonably
dangerous, the standard for strict liability is
essentially similar to the standard for estab-
lishing negligence: the seller or manufacturer
has a duty to warn of foreseeable dangers.

From all that appears, Borel.used the defen-
dants..prod.:t exactly for itsintended pur-
pose. Rather, the 'defendants allege merely
that Borel was contributorily negligeh6 in
failing to use a respire:1r. This form of
'Contributory negligence amounts to a failure
to discdver a defect in the product or to
guard agatnst the possibility of its exist-
ence and is not a defense to a strict liabi-

lity action. 185/

'a

183/ Id. at 1092.

184/ Id. at 1093.

, 1 Id. at 1099.

i.
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Several of the defendants had placed a warning label on pzek-

,ages of their products commencing in 1964. The warning included

language that "this product contaos asbestos fiber. Inhalation

of asbestos in excessive quantities over long periods of time may

be harmful." The court considered this warning inadequate.

Leshould be noted that none of ,these so-
called "cautions" intimated the gravity of
the risk:. the danger of a fatal illness
caused by asbestosis and mesothelioma or
other cancers. The mild suggestion that
inhalation of asbestos in excessive quanti-
ties'over a long period of time 'may be harm-
ful" conveys no idea of the extent of the
danger. The admonition that a worker should
"avoid breathing the dust" is black humor. 186/

4 Finally, the court minted out an inconsistency in the defen-

dents' legal contentions.

The appellants are in the anomalous position
or arguing that (1) the danger was obvious;
(2) yet three issued no semblance of a warn-
ing and three posted diluted "cautions" which
might alert the contractor-purchasers, but
not the workers, the final users; and (3) all
admit that they never conducted any tests to

''determine the extent of the danger.

* * *'

The unpqlatabli facts are that in the twen-
ties and thirties the hazards of working with
asbestos were recognized; that the United
States Public Health Service documented the
significant risk in asbestos textile facto -
ties in 1938; that the Fleischer-Drinker
report was published in 1945; that in 1961
Dr. Irving Selikoff and his colleagues con-
firmed the deadly relationship between,insu-
lation work and asbestosis. . . . During his
working years, he (8orel) received no warnings
of any kind from three of the six defendants.
The other three defendants issued no warnings

186/ Id. at 1104.
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until 1964-66, by which time adequate warnings
would have come too late for Clarence Sorel. 187/

.oral has Keen recognized at the landMark case in Asbestos

liability litiotion. The preceeding quotations and discussions

show that failure to test and failure to warn were key factori in

the decision. These same factors are also pivotal in the school

situation.

A critical issue will be whether the alleged danger of

asbeszos products to school children was foreseeable so that tbe

manufacturers had duties to test and warn. In Kariala v.

Johns-Manville Products Cora,.523 F.2d (8th Cir. 1975), a

187/ Id. at 1105-06. 'The court also held:

In the instant case. it is impossible, As a
practical matter. to determine with absolute
certainty which particular exposure.to asbes-
tos dust resulted in injury to Sorel. 493

F.2d at 1094.

Where several defendants are shown to
have each caused-some harm, the burden of
proof (or burden of going forward) shifts to
each defendant to show what portion of the
harm he caused. If the defendants ate unable
to show any tea..lnable basis for division,
they are jointly and severally liable for the
total damages. 493 F.2d at 1095.

Though it is often possible to identify the manufacturers of the
sprayed asbestos product. it may also be possible to establish

liability against primary manufacturers based on ,larkeeshaye.

See Sindell v. Abbott Laboratories, 26 Ca1.3d 588 (1980), 163

arATET7-I32, 607 P.2d724. cert. denied, U.S. , 101

.S.Ct. 286 (1980) (Aanufaccuretsa DM-Zan be-Keld ligEre based

on market proportion, because particular manufacturer of drug
administered co plaintiff's mother many years earlier could not

be identified). See also Hart v. Johns-Manville Sales Corgi,

suer. The court also helo that dorel s cause of-Action did

not accrue until the effeCts of the acb?st.os exposure manifested
themselves, so chat the action 4AS not bured by the applicable

statute of limiraticn.
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diversity case applying Minnesota law, the court upheld a jury

instruction which held the manufacturer to a duty to advance the

state of medical knowledge and to warn of foreseeable risks.
o

The instruction read:

A manufacturer has a duty to test and inspect
his products, and the extent of such research
and experiment must be, commensurate with the
dangers involved. A product must not be made
available to the public 4ithout disclosure of
those dangers that the application of reason-
able foresight would reveal. A manufacturer
is held to the knowledge and skill of an -

expert in determining whether or not his,pro-
duct is-defective or otherwise dangerous. It
is admitted that Johns-Manville knew as early
as 1942 that asbestos would cause asbestosis
when inhaled by factory workers. Mr. Karjala,
however, is not a factory worker. He is an
insulation installer. It is for you to decide
whether or not Johns-Manville knew in fact of
the danger to Mr. Karjala of contracting
asbestosis. . . .

In reaching your decision, you may con-
sider the knowledge which Johns-Manville had
relative to factory workers and whether or
not this knowledge wouldrput Johns-Manville
on notice of the danger to Mr. Karjala as an
insulation worker. 188/

It seems clear that as a minimum a plaintiff school district

should be able to "get to the jury" on the Contention that industry

knowledge of dangers to factory workers created a duty to test

with respect to possible dangers of exposure caused by release of

188/ 523 F.2d at 158. The court affirmed the judgment of the
district court on the jury verdict in favor of the plain-

' tiff. The court also upheld applicatifin of the manifectitron
rule to the statute of limitation issue. The time at which
Karjala's impairment manifested itself was for the jury to deter-
mine. Id. at 161.

ti
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asbestos fibers from friable poducts, in classroo's wt.ch would

be occupied by children for many years. The same is true with

respect to the duty-to warn that airborne asbestos fibers are

dangerous. In other words, it should bt possible to create a

convincing case of foreseeability of harm -- a central issue in

products liability litigation. In Davis-v. Wyeth Laboratories,

Inc., 399 F.2d 121 (9th Cir. 1968), it Was held that the defendant

manufacturer had a duty to warn consumers of the statistical risk

that less than one person in a million may ...ontract polio by

taking its vaccine. The court held that the failure to meet this

duty rendered the drug "unfit" and "unreasonably-dangerous" within

the meaning of Section 402A of the Restatement. The court empha-,

sized that even though the advantage to he gained by use of a

product is great it is necessary to warn the consumer of risks

involved, so that the consumer can make a free choice.

It [appellee) would approach the problem from

a purely statistical point of view, less than

one out (of) 4 million is just not unreason-

able. This approach we reject. When, in a
'particular case, the risk qualitatively (e.g.,

of death or major disability) as well as
quantitatively, on balance with the end sought
to be achieved, is such as to call for a true
choice judgment, medical or personal, the
warning must be given. 189/

Given the concern of parents for the safety of their own

children, it is obvious that a warning that asbestos may pose

even a very small quantitative degree of risk -- but a risk of

death or disablement -- would likely be a material factor

2

189/ 399-8.21 at 129-30.

.1 5
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influencing the decision of a school district whether to allow

installation of asbestos in its schools. In fact, the discovery

of the potential risks after the fact has led in some cases to

closings of Schools while asbestos was removed. 190/ costly efforts

to remove asbestos from schools, 191/ and the enactment of the

Asbestos School Hazard Act by Congress., It seems likely that if

, school districts had been :Fled that it was propAed to install

friable asbestos in their schools; which could cause mesotheliOma

or lung cancer, most schocl districts would not have allowed

installation of the product.

Strict Liability Conclusion

Accordingly, in many situations a school district could suc-

cessfully state astrict liability cause of action. The claim

should survive a ;notion to dismiss. The qualifications to this

conclusion are that the ec..nomic loss issue already discussed

would have to be resolved favorably, and the action would have to

Jurvivescrutiny under the applicable statute. of limitation.

Then, the,,, school district would face a factual issue asIto whether

the friable asbestos created a risk of personal injury. "Failute .

to warn" and "failure to test," which are crucial to the showing.

of the breach of a "duty," should not be difficult to establish

based on the history of ptevious asbestos litigation.

190/ 8:1., Nest York Tines, June 11, 1979 at 83 (New York City
Isublic Schoofi-Mand 205).

191/ See Section VI (Case Studies) in the General Background'
portion of this Report, supra.
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The United States, or a school district, could,,recover on a

strict liability claim. As in Rotel, likely defendants may find

themselves in an anomalous position on the limitation issue.

Since the industry originally sold the products without any

warning and still contends that asbestos in the schools poses no

"unreasonable risks," 192/ it may be difficult for likely defen-

dants to establish that plaintiffs have been iilatory in seeking

abatement. If plaintiffs can establish the existence of a hazard-

ous condition requiring abatement, little more may be required to

sustain recovery, in view of the manufacturers' failure to warn'

and test regarding the dangerous propensities of friable asbestos

products.

2. Negligence

The Restatement (Second) of Torts, Sections 388 and 394

(1965), secs forth the elements of a products liability claim for

negligence. The.Restatement provides :that a supplier or manufac-

, curer of a chattel known co be dangerous for its intended use is
ti

liable for bodily harm resulting
from the use if he (a) knows,

or should know, that the chattel is likely to be dangerous, (b)

has no reason to believe that the user will know the danger, and

(c) fails to warn theuserof the dangerous condition.

192/ Letters of April 23, 1981 and May 4, 1981, on behalf of

Asbestos Information Association/North America to Asbestos ,

Liability Task Force. U.S. Justice Dept.; answers to complaint

and interrogatories by
defendants U.S. Gypsum Co. and National

Gypsum Co. in Cinnaminson Township Bd. of Education v. National

Gypsum Co., General
BackgroundSection Or-A, au..
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Pa already stated, Borel held that where failure to give

adequate warning is alleged to have made a product unreasonably

dangerous, "the standard for strict liability is essentially simi-

lar to the standard for establishing negligence: the seller or

manufacturer has a duty to warn of the foreseeable dangers." 193/

The allegations of negligent acts in Borel included failure

to warn, failure to test the products, and failure to remove the

products from the marke- upon ascertaining that the products would

cause asbestosis. 194/ Although the plaintiff won in Borel on

the strict liability claim, he lost on the negligence claim in

spite of the similarity between the causes of action. The jury

found that two of the defendants were not negligent even though

those same defendants were liable on a strict liability claiM,

and found that Borel had been contributorily negligent which

served to bar his recovery on the negligence claim, but not on the k

strict liability claim.

We denOt consider an extended discussion of a negligence

cause of action to be necessary. In general, the conclusions

stated with respect to strict liability are elsz applicable to a

negligence claim. The first legal issues section of this Report

dealing with duty, breach of duty and injury, -summarizes the

elements of a products liability claim for negligence. Counsel in

a particular case will determine whether to include a negligence

claim along with a strict liability claim based on consideration

193/ 493 F.2d at 103.

194/ qd. at 1086.
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of several factors under the law of the appropriate Jurisdiction

including whether there are any bars to recovery in strict liabi-

lity,not applicable to a negligence action -- several courts have

held that economic loss may be recovered in negligence but not

in strict liability 195/ -- and whether any disadvantages arise

from including a negligence claim. As a practical matter, most

plaintiffs' attorneys plead both strict. liability and negligence

in products liability cases.

Negligence Conclusion

The United States, or a school district, could recover the .

costs of abating asbestos hazards on a negligence claim.

3. Implied Warranty

The two implied warranties utilized in cases of this nature

are the implied warranty of merchantability, reflected in O.C.C.

S2-314, and the,, implied warranty of fitness for a particular pur-

'pose, reflected in U.C.C. S2-315. A number of cases have found

an implied warranty of safety as to a wide variety of products.

See, 2g., Henningsen v. Bloomfield Motors, Inc., 32 N.J. 358,

161 A.2d 69 (1960) (automobile).

The elements of an implied merchantability claim are:

(1) that a merchant sold goods,.

(2) which were not "merchantable" at the time

of sale, and

(3) injury and damages to the plaintiff or his

property

195/ 'See note 147 at p. 106, supra.

86-433 0 - 81 - 11
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(4) caused proximately end in fact by the
defective nature of tht godds, and

(5) notice to seller of injury. 196/

The key requirement for merchantability is that the product be

fit for the ordinary purposes for which it is intended.

The elements for an implied warranty of fitness claim not

required for an implied warranty of merchantability claim are:.

,(1) The seller must have reason to know the
buyer's particular purpose.

(2) The, seller must have reason to know that
the buyer is relying on the seller's
skill or judgment to furnish appropriate
goods.

(3) The buyer must, in fact, rely upon the
seller's skill or judgment. 197/

The problem with an implied warranty claim is that under U.C.C.

12-715, the cause of action accrues at the time of delivery.

However, as already discussed, it can be contended that

U.C.C. is not applicable here, since the defective product net

been incorporated into real property. Also, in Sampson Co,str.

Co. v. Farmers Cooperative Elevator Co., 382 F.2d 645 (10th Cir.

1967) (Oklahoma law), the court held that the implied warranty

cause of action with respect to defective concrete accrued when

the company learned of the difect rather than at the time of

completion. Accordingly, an action commenced almost six years

after completion was not barred.

196/ White & Summers, Uniform Commercial Code at 343 (2d ed.
1980).

1

197/ Id. at 358.

6o
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In the situation addressed by this Report: the primary

advantage of the restitution and or theories over an implied

warranty cause of action is the greater likelihood of 'a favorable

outcome under statutes of limitation. Also, the U.C.C. requires

that the buyer must give the seller notice within a reasonable

time after he knows or should know of the breach 198/ and sanc-

tions disclaimers by the sellet. 199/ 1n4the early part of the

twentieth century, there was an additional critical advantage

in that privity of contract was required in a warranty action,

whereas 'privity was not required in a negligence or strict liabi-

lity action. 200/ Now, however, the modern trend even in implied

warranty actions "is away from privity to foreseeability as the

criterion for liability." 201/

It appears that a schocil district could state a claim for

relief grounded upon an implied warranty of merchantability and
o

a warranty of fitness for a particular purpose. It is clear that

if friable asbestos is hazardous as claimed; it.is and was unfit 4,

for use in Classrooms. It will be necessary for local counsel to

review a particular-situation, and determine whether under the

statute of limitation rules of the particular jurisdiction, an

implied warranty claim shou}d be included along with claims for

198/ U.C.C. S2- 607(3).

199/ 'U.C.C. S2 -316.

200/ See 1 Anderson, The Uniform Commercial Code, Section 2-314:
WI at 629 (negligence); id., Section 2-314:178 at 651

(strict liability) (2d ed. 1970).

201/ Id.. Section 2-314:47 at 571.

e

16
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reptitution, strict liability, and
negligence. ,For example, the

economic loss hurdle faced in
strict liability claims will not be

an obstacle to an implied warranty clai6 in some jurisdictions. 202!

Finally, it will be necessary to review the contract and

specification documents pertaining to the original construction

and sales contracts, to
determine whether there is an express

warranty or other prOvision, on which a contractual claim for

relief can be founded. As an example, one set of documents

reviewed pertaining to a recent contract to remove asbestos from

a school, contained
provi3ions that, had they been included in

the original contract
pertaining to construction of the school

building'. would probably have
constituted an expres;, prospective

warraT of fitness.

Implied Warranty Conclusion

Statutes of limitation will, in many jurisdictions, render

rep-01:1"dn an implied warranty theory unlikely. There are

exceptions, however, as previously indicated, so
that counsel

representing the United States or a school district should care-

fully investigate an implied
warranty claim, which is traditionally

included along with strict liability and
negligence claims in

products liability actions. to/

202/ White & Summers. Uniform
Commerical Code at 355, 408 (2d

ed. 1980). ("Most of the courts allowing non-privity

consumers to recover for direct economic
loss limit the consumer

,
purchaser to an action based on a Code warranty.").

1j2
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C. Misrepresentation

The elements. of the tort cause of action in, deceit (or fraudu-

lent misrepresentation) are: (1) the making of a false represen-

tation by the defendant; (2) the statement is either knowingly

false or, not known by the defendant to be true; (3) the defendant

intendithe plaintiff to act on the misrepresentation; (4) the

plaintiff justifiably relies on the statement; (5) the reliance

results in damage to the plaintiff. 203/

Section IV of the General BaCkground portion of tilts Report

summarized a number of documents evidencing industry knowledge of

the hazards of asbestos as Ions, ago .n the 1930's. 'If nondisclo-

sure can serve as'the basis for an action in deceit, then this

theory of action maybe maintainable against asbestos manufacturers

s-
who sold their products in the absence of warning, with the advein-

tage that there is no obstac,e to recovery of economic loss. In

fact, the ordinary purpose of a misrepresentation action is to

recover "economic Loss." This advantage may outweigh the disadvan-

tage of having :o prove
additional elements not necessary in

strict liability or negligence.

The older rule was that deceit could not Lie for nondisclo-

sure. 204/ However, "(t)he law appears to be working toward the

203/ Prosser, Ldw of Torts at 685-86 (4th \i. 1971). Liability

.ay exten Iwho

the defendant desires to
influence or whos. reliahce on the

TTTitttes not directly com with, but

representation should be anticipated. Id. at 702-03.

204/ Idr at 696.

r
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ultf tu conclusion that full disclosure of all material facts

mu, be made wherever elementary fair conduct demands it." 205/

There is a tendency to find a-duty of disclosure where le

defendant has means of knowledge not open to Fhe plaintiff 'lad

is aware that the plaintiff is acting under a misapprehension

as Cothe* facts Which could be of.importance.to himand would

probably affect his decision%" 206/ Even though the facts with-

heltare likely to cause only economic loss, the modern rule is

that the seller who fails to disclose latent defects known to him

is liable for resulting economic loss. 207/

' An'example of an actionable fraud based on nondisclosure is

the decision in Musgtave v. Lucas, 193 Or. 401, 238 P.2d 780

(1951). The defendant sold a sand and gravel business to the

plaintiff but withheld the fact that the Corps of Engineers

challenged the right to continue the sand and gravel extraction.

The court, in finding that a cause of action wap stated, held

that "(ajctionable fraud may be committed by a concealment of

material facts as well as by affirmative and positive misrepresen-

cation." 208/

As already stated, economic loss is recoverable in an action

for deceit. Accordingly, deceit is a valuable additional ca se of

action in situations in which factual investigation discovers the

205/ Id. at 698.

206/ Id. at 697.

207/ id. at 697-98.

208/ 238 P.2d at 784.

41:
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presence of the necessary elements, In jurisdictions in which reco-

very for econom c loss in strict liability or negligence is

uncertain. 209/

In addition to damages for deceit, misrepresentation may

also be the subject of equitable remedies, such as imposition of

a constructive trust, designed to redress the plaintiff where a

defendant has been unjustly enriched. 210/ The retention-of

profits by asbestc3 manufactures whb, allegedly, knowingly sold

hazsardous products to school districts who must now abate the

hazards, may be found to constitute uarjust enrichment.

Conclusion

A school datyict could recover the losses incurred from

abating asbestos hazards, from the asbestos manufacturers, by

tort actions for deceit where the necessary elements exist.

Though the plaintiff must prove elements not required in strict

liability or negligence, therepis on the other hand no obstacle

to recovering economic loss. Also, deceit, where intentional,

is'one of the torts for which punitive or exemplary damages may

be awarded, .for the purposes of punishment and deterrence. 211/

The discovery rule is ordinarily applicable to determining the
4

209/ In some jurisdictions, an action is also maintainable for
a negligent as opposed to an intentional misrepresentation,

with, however, the same effect -- there is no obstacle to the
recovery of economic loss. Prosser; Law of Torts at 705 (4th ed.

1971).

2101 .Id. at 687. The misrepresentation does not have to be
intentional to justify equitable remedies.

211/ Id. at 9-10, 735-36.

16
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accrual of negligent or intentional misrepresentation causes of

action. for purposes of statutes of limitation. 212/

212/ Et.g.',11oorman Mfg. Co. v. National Tank Co.. 414 N.E.2d 1302,

1314 xurATIT7-19a5-7-

CG
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D. Nuisance

"A public nuisance is an
=treasonable interference with a

right common to the general public" and includes conduct which

"involves a significant
interference with the public health, the

public safety, the public peace, the public comfort or the public

convenience."
Restatement (Second) of Torts, 5821(b) (1979).

Parents, students, and state attorneys general may therefore

have a potential nuisance
claim against a school district that

refuses to abate a proven asbestos hazard. It should be stressed

that a school district, if sued, may seek indemnity (or at least

contribution) from the asbestos manufacturer. 213/ No attempt is

.

made in this Report to state
conclusions as to the outcome of a

nuisance action against a school district -- since actions against

school districts, as opposed to actions on their behalf, are not

the subject of the Act under which this Report has been prepared.

The school district itself,
since it ordinarily owns and con-

trols the property, would not appear able to maintain a nuisance

action against the asbestos manufacturers. 214/ A nuisance action

is generally brought against the entity currently in control of

the nuisance, with an injunction or abatement order being the.

remedy sought to halt a continuing nuisance.

213/ See Section II A 2, supra.

214/ See Moran v. Pittsburgh-Des
Moines Steel Co., 166 F.2d 908.

3U -14 (3d Ci1777aFt.
denied, 334 U.S. 846 (1948).

1 G -
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Conclusion

The United States or a school district could not maintain a

nuisance cause of action against asbestos manufacturers.

E. Other Possible State Law Claims

Other claims may be developed by counsel based on particular

state statutes or common law rules. An example is ghe fraud and

deception treble damages claim under a Texas statute, included In

the complaint filed by the Dayton Independent School District. 215/

The conclusion is that-restitution, strict liability, negligence,

and in some cases, implied warranty and/or misrepresentation, will

prove to be.the viable claims in most jurisdictions.

0

215/ See Section VI B in the General Background portion of this
WeTort.
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F. Aids in Establishing the Hazard Element of
A Restitution or Products Liability Claim

The congresspnal findings in the Asbestos School Hazard

Act are relevant to an action but only as weighty evidence that

a hazard exists. They 'fall far short o: declaring a nuisance

RIE se. A nuisance ar se is created by a violation of a statute,

ordinance or other legal requirement, and not by a legislative

finding. A legislative finding does not have the force of law

but simply evinces congressional intent thus :ids in the

judicial construction of the meaning and pirpose of the statute

of which it istfart.

Furthermore, it is not clear that, standing alone, a federal

legislative finding is at all binding on state courts. State

common law is, of course, solely a matter of state law. To the

extent that the legislature may declare an activity to be a public

nuisance or otherwise affect the judicial outcome of the merits

of an action under state law, it is the prerogative of the state

legislature, and not the domain of the federal government. Indeed,

the Asbestos Act explicitly denies any intention to affect the

legal rights of individuals.

Nevertheless, the congressional findings in the Asbestos

Act are relevant to a restitution or products liability action

as an important consideration in the judicial resolution of the

hazard issue. Judicial determination of common lew claims depends

on an understanding. of societal norms whidh are in turn often

manifested in recent legislative enactments. However, even in
,/

this respect, t'effeet of the Asbestos Act's findings is somewhat

169
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limited. Although they strongly support the proposition that the

presence of asbestos poses an unreasonable public health hazard,

the language of the specific findingP at issue does not purport

to address directly the unreasonableness of the conduct of the

asbestos manufacturers. Thus only one, albeit a key, element of 1

a restitution or products liability claim is affected.

1. -Background: Asbestos School Hazard Act

The major purposes of the Asbestos School Hazard Detection

and Control Act of 1980 are three -fold: (1) co establish a pro-

gram for the inspection of schools to detect the presence af'

hazardous asbestos materials, (2) to provide loans to states or

local educational agencies co contain or remove hazardous asbestos

materials from schools, and (3) to replace such materials with

other suitable building materials. The gene.d1 statutory scheme

---
calls for federal funding of state and local efforts to address

the asb. -os problem. The Act expressly denies (Pub. L. No.

96-270, Section 10, 20 U.S.C. 3609) any intent to create a legal

standard of conduct or to assess legal responsibility for the

harm inflicted. Inste.ad, it mandates that the ACtorney General

prepare for Congress a report concerning legal liability.

The congredsional findings relevant to the issue posed by

this section of our report are contained in Section 2 of the Act

(20 U.S.C. 3601):

The Congress finds that --

(1) exposure to asbestos fibers has been
identified over a long period of time and by
4.eputable medical and scientific evidence as

fit)
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significantly increasing, the incidence of
cancer and other severe or fate_ diseases,
such as asbestosis;

(2) medical evidence has suggested that
children may be particularly vulnerable to
environmentally induced cancers;

(3) medical science h,,* not established an
minimum level of exposure to asbestos fibers
which is considered to be safe to individuals
exposed to the fibers;

(4) substantial amounts of asbestos, parti-
cularly in sprayed form, have been used in
school buildings, especially during the
period 1946 through 1972;

(5) partial surveys in some States have indi-
cated that (A) in a number of school buildings
materials containing asbestos fibers have
become damaged or friable, causing asbestos
fibers to be dislodged into the air, and
(8) asbestos concentrations far exceeding nor-
mal ambient air levels have been found in
school buildings containing such damaged
materials;

(6) the presence in school buildings of fri-

ableasiIYdMS1.--------:"asbestos 1

unwarranted hard to the health of the school
children and scnoovempT67ees who are exposed
to such materia77-rEmphasis supplied.]

This section of the report addresses the relevance of these

findings to a restitution or products liability action predicated

on "the allegation that the presence of friable asbestos in a school

amounts to a hazard or a nuisance.

2. Nuisance Law in General

Most simply stated, a "nuisance" does not signify any parti-

cular kind of conduct on the part of the defendant. Instead,

the term refers to th invasion of two kinds of legal interests --

a right CO the pu t, or the private interest in the use

andienjoyment of land -- conduct that is tortious because it

1 71
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falls within traditional categories of or liability. These two

afferent types of harm correspond resplctLvely to public and pri-

vate nuisances. 216/ Specifically, a "private nuisance" involves

an unlawful invasion of another's interest in the private use and

enjoyment of his land. 217/ And a "public nuisance" is "an unrea-

sonable interference with a right common to the general public." 218/

According to the Restatement of Torts both types of nuisance

may be classified either as an intentional or unintentional tort:

One is subject to liability * * if, but only
if, his conduct is a legal cause of an inva-
sion * * * and the invasion is either

(a) intentional and unreasonable, or

(b) unintentional and otherwise actionable
under the rules controlling liability for
negligent or reckless conduct, or for abnor-
mally dangerous conditions or activities. 219/

Of particular pertinence to the relevance of congressional findings

in the Asbestos Act to the existence of a nuisance, the Restatement

identifies (5821B) three sets of "circumstances" which lend suppo._

to a ruling that an actionable public nuisance exists:

216/ See generally Restatement (Second) of Torts, Introductory
Rite Ch. 40, 58214. comment c (1979). See also Prosser,

Law of Torts S86 (4th ed. 1971).

217/ Restatement, 5822.

218/ Id. 58213. The most practical difference between private and
public nuisances is simply that the former Involves only

interest in real propertS, and the latter involves harm to a great
many people. Their definitions, of course, are not mutually
exclusive, and consequently certain conduct may constitute both
types of nuisances (e.A., when the interference is to a public
right which involves land).

219/ Id. 5822. Sec Restatement, suaa, 58213 comment h, 5822
comment a.

1 2
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Circumstances that may sustain a holding that
an interference with a public right is unrea-
sonable include the following:

(a) Whether the conduct involves a'signiii-
cant interference with the public health, the
public safety, the public pease, the public
comfort or the public convenience, or

(b) whether the conduct is proscribed by a
statute, ordinance or administrative regula-
tion, or

(c) whether the condilct is of a continuing
nature or has produced a permanent or long-
lasting effect, and, as the actoc knows or
has reason to know, has a significant effect
upon the public right.

On their face, the congressional findings in the Asbestos School

Hazard Detection and Control Act of 1980 appear to address all

of these circumstances.

3. Relationship of Congressional Findings to the
Existence of a Nuisance

Theoretically, a congressional finding could have a range of

impacts on common law, including, In descending magnitude of

impact: establishing a conclusive Presumption that the presence

of friable asbestos in schools is an actionable nuisance (i.e., a

nuisance ar se), providing significant evidence, susceptible to

judicial notice, that an unreasonable interference with a right

common to the public exists; or having no effect at all. For

several reasons, the congressional findings in the Asbestos Act

appear to have an effect on nuisance law which falls somewhere

between these latter two possibilities.

Most importantly, any argument that congressional findings

in the AsbestovAct have a conclusive impact on nuisance law is

met, with an inttial formidable obstucle. The Asbestos Act

173
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expressly disclaims dny intention of affecting the legal rights of

anyone. It specifically provides (20 U.S.C. 3609) that "nothing

in this Act shall * * * affect the right of any party to seek

legal redress in connection with the purchase or installation of

asbestos materials in schools or any claim of disability or death

related to exposure of asbestos in a school setting * * *." Taken

literally, this provision most certainly precludes any argument

that the Act's legislative findings significantly affect a common

law public nuisance action by establishing that the presence of

friable asbestos in school buildings is a nuisance per se.

However, with respect to nuisance per se, any legal effect

of this "retained right" provision is really incidental because

a congressional finding would not, in any event., be sufficient to

support such a legal claim. Instead, like preambles to statutes,

such declarations of legislative findings "do not constitute an

exertion of the will of Congress which is legislation, but a reci-

tal of considerations which in the opinion of that body existed .

and justified the expression of its will" in other portions of

the legislation. Carter v. Carter Coal Co., 298 U.S. 238, 290

(1936). 220/ Thus, such congressional recitations principally

serve as an aid to judicial interpretation and understanding of

220/ See also Yazoo and Mississippi Valley R.R. Co. v.
'Tomas, -1T2 U.S. 173, -I3$ (18815-7,-Css n of American Rail-

roads v ---CO tle, 562 F.2d 1310, 1316 (D.C. Cir. 19/7), Bissette
77-COloniaT-57-Egage Corp. of D.C., 477 F.2d. 1245, 1246-5:2757C.
Cir711TSTT-Lchigh and :Iew giRra-RU Ry. Co. v. ICC 540 F.2d 71, 79
(3d Cir. 197;77-cert. denied, 414 U.s. 1061 (1177), Hughes Tool Co.
v. Meier. 486 F.27593, )96 (10th Cir. 1973). 1\ C. TinaZ, SuEFCr-
lana statutes and SCA;.utory Construction, 4520.02, 20.09 (4-57(17
1-472)%

1/j
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the main body of the statute. 221/ However, even within those nar-

row confines, their role has been quite limited. The normal rule

applied by most courts is that so long as the legislative intent

in the restoof the statute is
clear, there is no occasion to

resort4to such legislative decluatrnns; 222/ only if judicial

construction of the statute is in need of guidance are these

declarations, althJugh not conclusive, entitled to judicial con-

sideration. 223/

Consequently, the congressional findings of fact in the

Asbestos Act are inapposite to the Restatement's assertion (S8218

(b)) that "whether the conduct is proscribed by d statute. ordi-

nance or administrative regulation" is relevant to determining

whether it constitutes a public nuisance. They neither purport

221/ See generally 2A S.nds, Sutherland Statutes and Statutory

C3Rscruccion, 347.04 (4era.-1972)LegIslatIve declara-

tions of findings and purpose were
historically included in the

preamble portion of the statute. Preambles,'as a matter of form,

were not considered an
"operative" p-ovision of the statute as

theY generally are placed before a .tatute's enabling clause.

Some courts discounted legislative
declarations in preambles on

this basis. See, Yazoo & Mississippi Valley River R.R. Co.

v. Thomas,
137-71.S174, 188 (1$69), James v. O-Cange gT,77 & Loan

Ass717-135 So.2d 183, 187 (La.App. 1967); Harrel[ v. Hamblen
---T1-66tnotJCaainued)

222/ See, e.0., In Re Camden ShiabJilding Co., 227 F.Supp. 751,

7-57 (7:-"Me.-Ma)T-rd,ai6-7,811-65
(56-Human Rights_ v. Camp-

bell, 95 Idaho 215. 506 P.77-IT2 (1917). But see 8%,("E v. Jones,

777-Ala. 305, 132 So.2d 120, 129 (1961) (in EaTito1.5uLt or
(footnote eontlnued)

223/ See, e.p., Price v. Forrest, 173 U.S. 410, 427 (1899);

CW5sa-Rin.-C67-v. SiitiER-Clirollna, 144 U.S. 550, 563 (1892);

Fidlin 7ffe.-Tfrion7-g-Michafii7-17577754
q.W.2d 53, 57 n.4 (1967);

Critath v. New Mexico Public Service Comm'n, 86 N.M. 115, 520

P.2d-76g, 271707/T7C-igii-r7i-Trarv,
17iT: v. Scat, Dort. of Agri-

culture, 244 Or. 15, 41-5-tiM-74-67-7,:3
(1966)-,CF. ibe s ;13135erUo.

(fooino eolicrii7(17)
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to nor actually have the effect of establishing a legal standard

of conduct.

Nevertheless, a relatively strong argument can be constructed

that legislative declarations may have significant impac' on com-

mon law, including judicial application of nuisance dot. -le in

the context of asbestos litigation, without directly declari,6

the rights and legal liabilities of the parties. This argument

rests on two fundamental doctrines: the weightiness of legislative

_findings and the duty of common law courts to look to the policy

behind legislative enactments in applying common law principles.

Such an indirect effect on nuisance law does not affront the

Asbestos Act's "retained rights" provision; :eaeral law would not

be preempting state law, but a legislative finding would simply be

providing evidence of an important circumstance, subject to judi-

cial notice, relevant to judicial application rf state law.

(footnote firTgntinued)
County Quarterly Court, 526kS.W.2d 505, 508 (Tenn.App. 1975); see
generally, 2A hands, gutherland Statutes and Statutory Construaron,
supra, S47.04. Arguably, therefore, legislative declarations,such
as those in the Asbestos Act, which are not in a formal preamble
but are an "operative" portion of the statute, are entitled to
greater weight than a preamble declaration normally is. Such a
distinction, however, has been criticized as unfounded. Id.
Legislative declarations prior to an enabling clause should not be
discounted 0, that account, but neither can the general prefatory
nature of legislative declarations be ignored. Cf. Hughes Tool Co.
v. Meier, 486 F.2d 593, 596 (10th Cir. 1973), Hartman v. Washington
Statedime Commission. 85 Wash.2d 176, 179, 532-772-3 -614 TIM).

(footnote 222 continued),
inconsistency in an enacting part of a statute and language in
its preamble, the preamble controls).

(footnote 223 continued)
v. Martin, 112 ta.App. 826, 146 S.E:57f529 (1965), Besozzi v.
,IndriErlaplument Sec. Bd., 237 Lind. 341, y6 N.E.7U1667 104
7195/3.

4
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Ir lo'ck v. Hirsh, 256 U.S. k5, 154-155 (1921), theDni.'ed

Statel ,..ipreme Court commented on the great deference owed to a

legisl.tive determination similom in nature to that involved in

the instant matter. "(A) declaration by a legislature concerning

public conditions that by necessity and duty it must know, is

entitled at least to great respect. In this instance Congress

states %publicly notorious and almost world-wide fact. That the

emergency declared by statute lifid exist must be assumed. * * 1" 224/

Similarly, iiate courts have often remarked on the weighty consi-

derati2n owed tv legislative findings. The general rule in state

courts appears to be that, depending on the degree to which the

p'rticular findings are s ceptible'to Legislative determina-

tion, 225/ they are entit ed to deference short of a binding
0

.

224/ See also United States v. Calegro De Lutro, 309 F.Supp. 462,
4b5 (S.D. N.Y. 19/0T-Talthoughlindings set forth in intro-

ductory portion of a statute do not preclude furthe'r examination,
such findings...are entitled to considerable weight provided it
appears that a rational basis underlays them). Cf. Leary v. United
States. 395 U.S. 6, 38 (1969) ("[I]t must be kept in mind that
significant weight should be accorded the capacity of Congress
to amass the stuff of actual experience and call conclusions from

(Citation omitted..)

225/ r (W)here the fact is precise and objective and
,J* it appears that the legislature is as well

qualified to determine its existence as a
court, the legislative determination will con-
clude judicial inquiry. But where the deter-
mination of fact also im::ves jagment fac-
tors, such as the existence of any emergency,
and -where the 'fact is capable of and likely
to change. then the court usually will review
the original existence of and continuation of
the facts alleged in the enactment.

IA C. Sqn4.'Suthczlind Statutes and Statutory. Construction, supra,
520.01 (footnote, matted).

y.

4.

17-
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presumption. 226/ but close to a rebuttable one: ""d1) decent

respect for coordinate department of government requires the

court to treat (legislative findings) as true until the contrary

appears.'" 227/

Of course, it is tot generally clear the extent to which a

state coirt applying state law need defer to a federal as opposed

"..4 a state legislhcive determination. However, especially in this

matter in which the rei ant determination involves a public health

hazard, Congress shout receive the greatest deference.

Moreover, according to the Supreme Court, congressional

statut,ry declarations a,e relevant to judicial understanding and

applicaticn of common law. Justice garlan, writing for the Supreme

Court in Moragne v. Stat Marine Lines Inc., 398 U.S. 375, 390-392

(1970). specifically remarked on the duty of courts to apply the

common law in the spirit of the policy reflec_ed in r .nt legis-

lative enactments:

226/ The courts generally insist tnat a "fact" cannot be enacted
as law binding on them. See generally IA C. Sands, Suther-

land Statutes and Statutory ConsEYUction. supra, S20.03 (footnote
omitted) and cases cifainThi.737--

227/ Thornton v. Lane, 11 Ga. 459. 521 (1852). See Basehore v.
Hampden IndarrIal Development Authority, 411-P77407748

A.2d 21271468). (tests alive are entitled to prima
facie acceptance of their correcticn), Clem v. City of WIFA-Eon,
'83-370. 386, 160 N.W.2d 125 (1968) (legriritive71.7MMTUns
entitled to great weight, but not bindine on courts), State v.
Anderson, 81 Wash.2d 234. 501 P.2d 134, 188 (1972). itoTiii77
STY5F7-78 Wash.2d 164, 469 P.2d 909, 913 (1970) (leg 0:at:ye
Teairation of basis and necessity deemed conclusive as to circi.o-
stances asserted unless aided only by facts of which courts can
take judicial notice. it can be said that the legislative decla-
ration on Its face is obviously false). ?Aare ex rel. Ervin v.
Cotlyx. 104 So.2d 346 (Fla. 'sup. Ct. 1950) 1-FEN1iCiWJjeralt-
nattons not binding on courts, but very persuasive).
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"(L)egislative establishment of policy carries

significance beyond the particular scope of

each of the statutes involved. The policy
thus established has become itself a part of

our law, to be given its appropriate weight
not'only in matters of statutory construction ,

but aloo.in those of decisional law.

* * * * *
This appreciation of the broader role

played by legislation in the development of
,the law reflects the practices of common-law

courts from the most ancient times. * * * It

has alwa s been the dut of the common-law
court to perce ve t e mpact of ma or TiUsla-
tive innovations and to interweave the new

legislative policies with the inherited body

of common-law principles * * *.

(Emphasis-supplied.)
Accord, Gaudette v. Webb, 362 Mass. 60, 284

N.E.2d 222, 228-229 (1972). 228/

In the instant matter. the relevant congressional declara-

tions in the Asbestos Act appear to support a finding that a

public nuisance exists. In particular, those declarations directly

support a judicial finding that there exists a significant into,-

ference with the public health and safety. For example, clause

(a)(6) proclaims that "the presence in school buildings of f:ialle

or easily damaged asbestos creates an unwarranted hazard to the

health of the school children and school employees who are exposed

.
to such materials." 229/ The existence of such a circumstance,

according to the Restatement (S8218(2)), "may sustain a holding

that an interference with a public right is unreasonable." Thus,

228/ In lorap'e and Gaudette, the-United States Supreme Court

and the Massachusetts
Judicial Court each held that

the right to recover for wrongful death had be'come part of its

Jurisdiction's common law (i.e., federal and state).

229/ 20 U.S.C. 3601(a)(6).
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it would be entirely appropriate for one seeking legal redress

to offer those congressional findings as weighty evidence that

the presence of friable asbestos in school buildings amounts to

a hazardous condition constituting a public nuisance.

Finally, it may clearly be nontended either apart from or in

conjunction with the congressional findings, that the release of

asbestos fibers into the air constitutes a hazardous situation as

a matter of law, determined either by collateral estoppel or judi-

cial noLce of adjudicative medical fact. See Hardy, v. Johns-

Manville Sales Corp., 509 F.Supp. 1353, 1362-63 (E.D. Tex. 1981).

Conclusion

The result of the congressional findings and previous judicial

decisions could minimize ti.e "hazard" issue, leaving the school

districts with the reduced burden of proving other elements of a

restitution or products liability claim, such as: the failure of

the Manufacturers to warn of the hazard; the friability of the

asbestos; and the cost of replacement or repair.
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C. Restitution and Products Liabilitii Choice of Law Issues

1. Jurisdiction, Venue and Choice of Law

School districts will likely have an initial choice of forum

and venue. Generally, both personal jurisdiction and venue can

be obtained either where the manufacturer defendants "reside" or

where the affected school is located. Suit may be filed in

either state court, or federal court if diversity of citizen-
.

ship exists, pursuant co 28 U.S.C. 1332. The United States, if

it brings an action, may sue in federal court pursuant -o 28 U.S.C.

1345. Federel Rule of Civil Procedure 4(e) allows exti..terri-

torial service of process to the same extent as the law of the

forum,state. Generally, most states allow extra - territorial service

b-ased on actions causing injury within the state. 230/

Whichever forum is chosen will likely apply the law of the

state in which the particular school is located to determine

substantive issues. 231/ There have been modern developments in

choice of law decision-making that have sometimes led to applica-

tion of the law cf a place other than where the injury occurred

based on policy determinations that another jurisdiction has a

dominant interest in regulating the conduct involved. dere,

however, where the jurisdiction of the plaintiff's residence, ac

least some of the conduct (installation of the asbestos), and place

230/ See, e.g., N.Y. Civ. Prac. 5302(a).

231/ Restatement (Second) of Conflict of Laws 5221 (1971) (Resti-

tution); 16 Am.Jur. 2d Conflict of £ws 5598, 107 (1979)
(tort); 16 Am.Jur 2d Conflict of Laws S81 (1979) (contract).
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of injury, all coincide, it seems clear that the substantive law

of the state of the plaintiff school district will apply.

2. WheLher State Law, or "Federal Common Law," Will
Govern Suits Filed by the United States

An issue which may arise in litigation, especially when the

United States is q party to the action, is whether relevant

common law rules of liability are to be discerned from federal

rather than state common law principles. To be sure, as a general

matter, it is state not federal common law that governs tort

actions. However, in chose instances where there exists a "sig-

nificant conflict between some federal policy or interest and the

use of state law", federal courts have on occasion found it

necessary to fashion and apply federal, rather than state, common

law to resolve a legal matter. 232/ Thus, despite the Supreme

Court's explicit admonition in Erie Railroad v. Tompkins, 304

U.S. 78 (1938) that '(tjhere is no federal general common law",

c,the Court has since applied federal common law in several types

of circumstances, including where the interstate nature of a

controversy rendered inappropriate the law of either state, 233/

were federally created substantive rights and obligations were

at stake, 230 where the problems involved were uniquely federal,

232/ Wallis v. Pan Anerican Petroleum Coro., 384 U.S. 63, 68
TrF6-67.

233/ See, e.g.. Nebraska v. Wyoming, 325 U.S. 589 (1945).

234/ See, eg., Textile Workers v. Lincoln Mills, 353 U.S. 448,
M-57719,;), Clearfield Trust Co. v. United States, 318

U.S. 363, 366-67 (1943).
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such as those affecting relations with foreign nations, 235/ or

where the need to foster federal policies and to protect them

from the inconsistencies in the laws of several states was para-

mount. 236/

In determining whether federal, as opposed to state common

law will govern in asbestos litigation, federal courts will start

with the basic assumption that it is the laws of the states which

govern and "that it is for Congress, not federal courts, to arti-

culate the appropriate standards to be applied as a matter of

federal law." 237/ Weighty considerations support adnerence

to this basic assumption in this case. First, state law applies

if "it may fairly be taken that Congress has consented tc

application of state law, when acting partially in relation to

federal interests and functions, through failure to make other

provision for matters ordinarily so governed." 238/ Second,

although the United States would be a formal party to the litiga-

Clan, a factor which normally would lend credence to a claim that

federal common law should apply, no such support is warranted

-"where the Government has simply substituted itself for others

235/ Banco !National de Cuba v. Sabbatino, 376 U.S. 398, 421-27
,717-673.

236/ Howard v. Lyons, 360 U.S. 593 (1959).

237/ City of :tilwaukee v. Illinois, No. 79-408 (U.S., April 28,

T[) sir-F(367-9=10.

238/ United States v. Standard Oil Co., 332 U.S. 301, 3)9 (1947).

ISt,
r)
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as successor to rights governed by state law." 239/ Express

language in the Act providing; tlat suits by the United States

will be "on behalf of such recipient" against persons "liable to

the recipient", 240/ strongly supports a conclusion that tie

United States "has simply substituted 'itself for others as suc-

cessor to rights governed by state law" and also that Congress

has consented to the application of state law. Third, although

federal concern with an issue, as expressed in,iongressional

enactments, may be taken as strong evidence of the need for

uniformity in 1 given area of the law and thus for consistent

application of federal as opposed to varying state common law,

language in the Act does not appear to support such a conc6sion.

The AsC.1 bestos School Act provides,(20 U.S.C. 3609):

nothing in this chapter (except for the
section just discussed) shall --

(1) affect the right of any patty to seek
legal redress in connection with the purchase
or installation of asbestos material .,... . e

Or
s

(2) affect the right of any party under any
other law.

Nevertheless, such considerations may not be absolutely

dispositive of the issue since a case can be made that there is

federal interest in unifolmtty of decisions in asbestos litiga-

t.on. The extent she nature of the asbestos ptoblem --

239/ le. (liability of tortfeasor for government's losses in
.

caring for injured soldier determined by,,feietal common
law rather than law of the state where injury occulted).

24°( 20 U.S.C. 3607(4)(1).

184

..,
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the pervasiveness of the national hazard posed by asbestos and

the uncertain nature of the long-term effects of asbestos conta-

mination -- render the federal interest in the legal remedies

available similar to the federal interest in ensuring adequate

legal redress for interstate injuries. Courts have accepted

arguably comparable justifications in the context of hazardous

waste litigation and applied federal common law. This is not an

area id which Congress has enacted a comprehensive regulatory

p4ogram and, consequently, there is no occasion for concluding

that federal common law which would otherwise exist has been

legislatively "preempted." 241/ At the same time, the more

basic problem is whether there is federal common law to be pre-
,

empted in this area.' The existence of federal c,..mmon law here

is unlikely for the reasons already set forth, particularly

since the Court develops federal common law only in a "few and

restricted instances:" City of Milwaukee v. Illinois, U.S.

101 S.Ct. 1784, 1790 (1981).

2417 Compare City of Milwaukee v. Illinois, supra; and Middlessex
County Sewerage Authority v. ITTETF)EiT,Soa Crammers.Assn.,

U.S. , 69 L.Ed.2d 435 (1981). See also, California v.
Sierra ClUS: °U.S, , 101'S.Ct. 1775 (1981) (court refused
'to impFTFavate right of action under Rivers and Harbors Act of
1899, 33 U.S.C. 403), Texas Industries,, Inc. v. Radclitf Materials
Inc.. U.S. 101 S.Ct. 2061 (1981) (court held federal
courts ,1,r Lipu4cred to fashion federal common law contribution
rule anorsg antitrust wrongdoers).

a
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.nally, of course, even if the courts ultimately ruled

that federal common law did apply, it is. neither clear that the

rult of law then applied would be any diffe.enc than otherwise

applicable state common law, 242/ nor certain that the common law

principles applied would be more favorable to tort plaintiffs. 243/

Conclusien

An argument may be made that federal, as opposed to state,

common law princ,iples should govern acl2estos litigation. The

chances of such an argument prevailing, however, are remote.

The courts will start with the assumption ch4,state law provides

the applicable legal principles. To overcome this basic assump-

tion and other weighty considerations, the litigant seeking to

invoke federgl common law will need to demonstrate an especially

strong federal interest in uniformity of decision in asbestos

litigation, and also successfully circumnavigate several recent

Supreme Court decisions.

242/ See, eel. , Board t,f Comm'rs v. United States, 308 U.S. 343,
NI-5/71939).

243/ The Supreme Court has demonstrated in the past that it may
not be an innovative tort forum favored by tort plaintiffs.

See Laird v. Nelms, 406 U.S. 797, reh. dented, 409 U.S. 902 (1872)
7613177FedeiqrTort Claims Act does not authorize suit against
government based on strict liability), United States v. Standard
Oil Co., 332 U.S. 301 (1947) (holding government not entitled to
TrWITiiit: from tortfeasor for losses occurring as a result of
caring tor injured soldier).
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III. FEDERAL STATUTORY THEORIES OF RECOVERY

A. Toxic Substances'Control Act

The Toxic Substances Control Act, 15 U.S.C. 2601 (1976).

provides two possible causes of actiom to recover the expense of

controlling asbestos hazards in schools. Both of these provisions,

however, require action by the Administrator of the Environmental

Protection Agency. Section 7 authorizes the Administrator to

seek judicial rededies for imminent hazards. Section 6 authorizes

the yAdministrator to regulate chemical hazards, Section 6 regula-

tions may be enforced by citizen suits under Section 20.

1. Section 7: Imminent Hazards °

Section 7(a)(1.) provides that:

Whe AdministratOr may commence a civil,
action . . . (B) for relief . .1. against any
person who manufactures, processes, distri-
butes in commerce, or uses, or disposes of,
an imminently hazardous chemical substance
or mixture or any-article containing such a

substance . . [including] (b)(2)(D) the
replacement or repurchase of such substance,,
mixture, or article.

To court has yet examined the langdage of Section 7. Two terms

pose difficult interpretive problems: (1) "imminently hazardous"

..a:d12) "replacement or repurchase."

a. "Imminently Hazardous"

Under Section 7(f), a substance is "imminently hazardous"

if it "presents an. immInent and unreasonable risk of serious or

widespread injury to health or the environment." 15 U.S.C. 2606(f).

The statute states that a risk "shall be considered imminent

if it is . . . likely to result in . . . injury . . br!frlie a

final rule under section 6 can protect against such risk. Id.
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This rule is not easily applied to carcinogens, which may have

no detectable effects for 20 years or more. But the conferees

- emphasized that "an imminent hazard may be found at any point in

the chain of events which may ultimately result in injury to

health or the environment." (Emphasis supplied.] H.R. Rep. No.

94-1679, 94th Cong., 2d Sess. 78, reprinted in (19761 U.S. Code

Cong. & Ad. News 4563. And judicial interpretations of similar

provisions in other statutes suggest that asbestos in schools

could be found to pose an "imminent hazard."

The Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticidc Act

(FIFRA), authorizes the Administrator of EPA to suspend che use

of ,ny pesticide that would pose "an imminent hazard during the

time required for cancellation . . . proceedings." 7 U.S.C.

136d(c)(1r. It thus embod.ies a concept vveery similar to that in

TSCA Section 7. In reviewing EPA. decisions under F1FRA, the

District of 'Columbia Circuit has held that evidence of carcino-

genicity, by itself, if' sifficient to justify a finding of "immi-

nent hrzard." The suspeusion'of aldrin ieldrin was upheld. on

the basis of data indicating that dieldri caused cancer in mice.

EDF v. EPA,, 510 F.2d 1292, 1298 (D.C. . 1975r.

The carcinogenicity of
\aigTtos is well-established, not

only in mice but in humans as well. EDF v. EPA suggests, there-

fore, that EPA could obtain judicial relief on the grounds that

asbest s is "imminently hazardous." This interpretation is bol-

stered by evidence that exposure to asbestos for even a few

months causes significant increases in the incidence of cancer.

See Reserve,Mining Co. v. EPA, 514 F.2d 492. 508 (8th Cir. 1975),
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modified, 529 F.2d 181 (8th Cir. 1976). The asbestos hazard is

thus literally, as well as legally, imminent. .

To be actionable under Section 7, a hazard must also pose.

"unreasonable risk of serious or widespread injury. . . ." 15

U.S.C. 2606(f). The legislative history notes that the risk need

not be "serious" if i affects a "substantial number of people."

But Congress gave little guidance to interpretation of the term

"unreasonable." In interpreting other statutes however, the

courts have held that unreasonableness is to be determined accord-

ing to a balance of costs and benefits. Thus, for example,. under

the Federal Hazardous Substance Act, 15 U.S.C. 1261(s), the

District of Columbia Circuit held that:

The requirement that the risk be "unreason-
able" necessarily involves a balancing test
like that familiar in tort law: the regula-
tion may issue if the severity of the injury
that may result from the product, factored
by the likelihood of the injury, offsets the
harm the regulation itself imposes upon manu-
facturers and consumers.

Forester v. Consumer Product Safety Comm'n, 559 F.2d 774, 789 (D.C.

Cir. 1977). See also. aqua Slide 'N' Dive Corp. v. Consumer Pro-

duct Safety Comm'n, 5b9 F.2d 831, 839 (5th Cir. 1978) (applying

same interpretation to the Consumer Product Safety Act, IS U.S.C.

2058), EDF v. EPA supra (applying similar provision to pole) tial 0

carcinogen). Congress' assessment of the costs and benefits of

asbestos in scholils is indicated by the Asbestos School Hazard

Ac:. It declares that "friable or easily damaged asbestos creates

an unwarranted hazard to . . . health." 20 U.S.C. 3601(a)(6).

(Emphasis supplied.) That at least suggests that the risk posed

Li such asbestos is "unreasonable."

183
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Finally, the Asbestos School Haza .Act also provides s9me

general guidance to applicatioi of the "imminent hazard" concept

to the school asbestos problem. Section 6 authorizes loans for

the removal of asbestos materials only if such materials "pose an

imminent hazard to the health and safety of children or employees."

20 U.S.C. 3605(a)(2)(A). (Emphasis supplied.) Section 11(3)

states that:

the term "imminent hazard to the health and
safety" means, for purposes of section 6, that
an asbestos material is, according to stan-
dards established by the Secretary, friable
or easily damaged, or within easy reach of
students or otherwise susceptible co damdge
. . . which could result in the dispersal of
asbestos fibers into the school 2nvironment.

20 U.S.C. 3610(3). This definition is not, of course, conclusive

as co the proper interpretation of TSCA Section 7. Nonetheless,

it is'persuasive evidences that Congress considers friable asbestos

in schools to pose al, "imminent hazard." It also suggests a con-

-
gruence between the approval of a loa under Asbestos School

Hazard Act. Section 6, and the presence of an "imminent nazard"

under TSCA Section 7.

b. "Replacement or Repurchase"

There is no guidance in the statute, or inthe legislative

history, to the interpretation of "replacement or repurchase."

It should be noted char while Section 6 requires EPA co snow

the regulated patty to chori3g4et.ween replac (Therepurchase,

15, U.S.C. 26,05!a)(7). Section %seems to a I w EPA to demand

either "one.

The threshold issue for the application of this rhr,se to

the school asbestos probD6 is whether "replacement or repurchase"

4
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encompasses reimbursal. Only a cramped reading of the statute

would suggest that it does not. Section 7 was established to

provide a remedy for risks that are "imminent and unreasonable."

If the courts focnd that asbestos in schools posed such a risk

and required that it be replaced, surely it would be incongruous

to deny reimbursement to those schools who had already done so.

Once a right to reimbursement is established, of course, one

must still confront the issue of causation. Here, as with ocher

theories of liability, difficulty in tracking an asbestos hazard

back to the manufacturer may interfere with recovery against some

potential defendants. But the clear intent of the statute to

eliminate unreasonable risks supports extension of the joint

liability theories of tort law to the problems of causation

under TSCA Section 7. Sec, elg., Hall v, E.I. Du Pont De Nemours

& Co., 345 F.Supp. 353 (E.D. N.Y. 1972).

2. Section 20: Citizen Suits to Enforce TSCA

Any person may file suit to enforce regulations promulgated

under TSCA Section 6, or "to compel the Administrator to perform

any act or duty . . . which is not discretionary." 15 U.S.C.

2619(a). For those seeking to recover the costs of controlling

asbestos hazards, however, this provision is useless unless

regulations are promulgated under Section 6. Such regulations

are, of course, a prerequisite to an enforcement action. They

0
are also necessary to render the Administrator's Seltion 7 duties

nondiscretionary. See 15 U.S.C. 2606(a)(2). On September 17,

1980, EPA proposed a rule under Section 6(a)(3) to require schools

to identify asbestos hazards, and notify parents and employees.

It 9:

86-433 0 - 81 - 13
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At that time. EPA stated chat, "later in 1980," it intended to

proceed with an "assessment and abatement program." 45 Fed. Reg.

61,967 (1980). Now, however. this intention has been abandoned.

46 Fed. Reg. 23.726 (April 27, 1981).

Toxic Substances Control Act Conclusion

The Toxic Substances Control Acc offers two potential reme-

dies for the school asbestos problem. If the Administrator can

establish chat asbestos poses an "imminent hazard," he can recover

funds expended to remove ic. If the Administrator promulgates a

rule requicing.abacemenc of asbestos hazards in schools, school

districts can recover in actions on their own behalf. Unless the

Administrator acts, however, TSCA pcovides no recourse for the

school districts, or for the Attorney General.

I

1

Ici ,4,-.)t
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B. Consumer Product Safety Act

The Consumer Product Safety Act of October 27, 1972, Pub. L.

No. 92-573, provides two possible causes of action to recover the

expense of controlling asbestos hazards in schools. However, each

of the law's provisions requires prior action by the Consumer

Product Safety Commission (CPSC), the administrative body estab-

lfshed by the Act.

Section 12(a) of the Act authorizes the Commission. to file

an action "(1) against an imminently hazardous consumer product

for seizure of such product . . . or (2) against any person who

is a manufacturer, distributor, or retailer of such product, or

(3) against both." (15 U:S.C. 2061) (1976)2 Section 15 of the

Act authorizes the Commission, if it finds that a product presents

a substantie hazard, to order the manufacturer; distributor or

retailer .to take any one of the following actions: repair the

product, replace it,'ov refund the purchase price of the product.

c
Section 15 orders are enforceable by citizen suits under Section

24. For either of these provisions to become applicable, however,

(r.

a threshold question must first be resolved:namely, that.asbestos

is a "consumer prodUct.",

1. Consumer Product

52052(a)(1): The term "consumer product"
means any article, or component part thereof,
produced .6 distributed (i) for sale to a
consumer f,r use in or around a permanent or
temporary household or residence, a school,
in recreation, or otherwise, oi (ii) for
the personal use, consq-,:.tion or enjoyment
of a consumer in or around a permanent or
temporary household or residence, a school,
in recreation, or onerwise . . .
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Courts have construed t s definition broadly, in keeping

with congressional intent, 244/ s that the Act's protective

purpose-can be effectuated. The bi urcated definition has beeh

held to cover articles sold directl to consumers, 15 U.S.C.
. .

2052(a)(1)(i), and articles not ac 'ally sold to a consumer but

produced or distributed for his use and which expose the consumer

to a risk. 245/ There is no suggestion in the legislative history

of the Act "that Congress intended to import a 'control' require-

ment into the definition of the term 'consumer product.'" 246/

The term "consumer product" tiro been held to cover refuse

bins which exposed consumers to a hazard, 247/ architectural .

glazing materials which were held to be a component part of such

distinct consumer products as storm doors and sliding glass

doors, 248/ and aluminum branch circuit wiring. 249/ With regard

244/ Senate Committee on Commerce, S. Rep. No. 749, 92d Cong.,
2d Sess. 12 (1972); House Committee on Interstate and

Foreign Commerce, H. R. Rep. No. 1153, 92d Cong.., 2d Sess. 27'
(1972). The Senate bill had defin'd "use" as meaning "exposure
to." (1972) U.S. Code Cong. & Ad. News 4634.

245/ Consumer Product Safety Comm'n v. Chance Mfg. Co., Inc.,
441 F.Supp. 228, 231-32 (D.67. 19773.

246/ Id. at 233. The district court found here that an amusement
park ride, while not sold directly to consumers nor ever

under their control, was a consumer product under the Act.

247/ United States v. One Hazardous Product, Etc., 487 F.Supp. 581
(D. N.J. 1980).

248/ ASG Industries, Inc. v. Consumer Product Safety Comm'n, 593
P.2d 1323 (D.(. Cir.), c-----JTiTa7:7444tErert._et. 864 (1979).

249/ Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical Corp. v. Consumer Product Safet--_
Comm'n, 574 F.2d 1/8 (id Cir.), cert. denied, 40 . .

.(1978).

.4.

'' 194
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to this latter commodity, however, the District of Columbia Cir-

cuit, in 'a 1979 case, 25Q/ distinguisheU between the Commission's

jurisdiction to proceed with investigations and rulemaking, since'

the Commission was authorized to "investigate the causes of inju-

rie; that are 'associated with' consumer products," 251/ and the

Commission's jurisdiction to seek an adjudicatory order. In rule-

,making, "if a component is a consumer product, the Commission has

jurisdiction to investigate the entire system, since the hazard is

'associated with..the"component, but the Commission does not have

jurisdiction to seek an adjudicatory order as to the system as a

whole unless that system itself qualifies as a consumer product." 252,

In looking at the qualification of aluminum branch circuit wiring

as a "consumer prodLL" under this stricter standard, the court

found that ft could not qualify as a component part of a consumer

product because under the Act, housing is not a consumer product. 253,,

Therefore, the only way such wiring could qualify is if "it is

produced or distributed as a distinct article of commerce," 254;

"customarily sold or otherwise distributed to consumers." 255/

Since this determination was one for the Commission to make, the

250/
4

251/

252/

25347

254/

255/,

Consumer Product Safety Comm'n v. Anaconda Co., '.93 F.2d
1314 (D.C. Cir. 1979).

Id.' at 1319, citing 15 U.S.C.

Id.

Id. at 1320.

Id. at 1321.

Id. at 1322.

2054(a)(1) (1976).

to..!

o,
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court, remanded thecase to the district court to determine whether

the agency had undertaken the requisite analysis.

Asbestos beams some similarity to the aluminum wiring men-

tioned above in that Si- has been used as a component part in the

construction of school buildings, which do not qualify as con-

sumer products. However, if it can be demonstrated that asbestos

(or asbestos products) is sold as a distinct article of commerce
T.

and distributed to consumers in this way, then presumably asbestos

would be found to be a "consumer product" (not just "associated

with" a consumer" product), and could therefore qualify under the

distinction laid down for CPSC adjudicatory actions by the District

of Columbia Circuit.

However, even if asbestos passes the threshold of being a

consumer product, action is still required by the CPSC in order

for this statute to be of any aid in recovering the expense of e

controlling asbestos hazards in schools.

2. Section 12: Imminent Hazards

52061(a) The Commission may file in a United
States District Court an action (1)'against
an imminently hazardous consumer product for
seizure of such product under subsection (b)(2) ,

of this section, or (2) against any person\who
is a manufactgrer, distributor, or retailer of
such product,.or (3) against both. . . . (T)he
term "imminently hazardous consumer product"
means a consumer product which presents immi-
nent and unreasonable risk of death, serious
illness, or severe personal injury.

The district court, in d Section (a)(2) suit, may grant such

relief as necessary to protect the public from the imminently

hazardow product, including notice, recall, repair or Aeplacement,

or refund for such product. 02061(b)(1)). In the case of a Sec-

196
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tion (a)(1) suit, "the consumer product may be proceeded against by 3

process of libel for the seizure and condemnation of such product

. . ." 62061(b)(2)). 4

Whether asbestos in schools can be termed an imminent hazard

depends on whether it can be found to present an unreasonable risk

of death or serious illness or injury. In'the Asbestos School

Hazard Ac, Congress declared that "friable or easilx damaged

asbestos creates an unwarranted hazard to . . . health." 256/ The

use of the term "unwarranted" as well as the proven carcinogeni-

city of asbestos suggests that the risk posed by asbestos in

scho4ls could, qualify as an "imminent hazard." See TSCA

sion 42E1

As for the relief available to the CPSC under the Act, the

remedies mentioned, namely notice, recall, .epair, replacement, or

refund, are not exclusive and presumably reimbursements could be

encompassed within available remedies. See TSC4 discussion,

supra.

3. Section 15: Substantial Product Hazi,-ds

2064(a) . . the term "substantial product
hazard" means . . . (2) a product defect
which (because of the pattern of defect, the
number of defective products distributed in

commerce, the severity of the risk or other-

wise) creates a substantial risk of injury

to the public.
.

This standard for CPSC regulatory action is less stringent

than the "imminent hazard" standard in the judicial remedies see-

tion. Presumably any product which could'quatify as an imminent

256/ 20 U.S.C. 3601(a)(6).

19
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hazard could also qualify as a substantial product hazard even

though the definitions are worded differently, the latter requiring

a "defect" in the product. Presbmably, the carcinogenicity of

asbestos would quality as a defect here for 'the same reasons

that asbestos products causing death to workers have been found

"defective" Within the meaning of the Restatement (Second) of Torts

-§402A (strict liability) (1965). 257/s

Before Section 15 e'an authorize the CPSC to take action, the

Commission must first afford interested parties an opportunity for

a hearing in accordance with 5 U.S.C. 554 and must make a further

determination that action under this Section is in the public

interest.

The remedies detailed (notice, repair, replacement, or refund)

are left to the election of the party to whom ttie CPSC order is

directed. There is a "reimbursement". provision in this Section

which could prove useful:

(o)(1) No charge shall be made to any person
(other than a manufacturer, distributor, or
retailer) who avails himself of any remedy
provided under an order issued under subsec-
tion (d) ofethis section, and the person

0 subject tp the order shall reimburse each
person (other than a manufacturer, distribu-
tor, or retailer) who is entitled to such a

s16

remedy for any reasonable qpd foreseeable
expenses incurred by such\Oerson in availing

himself of such remedy.

4. Section 24: Citizen Suits to Enforce Section 15

Any person may bring an action in federal district court

0

to enforce an order under Section 15 and to obtain appropriate

----------------

257/ See discussion in strict liability section of this Report;
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injunctive relief. No separate suit shall be brought under this

Section if the same alleged violation is the subject of a pending'violation

civil or criminal action by the United States under the Act.

Consumer'Product Safety Act Conclusion

The Consumer Product Safety Act offer:, two potential reme-

dies for the school asbestos problem. If...the Commission finds

that asbestok is a ..'consumer product" within its jurisdiction

0 and can establish that it constitutes an "imminent hazard." it

can presumably recover funds necessary to remove it from the

schools. If the CPSC, on the other hand, ordets remedial action

to be taken pursuant to a hearing establishing that asbestos poses

a "substantiO 4roduct hazard," school districts can recover under

the citizen suit provision in Section 24. Both eventualities,

however, require action by the CPSC.,

86-433 0 81 - 14

o q;

-C
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.11/. "PERSONS" 10 ADDITIO0 TO THE
dANUFAC1UHERS POTENTIALLY LIABLE

Section 8 of the Asbestos Act requires the Attorney General

to determine whether by using all available means, the United

States should or could recover "from any person" the amounts

expended by the United States in carrying out the Act. The

"persons" most obviously liable for such costs would be the

manufacturers, who can be argued to have had duties to warn and

to test, but who failed to perform those duties. The purpose

of this section is to provide a very brief review of others who

might be potentially liable,- such as architects, general

contractors, asbestos-spraying subcontractors, and

distributors. 258/ Powovbr, as we indicated in our

Recommendations, the decision to bring suit against parties in

addition to the manufacturers is best made on a case - by-case

basis.- These other parties may, in such cases, have been as

much in the dark as to the dangerous properties of asbestos

268/ See, e.q., Dunn v.. W.F. Jameson 6 Sons, Inc., 5E9 S.W.
2d 799 (Tenn. 1978), (State Hoard of Regents brought

action against architects, general contractor, subcontractor,
material supplier, material manufacturer, and surety to recover
for defective roof in university building).

0
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fibers as the school districts. 259/ Oe note that in the two

cases we know-of filed to clte only the manufacturers were made

defendants. .260/

A. Distributors''

where, distributors were involved in the sale of asbestos

used in school construction, and can be identified, their

potential liability under the Asbestos Act should be assessed.

The general rule is that distributors are not liable in

negligence for latent defects in the products they distribute

where the perduct is shipped by the manufacturer in a sealed

package or container (the most likely way asbestos products

wore sold) and the distributor is nothing more than a conduit

for the manufacturer. Distributors are, however, required to

exercise reasonable care to prevent injury due to known dangers

and must in such circumstances transmit proper warnings and

instructions. 211/

259/ It should be noted, however, that in late December,
. 1970, an article was eublished in a prominent

architectural periodical discussing the occupational health
hazaro ok asbestos and the problems tne construction irlustry
,was experiencing with regulations concerning asbestos
spraying. See Spray Fireproofin Fades Controls Or 3an As
Research Links Asbestos To Cancer, 133 Architectural form 50
(Dec. 1970).

260/ Sep Case Studies SeCtien in General Background portion
of this Report, suora.

261/ See, e.g., 2A L. Frumer s A. Friedman, Products
Liability 5518.01, 18.*2, 18.03, 20.02 (1980).

2D
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Liability for latent defects in products sold in scaled

containers will normally be imposed on a breach of warranty

theory' where privity exists, 262/ and in most jurisdibtions

distributors of pre-packaged rroducts will be liable for latent

defects under the Soctrinc of strict liability in tort. 263/

B. Architects

The construction of public works, such as schools, arc

generally matters of legislative regulation, and state statute;

usually prescribe the conditions under which suchxork it to be

done on behalf of a state or its municipalities. Hopt public

contracts for the construction of public works are required by

statute to be let upon. competitive bidding. 264/

2E/ See, e.g., id., SS19.03 (4)(c), 20.04(1).

263/ See, e.g. 2A L. Frumer t H. Friedman, suora note 255
at SS19B(1), 20.04(2); W. Prosser, Handbook of the Lan

of Torts, at 664 (4th ed. 1971). But see Walker v. Decora.
Inc., 225 Tenn. 504, 471 S.W. 2d 778 (1971) .

Section 402A of the Restatement (Second) of Torts,
includes retailers and wholesalers in the definition of seller.

Where the in)ury is "economic loss," however, the same
considerations previously discussed in the case of manufac-
turers of defective products apply. Some zurislictions limit
the strict liability in tort of retailers by statute. sec,

e.g., 2A L. Frumer E. M. Friedman, supra, note 255 at 519A M.

See, e.g., 64 Am. Jur. 2d Public works and Contracts
s2

202
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The plansand4pocifications for public projects are
.' .

normally prepared by architects, 265/ who usually supervise the
4

0

itual construction. It fs the builder, or general contractor,

however, iha assumes rechsibility for building and erecting a

'4' .
14p.

structure in accordance with-the architect's plans and

411- specifications.

An architect is required under the lawaw to exercise the
.

.

skill ane diligence ordinarily requited of architects. He must

use the ordina and reasonable skills dsually exercised by one

in his professi n in preparing the'plans and specifications,

aye he must guard against defects in the plans as to design,,

materials..and"construction. However, in the absence of any
. ..

special
agreement, an architect does noE imply or guarantee a

. . .

perfect plan or satisfactory results. Heis only liable for
.

failure to exercise reasonable dare and skill. 266/ Thus, in

assessing the potential liability of architects undsAthe

Asbestos Act, onestactor to determine is the extent :

ZU/ Although state statutory provisions normally prohibit
the lotting of public contracts without prior

advertising for bids, such provisions do not generally apply to

contracts relating to the professional services of architects.

25.1/ See, 0.0., 5 An. Jer. 2o Architects .C8 (1962). In

most jurisoictions architects are not subject to
"strict liability" in impfiec warrantyk f22, Sears
Roebuck 6 Co. v. Enco Assocs., Inc. 4311.s. 2d 369. 401 H.?.

.6.2U 767.. 372 U.E. 2d .555 (1977); City aeJounds View v.
Wall are!, 263 404.. 111 420 (iinn. 11)78). .

" J
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to which the use of sprayed asbestos in building construction

was considered an accepted ,Aractice by architects during the

relevant time period (1946-1972).

A usual requirement of public construction contracts (and

most private construction contracts as well) is the issuance of

a certiticite of eetformance. In order to avoid litigation or

delay. public works contracts usually contain stipulations .

requiring that the work be done under the supervision of an

architect or engineer. who is given authority to resolve

questions concerning execution of .the work. Such stipulations

r usually permit payment to the general contractor only upon

issuance of'the certificate certifying that all work has been

properly. performed. Absent fraud. acceplancrof authorized

construction work by the owner after issuance of a certificate

of performance by the architect is usually prima facie evidence

that the project is complete and the work was performed in a

workmanlike manner. 267/ However. acceptable of the

architect's' final certificate and the project by the building

owner does not constitute a waiver of latent detects caused by

deticient plans or specifications, or by defective and improper

2§2/ See, Col., 64 Am. Jur. 2d Public corks and Contracts
ss116, 117 (1972); it ofvlidland v. :taller, 430 S.u.

2d 473 ('texas 1960).

. I)
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wOckmanship, where the
defe?

cts were unknown at the time of
.

,acceptance and wereenet discoverable by simple inspection. 22./
4

1=Cootthmtor-and Subcontractor

f.
DThq general contractor's obligations generally end upon

Completion.of theproject, and he is not normally respopsible

,for-defectI7or weaknesses in the structure itself, since he
4,

-done not sirantee the sufficiency of the plans and

lpecifications,Om% only Cbe0111 with which he perternIrlhis
,o

work. In most jurisdictions,^a contractor who has f011Wed the

plans and-kpecifications furnished 14m by the owner or his

-architect, but'which later prove to be defective or

'insufficient, will not be responsible to the owner for any

resulting loss or damage after the work has been completed,

provided'the contractor has not been negligent in carrtAng out

the work, and %he damage is solely;attt!butable to inadequacies

in the plans oripoci2ications. 212/ If a contractor, on

22/ See, c.a., 13 Am. Jur. 2d Building and Construction
Contracts 5535, 55 (196*

262/ See, eat, 13 Am. Jur. '2d Building and Construction
Contracts 52/, 28, (1964); Annot., 6 A.L.R. 3d 1391.

11965); Navville-Rortlanct Sch. Dist. No. 12 v. C:L. Linfoot
. Co, 261 N.U. 2d 907 (N.D. 1978); wood- Hopkins contracting co.

---Tr.iirirsaihreContractora,-Inc7.,
App. 1970).

0

0
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the other hand, fails to carry out the construction work in a

proper, workmanlike manner he will be liable to the building

owner, not only for breach of contract, but also in tort for r

negligent performance of the contract. 222/ Thus, in those

ns a-a-friable asbostms_problem exists in a school

because the asbestos was negligent y eppliodr-the-general_

contractor may be potentially liable. 271

Where., however, damage to an imerovement to real property

is caused by a product's dofect or failure, liability is

sometimes difficult to determine. 222/ The general rule is

that where the contractor is without knowledge that

construction materials contain defects and in good faith are

incorporated in a structuro and the structure is accepted by

the ownor, tho contractor is ordinarily not liable when the

defects are subsequently discoverod. 223/

270/ Soe, o.q., 13 Am. ur. 2d Building and Construction
Contracts S138 (1964).

271/ Where thearchitect was required to supervise the
construction work he may also bo potentially liable.

272/' Sco, e.g., Ahnots. 6 A.L.R. 3d 1394 (1966); 61 A.L.R.
.3d 792 (1975).

221/ See, o.q., Annot., 61 A.L.K. 3d 792 (1975).

-------Nowever, where-builder-vendors-build_and_sell new __ _

residential homos togother with the tracts of land upon which
they are situated, the - .courts in sem jurisdictions impose
-strict liability whore defects in construction and/or materials
are later discovered. See, e.g., Annot., '25 A.L.R. 3d 383
(1969) .

,20
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When subcontractors are brought in by the general

contractor, they are normally under contract to the contractor,

but not with the building owner. In most jurisdictions a

building owner may not sue a subcontractor for breach of his

subcontract with the general cantractor on the theory that tha.

net is-a thitdPat.ty beneficiarY;_nUit is usually denied on

-ground-that-the-owner...is merelyan-incidental beneficiary

of the subcontract. 274/ Accordingly, any suit by a building

owner against a subcontractor will usually sound in tort. 275/

In some jurisdictions, however, after acceptance of tho

completed work by'the owner, he cannot maintain an action

against the subcontractor in tort for negligent performance of

the contract where the negligence involves defective

workmanship and there has been no physical injury to person or

property. 276/ As is the case with a general contractor, a

274/ See, e.g., Nat'l Cash IN iste Co. v. Unarco Indus.,
Inc., 490 F.2d 285, 286 Cir, 1974); N.C. State

Ports Auth. v. L.A. Fry Roof. Co., 294 N.C, 73, 240 S.L. 2d 345
(1978). But see Dunn v. W.F. Jameson 6 Sons, Inc., 569 S.W. 2d
799, 803 (Tenn. 1978); BcCall v. Towne Square, Inc., 503 S.W.
2d 180 (Tenn. 1973).

222/ Absent provisions in the subcontract giving the
building owner a right of action agciast the

subcontractor. See, Dunn v. W.F. Jameson t Sons, Inc.,
569 S.N. U2_(Tann,_13181,_

See, e.g., Crowell Corp. v. Tonkis Constr. Co., 280
A.2d 730 (Del. Super. Ct. 1971) (building owner could

not maintain a tort action against subcontractors who had no
dicect contractual relationship with owner or. theory their
faulty workmanship created dangerous condition in that building
walls might collapse).

2 0 71
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subdontractor gives no implied warranty against latent defects

in the naterials he uses in construction, where he has no

knowledge of the defects, acts in good faith, and exercises

reasonable care and skill. 222/

2221 See, e.g., cases collected in Annot., 61 A.L.R. 3d 792
(1975). Dearly all of the reported cases concern

resultant defects in the building, rath.,r than consequential'
personal orproperty damages. See, e.g.., flood- Hopkins

__Contractini Co _su_tlasona_Contractors, Inc., 235 So. 2.3 548

(Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 1970) (facing brick in apartitent building

nad latent defect).

20s
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V. STATUTE OF LIMITATION ISSUES

As discussed in the General Background section of this

Report, asbestos-,spraying i building construction was

prohibited in the United States after 1973. Because sprayed

asbestos was used in school construction more than nine years

a ago, statute of limitation issues will have to be carefUlly

considered in contemplating suit.

It should be cautioned that statutes of limitation, unlike

heFleci-111.=tssues;._can=inmplve-very_rigid_rules. Filing

-an-actio prior to the running of a statute is timely;

filing one day late,can mean that the action is absolutely

barred.

Also, it is difficult to generalize with any accuracy about

statutes 6f li4itation. For example, the Department is aware

of suits filed to date in two states -- New Jersey and Texas.

In'Texas a statute has codified the general common law rule,

departed from by statute in many jur.sdictions, that limitation

statutes are inapplicable tc the sovereign, and has included

school districts within the exception; "The right of the

State, all counties, incorporated cities, and all school

districts shall not be barred by any of the provisions of this
4

Title, . . . " 16 Vernon's Tex. Civ. Stats. Ann. art. 5517

(emphasis added). In New Jersey, a statute provides that

actions for apy tortious injury to real or personal property"

2U.)
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may be commenced within 6 years from the date of accrual. N.J.

Stat. Ann. 2A:14-1 (blest). Under the. discovery role (see

p. 216, infra), the cause of action only accrues when the

plaintiff knows or reasonably should know of his injury.

Diamond v. New Jersey Bell Telephone Co. 278/

The point is that it is difficult to determine whether a

products liability action on behalf of a school district will

be barred without an investigation by counsel into both the

facts of a particular situation, and the law of the particular

jurisdiction. By its very nature, this task is incapable of

performance .in a general survey of-fliD-typie-erEermed-hercs...._222/

221/ 51 N.J. 594, 242 A. 2d 622 (1968) (negligent aamage to
sewer line which did not become apparent until several

years later).

222/ The Asbestos Act provides for a two-tiered program of
Federal assistance to schools. There is a grant

program and a loan program. The grant program provides grants
to local educational agencies, state educational agencies and
non-public schcols to detect potential asbestos hazards in
schools; the loan program provides loans to local educational
agencies and non-public schools to control detected asbestos
hazards. While the statute of limitations defense is not
ot-inarily applicable against a state when it is suing in its
.sovereign capacity, local public school districts are generally
not entitled to assert such an immunity. See, e.g., 51 Am.
Jur. 2d Limitation Of, Actions, SS416, 421 (1970); Bd. of Educ.
Sch. Dist 16 v. Standardt, 60 NM. 543, 549, 458 P.2d 795, 801
(1969); Annot., 98 A.L.R. 1221. Accordingly; if the United
States brought suit under the Act on behalf of a local public
school aistrict, in most cases it would not likely be able to
assert a state sovereign immunity bar against a statute of
limitation defense. On the other hanu, the presence of a
situation in which the United States may be viewed to be suing
on benalf of a state, may result in a different outcome.

s
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Further it must be );ept in mind that different, ire

appropriate and more favorable principles may apply to

restitution claims than apply to products liability claims

(strict liability, negligence, and implied warranty). The

limitation principles applicable to restitution claims"have

already been discussed, because they are too intertwined with

the substantive principles of restitution to be separated. LW

As discussed below, both state statutes of limitation as

well as the general federal statutes of limitations governing

tort and contract actions, 28 U.S.C. S52415, 2416, would

control timeliness of suit under the Asbestos Act by the United

.

States. The--Unttid-Stitae-would-have the-reci ient's

behalf prior to the running of the applicable state statutes of

limitations, since once a--recipienes suit- is_time=barred under

the state statutes of limitation, suit by the United States on

behalf othe recipient would likewise be time-barred. If,

however, ssignment of a cecipient's claim to the United States

is timely made, timeliness of suit by the United States would,

then be governed by the federal statute of limitation,

28 U.S.C. S2415.

See Section II A 3 supra.
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A. APplication'Of 28 U.S..C. 52415 To
Suit by the United States

The general\rule is that neither state statutes of

limitations nor state lathes principles apply to suits brow

by the federal government. Prior to 1966 and the passage of 2

U.S.C. 5i.2415, 2416, there was no general federal stat

limitations governing tort and contract actions brought by the

federal government. Section 2415 now applies to all contract

'a:rid tort actions, whether independent or derivative, brought by

the r\lilltd States in the federal courts. But SWction 2415

applies in'oifferent ways, depending upon whether the govern-

ment's suit is an independent action or a derivative action.

117rr"A-S3Y=t-h;r---itnitecl--S-tatres-Is_ An_
Independent Action, State Statutes Of
Limitation Do not Apply, Only 28 U.S.C.
sA2415, 2416 Govern Timeliness Of Suit

If a suit by6WUnif-Ed-States-is-an-independent action,

then state statutes of limitation have no effect on any,

government suits. Timeliness of suit 'by the united States is

determined solely by 28 U.S.C. S52415, 2416. Thus, timeliness

of an independent suit by the government under the Medical Care

Recovery Act, 42 U.S.C. 52561(a), is governed exclusively by 28

U.S.C. 52415. 281/ Government suit under such circumstances

281/ See, e.q., United States v. Fort Benning
Pistol Club, 387 e.2d 884, 885 (5th Cir. 1967).

212
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is not subject to any state statute of limitations because of

the historic doctrine of sovereign immunity. 282/ Thus, under

the Hedical Care Recovery Act, the federal limitation period

does not begin to run against the government until it has

notice of the debt or has paid it. 283/ Accordingly, if a suit

by the government under the Asbestos At were determined to be

an independent action neither state statutes of limitations nor

lathes would, apply, an0028 U.S.C. 52415 may not begin to run

against the government until after it had made a grant to a

school district, under the accrual rule set forth in 28 U.S.C.

S2416(c).

However, any suit by the United States under the Asbestos

Act would probably be a derivative suit -- since it284/ would

" nbobalfnf_the_recipient" of federal funds against

parties "liable to the recipiCnt," so that a state limitation

period could bar an action by the United States if it expired

prior to the assignment of a claim by the school authority to

the United

/82/ See, e.g., United States v. Cora, 409 F.2d 117 (3rd
Cir. 1969); Annot., 31 A.L.R. Fed. 348 (1977).

283/ See, e.g., United states v. Angel, 470 F. Supp. 934
(E.D. Tenn. 1979).

211/ 20 U.S.C. 3607(a)(1)



2. Since Suit By The United States Under The
Act Would 'rob..bly Be Derivative, Piling Ot
A Complaint Would Suspend The Running Of,
State Statutes Of Limitation If The Claimls
Not Already Time-Barred

Stnce a government suit under the Act would probably be a

derivative suit, state statutes of limitation have to be

considered. 215 /

In a-derivative suit brought by the United States, state

statutes of limitations only apply until the government

acquires the cause of action; where the assignment is timely

made state, statutes of limitation cease to run against the

government.

Where the government acquires a derivative
claim, whether by assignment, subrogation,

A- or by other means,"and that claim is not
then barred by the state statute of
limitations, the state statute ceases to run
against the government at the time of such
acquisition.

This is equally true when the defense of lathes is
raised in a derivative suit brought,by the government.

- When- the, _United_ States sues to enforce a
public right or to protect a public
interest, the defense of lathes is not
available; but whenthe suit, although in
the name ot the United States, is brought
for the benefit of a private person, his
laches-marbeinterposed with like effect as
if he was suing.

United States v. New Orleans Pac. Ry. Co., 248 U.S 567, 518
(1919).

21 4
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United States v. Sellers, 487 F.2d 1268, 1269 (5th Cir.

1973). 286/ But where the state statute of limitations has

run, assignment to the government will not revive the

claim. 287/

Prior to passage of 28 U.S.C. 5241!5, once the United States

had acquired a derivative cause of action before it was

time-barred by,a state statute oelimitation, there was no

.federal statutd>of limitations applicable to the sovereign as

plaintiff. 181/ Section 2415 has now changed this. Section.

2415 was intended to establish a federal statute of limitation

,that would apply to all contract and tort actions brought by

the United Status. Section 2415 now controls timeliness of

independent and'derivative suits brought by the government

2167 , See also United States v. Taylor, 333 F.2d 633, 640
(5th Cir. 1964); United States v. Winter, 319 F. Supp.

.520, 522 (E.D. La. 1970).

222/
See, e.q., 1A, Pt. 2 Hoore's Fed. Pract., 10.321 n. 60

(2d ed. 1980); United States v. Blackmon, 496 F. Supp.

1250, 1251 (E.D. Ark. 1980); United States v. Pall Coro., 367
976 (E.D0.1. 1973) .

221/ See, e.q., Un ed-Ste imignano, 86 F. Supp.

limitations covering such a type of action,
105 (D.tl.J. 1949) (absent a fed,SYst-it4

action by'ttie
-United-States_on r ote acquired from a payee's indorsee six
months after its exe&utiqA was not barren even though suit was

brought 11 years after the acquisition).

2j5
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in federal courts. An important question, however, whenever

the government brings a derivative,, right of action in federal

court, is when does the cause of action a:crue under 28 U.S.C.

$2415. 212/

In United States v. Cardinal, involving a suit brought by

the government on an assigned note, the court held that 28

W.S.C. $2415 "begins to run when,the claim first could have

been sued upon, whether or hot the Government has acquired it

at that time." 290/ In Cardinal, the defendants executed a

promissory note for an improvement to their mobile home, and

the note was assigned to a bank. After failing to make the

required payments, the bank exercised its option to accelerate

payment and thereafter assigned the note to the FHA, which

filed suit to recover the payments. The government's action

was brought within six years Of the date the option to

accelerate was exercised and within six years of the date the

government acquired the note, but more than six years after the

last payment on the note had been made. The government

contended it had no legal interest in the claim prior to

211.21/ AcCause of action accrues on the date the right to
institute and maintain a suit first arises. See note

307, infra.

'1".
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the assignment, and 28 U.S.C. 52415 only applied when the

government acquired the note, at which time the statute began

to run. The defendant contended that the cause of action

accrued when he aefaulted. The court agreed with the

,gOvernment's contention that 52415 dais notoapply to a

derivative cause of action until the government has been

assignee the right to sue, but after carefully reviewing the

legislative history of 52415, the court held that the

government's derivative cause of action under 52415 accrued

(toder VerMontlaw) when the prior holder invoked the

acceleration clause in the note and demanded payment of the

.balance4ue. Accord, United States v. Blackmon. 291/

If the Cardinal aid Blackmon decisions are followed,

28 U.S.C. 52415 would begin to run against the government on a

derivative claiP acquired under the Asbestos Act, not at the

time the government acquires the claim (presumably when the

government makes a loan or grant), bUt at-the time the

recipient first could have sued upon the claim.

B. State Statutes Of Limitation

1. Generally

Since any suit broOht by the United Stat.es u

Asbestos AcE would probably be a derivativ claim, as already

291/ 496 F. Supp, 1250 (C.O. Ark. 1980).

4
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discussed, if the applicable state statutes of limitation have

already run against a school district, assignment of the claim

to the 'government would not at to revive it. Thus, in each

and every situation 4here the government makes a grant and/or
.

.-
0

loan under the Asbestos School 113zara Act and considers

bringing suit, there will ha an issue of whether the recipient

. school district's claim was barred under the applicable state

statutes of limitation before the claim was ossigned to the

fedeial governmont.

1

Accordingly, an overview of typical state statute of

limitation issues likely to be er.1.5pcAered, follows..

'Besides traditional statutes of limitation some

jurisdictions also have ppecial statutes-that impose str

...

time limitations within which actions against archit cts

builders and other persons involved in building consiruMfion

must be commenced. 292/ In most of these )orisdictionS these

special construction statutes of limitation act to bar it

against the partiee pebtected after a specified period of time .a

.- .:

. .

following completion of construction. Bowpverl these statutes

.

'

. .

usually do not shield manufacturers.

arther: some jurisdictions have also enacted or are
. 1

considering enacting special product liability statutes of

292/ sal pp. 221-224 infra.

I
218
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limitation that are intended to terminate a manufacturer's,

liatiilityafter la4Z6,-of.a specified period of time after

.the' first' Bake °of ktst; intendek use of Elle product.

Thus, in mbst Casej, in considering the feI asibility ofsuit

.regarding asbcstos,scool hazards, attention will have to,be

.given to a nazi= ciffprqnt statutbes of limitation:- Ill/
2

_tic'firtt consider application of the traditional statut'4,,of
o

and'in particular their aOplicatiOn in,daszi

ifilvolvtng cla1ms'tor defective bbilding construction; and then

application of Ehc special construction and product liability
.

statutes °VI-limitation.

2. Defective Sul/dine Construction Limitations

StatUtei:Of liiiitation are bascd,oh,public pdlicy

considerations. ay Their purpose is to protect defendants

tropthe,thiiit,of stale and Spebious claims-where

Some school districts have already taken action to
correct asbestos hazards existing in their schools,

giving rise.to additional limitations issues.

-1.21/
"Statute%of limitation. find their justificiEloii ii
necessity and convenience rather than logic. . . They

are by definition arbitraiy, and,-theiroperation does not
giscriminatebotweca the just and unjust claim, or the avoidable

and unavoldablo4delay. . . . They represent a public policy- about

the privilege to litigate. . . ." Chase Sec. Corp. v. Donaldson,

325 U.S. 304, 314 (1945).. See Statutes of Limitations,
'Develoomcnts inthe Lau, 63 HARV. L. REV. al77 (1950).

4
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'evidence has been lost, memories have faded and witnesses have

disappeared or died." 221/

The statutory laws of each state'normally include a wide

variety of different statutes of limitation. any states have

separate statutes of limitation for tort actions and for

contract actions. 296/ In a few states, there is a-general or

"catch-all" statute of limitation, which, except for a few

1Spegified types of action (governed by their own statutes of r
1 ,

16nitation), applies to all civil actions. 297/

The 9nifori7Commercial Code (U.C.C.), now adopted by all of

the states (except for Louisiana), contains its own 4-year

-statute of limitation. 298/ .

211/
B

Order of R.R. Telegraphers v. Ry. Express Agency,
321 U.S. 342, 349 (1944).

296/ Hogligence and contract statutes
--variqu;-states are summarized in

(CCH) 13420 et ieg; and ?ti 8 Martindale -Hu
Las/ Digests (1981).

222/ ale, e.g., Me. Rev. Stat. Ann. 19
H.t. Cent. Code, S28-01-16; Hiss.

all 6,icar statutes.

a

-52 w-725-of the Uniform Commercia
part:

1.

of limitation in the
Prod. Liab. Rep.
bbell Law Directory,

64, tit. 14, 5752;
Code Ann. 515-1-49;

1-Code-provides in

An action for breach of any contract for sale
must be commenced within four years after the
cause of action has accrued. . . .

(Footnote continued on next page)

J.
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Which type of statute of limitation governs-timeliness of

suit in any particular case depends upon a_number,ef factors,

including the jurisdiction, the particular defendants, the

,legal theories under which suit iS brought, and the precise

nature of the injury.

a. Application

Where defective building construction occurs, the cause may

be attributable to the acts of one or more of a number of-
,

jaersons normally involved in the typical building or

construction project, e.g., architects, building or

construction engineers, general contractors, subcontractors,

and building material manufacturers. It is,-therefore not

uncommon in suits brought by building owners for damages for '

221/ (Footnote continued from previous page)

2. A cause of action accrues whin the-breach-occurs,
regardless of the aggrieved party's lack of
knowledge of the breach. A breach of warranty
occurs when tender of delivery is made, except
that +Acre a warranty explicitly extends to
future performance of the goods and discovery of

Ehe bree-eh must await th-e- time of such '

performance, the cause of action accrues when the
breach is or should have been discovered.

Some states, such as South Carolina and Hississippi,
have provided a period of six years instead of four years.

0

22;
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defective building,constructi, to include as defendants

everyone 4nvoiNied in the construction project. .j/ 'However,'

the two cases the Department is aware of pertaining to asbestos

school haiaids, have been confined to manufacturers.

In determining which types of statutes of limitations apply

in suits involving clailas for defective construction, a review

of the cases shows there is no simple formula that will apply

in all jurisdictions. 300/ In some instances selection of the

appropriate statutes can be quite complex. AI/

In private suits involving' claims for defective

construction, where suit is brought against the architect

and/or general contractor in tort and.for breach of contract

and there are separate tort and contract statutes of

222/ See, e.q., Little Rock Sch. Dist. of Pulaski City v.
Celotex Corp., 264 Ark. 757, 574 S.W. 2d 669 (1979)1

Grand Island Sch. Dist. v. Celotex Corp., 203 Neb. 559, 279
N.W. 2d 603 (1979); south3tDist. v. Goodrich,
135 Vt. 601, 382 A.2d 220 (1977) (school districts brought
actions against architects, general contractors, roofing
subcontractors, and manufacturers of roofing materials to
recover damages for defective roofs).

Annot. 1.A.L.R. 3d 914 (1965).

221/ See, 9.24, Securities-Intermountain, Inc. v. Sunset
Fuel Co., 289 Or. 243,.611 P.2d 1158, 1159 (1980).

(Court had to Consider and select trom 3 possibly applicable
statutes).

222
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lffaitatiOn, both statuteS may be applicable. 302/ Sn some

jurisdictions,-inalbding,..,of course, those having a general or

'catch-all" statute, the same statute of limitations governS

both. the tort claim,and the breach of contract claim; 303/

although different accrual times nay apply. 304/ It is not the

general rule in construction cases, however, that where ther.1

iiYone statute of limitation for Contracts and another
.

MY See, e.q., Regents of Univ. of Calif. v. Hartford
Accident 6 Indem. Co:, 21 Cal. 3d,624, 630, 147 Cal.

Rptr. 4861 489, 581 P.23,197, 200 (1978); Grand Island Sch.

D Dist. v.,Celotex Corp., 203 Neb. 559, 562, 279 N.N. 2d 603, 606

(1979); Sears, Roebuck 6 Co. V. Enco Assocs., Inc., 43 N.Y. 2d

?389, 401 S.Y.S, 2d 767, 372 N.E. 2d 555 (3977).

21/ See, e.m..;,*lardo v: Guido DeAscanii 6 Sons, Inc., 254
A.2d 254 (Del. Super. Ct. 1969); Bd. of duc. of H.S.

Dist. No. 88 v. JOsenh J. Duffy Co., 97 Ill. 'App. 2d 158, 240

N.B.5,2d 5 (App. Ct. 1968),Golaen
Grain Macaroni Co. V. Elefstad

4.Eng'r Co.; Inc., 45 I11. App. 3d 77, 358 N:E. 2d 1295 (App. Ct.

1976). U.T. Reed Constr. Co. v. Jackson, Plating Co., 222 So.

24,838 (Hiss. 1969); South Burlington Sch. Dist. v. Goodrich,

135 Vt. 601, 382 A.2d 220 (1977); Union Sch. Dist. Ho. 20 v.

Leach; 134 Vt. 424, 365 A.2d 508 (1976).
ey

291/ See, e.q., Hardo v. Guido DeAscanis & Sons, Inc.; 254

254 (Del. Super Ct. 1969).

In (total Structures Corp. v. Plains Textiles, Inc.-,

470 S.W. 2d 93 (Tex. Civ. App. 1971), the same tort statute of

limitations governed a building owner's suit for negligence and

in strict liability in tort for breach of implied warranty

,against a steel manufacturer for damages for collapse of a

roof. However, the accrual periods for each count were

'different.
o

223



for tort, either of them is universally applicable to the

exclusion of,the other. 201/

I number of jurisdictions have statutes of limitation that

specifically refer to injuries to real property,' which are

often applied to actions for damages for defective,
.

construction. ms/ In some of these jurisdiCtions these

Al/ Annot:, 1 A.L.R. 3d 914, 916 (1965). See, e.g., Grand
Island Sch. Dist. v. Celotex Coro., 203 Neb. 55(,) 564,

279 N.H. 2d-603, 606 (1979) (several statutes governed where
school district brought suit to recover damages resulting from
leaky roof installed sn junior high school against architect,
general contractor, roofing subcontractor, and roofing systems
manufactbrer. In. Sears Roebuck 6 Co. v. Enco Assocs., Inc.,
43 N.Y. 2d 389, 401 N.Y.S. 2d 767, 372 N.E.-2d 555 (1977), the
"Court of Appeals of New York held that where there was a
contract between owner and architects, had suit been commenced
within the three-year period applicable to tort,claims, the
owner would hbve"been free to elect to sue in contract or in
tort as he saw fit. However, where suit was brought after the
tort statute of limitations had run, but within the six-year
contract' statute of limitation period, the owner could recover
contract damages for breach of contract, but could not recover
damages allowable in tort but not in contract. See also,
Securities-Intermountain, Inc. v. Sunset Fuel Co., 289 Or. 243,
611 P.2d 1158, 1187 (1980). But cf. Va. Military Inst. v.
King, 217.Va. 751, 232 3.E. 2d 895 (1977) (action for
negligence of architectural firm, while sounding in tort, is an
action for breach of contract and thus governed by contract
statute of limitations).

jaq/ See, e.g., D.C. Armory ad. v. Volkert, 402 F.2d 215
(D.C. Cir. 1968); ,corvette, Div. of Spartan' Indus.. v.

Esko Roof. Co., 38 Ill. App. 3d 905, 350 N.E. 2d 10 (App. Ct.
1976); N.C. State Ports Auth. v. L.A. FrY Roof. Co., 294 U.L.
73, 66, 240 S.E. 2d 345, 353 (1978); Southgate Com. Sch. Dist.
v. West Side Constr. Co., 399 Mich. 72, 247 N.W. 2d 884 (1976).

(Footnote Continued on next page)
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statutes are applied r.ven where the defective construction

involves only, deterioration of building material and there.is

no related property damage; 307/.however, in other

jurisdictions these statutes are not considered to govern in

such circumstances. 308/

The courts have had occasion in several construction cases

to considei the applicability of 52-725, the statute of

"limitations of the Uniform Commercial Code. In a number of

cases where suit' was brought against a contractor or

subcontractor, the co,urts have held that 52-725 does not

20-/

a

(FOotnote continued from previous page),

In some cases these statutes may govern regardless of
the legal theoriesupon which the action is brought, see, e.g.,
D.C. Armory Bd., supra, at 219),Williams v. Thompson, 443 S.W.
2d 447 (Tenn. 1969) (3-year statute of limitations for damage
to property applied to action by purchasers against vendor and
builder of residence for defects in construction even though
suit alleged breach of implied warranty in .contract of sale).

222/ 'See, 22, Southgate Com. Sch. Dist. v. West Side
Constr. Co., 399 Mich. 72, 247 !LW. 2d 884 (1976).

See e.g., u.C. State Ports Auth. v. L.A. Fry Roof.
Co., 294 N.C. 73, 86, 240 S.E. 2d 345, 353 (1978).

For a similar distinction involving construction statutes of
repose see notes 338: 339, infra and accompanying text.

225
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apply. 309/ .Uhere, however, a purchase of building materials

-was directly involved, S2-725 has been applied. 2111/ In a suit

betweeg a building owner and a remote manufacturer the SupreMe

309/ See, e.g., Aced v. Hobbs-Sasack Plumbing Co., 55 Cal.
2d 573, 12 Cal. Rptr. 257, 360 P.2d 897, 902 (1961)

(court considered the applicability of the Uniform Sales Act,
predecessor to the Uniform Commeicial Code, and held contract
was one for labor and Materials and was not a contract for
sale, although evidence showed breach of implied warranty of
merchantability). Soonseller v. Ueltebeck, 280 Or.. 361, 570
P.2d 974 (1977) (defective foundation did not involve sale of
goods; special ten-year construction statute of limitations -

governed and barred action); De :tattoo v. Obit°, 233 Pa. Super.
Ct, 339, 336 A.2d 355 (1975) (contract was for construction;
general six-year limitations statute for breach of contract
applied); City of Ringsoort v. SCM Coro., 352 F. Supp. 288

'(E.D., Tenn. 1972) (defective root on school building arose out
of construction contract rather than sales contract; three-year
property damage statute of limitation applied). See also Jones
& Laughlin Steel Coro. v. Johns-Manville Sales Corp., 626 k.2d
280, 290(3d Cir. 1980).

i12) Nassau Roof. 6 Sheet Metal Co. v. Colotex Corp., 74
A.D. 2d 679, 424 U.Y.S. 2d 786 (App. Div. 1980)

(52-725 applicable to suit by contractor against manufacturer
in suit involving defective roofing insulation); De :fatten v.
White, 233 Pa. Super. Ct. 339, 336 A.2d 355 (1975) (52-725
applied to direct purchase by home owner of defective brick
involved in construction suit).

.c In considering whether the U.C.C. applies to a
( ( contract, the determinative question is whether the main

t purpose of the contract is the rendition of services with goods
only incidentally involved, or a sale and purchase of rods
with labor or services only incidentially involved. See e.g.,
Pittsburgh-Dos :felines Steel Co. v. Brockhavan Manor Water Co.,
532-F.2o 572, 580 (7th Cir. 1976)(one million gallon water tank
fabricated by seller at factory and d.livered to construction
site was an.article of "goods" under the Illinois U.C.C.);
Schenectady Steel Co. v. Bruno Trimpoli Gen. Constr. Co., Inc.
43 A.u. 2d 234, 350 U.Y.S. 2d 920 (App. Div. 1974) (contract
which obligated seller to furnish and erect structural steel
was contract for rendition of services, a work, labor, and
materials contract, rather than contract for sale or goods, so
that U.C.C. aid not apply to contract). :

226
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Court of Mob/gen held 311/ that U.C.C. S2-725 was not meant to

apply to actions between consumers and manufacturers who were

never in any commercial relationship or setting, the situation

that will usually exist, between school districts and asbestos

manufacturers. The court held that where the remote defendant'

manufacturers flooetile proved defective, the three-year

statute of limitations governing actions to recover damages for

injuries to property applied. 312/

b. hccrual

Because of the substantial period ot time that has elapsed

since asbestos was last used in the nation's schools, the more

impociant issue is not the length of a particular limitation

.-311/ Southgate Com. Sch. Dist. v. Uest Side Constf. CO.,

,399 .Itch. 72, 247 0.1. 2d 884, (1976).

0312/ Tennessee has by statute abolished any requirement for

privity in all causes of action for personal injury or
property damage brodght on account of negligence, strict

liability or breach of warranty, including actions brought

under the provisions of the U.C.C. Zinn. Coda Ann, S23 -3004.
However, in Curtis v. Murphy Elevator Co., 407 F. Supp. 940

(E.D. Tenn. 1976)1 (suit by building owner against remote
'eleVator manufacturer) the court held that S23-3004 did not

abolish the privity requirement in warranty actions between
busincss,esticiet seeking recovery for commercial losses. But

sec Grand Island Sch. Oist. v. Celotex Coro., 203 acb. 559,

565, 279 a.;). 2d 603, 609 (1979) (cause ot action by school

district against roofing material manufacturer for breach of

implied warranty that roofing system was fit for purpose

intended vas subject to U.C.C. 52-725).

o .
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period, but rather the date the cause of action will be deemed

toAlave_accrued.,212/ In many situations, the answer to this

question may be outcome de-terminstilid. Obviously, if all of

the possible applicable statutes of limitations have early

accrual dates, sat may be bared under any theory of relief.

In mast jurisdictions a right of action on a contract,

accrueswhen'there is a breach -- the time of delivery in a

sales t.r.insaction -- even though damage does not occur until

later. 311/

212/.' A statute of limitation begins to run when the cause
of action accrues. A cause of action accrues on the

date the right Eo institute and maintain a suit first arises.
See, e.q,, Rosenau v. City of New Brunswick, 51 U.J. 130, 137,
238 A.2d 169, 172 (1963). In some instances the statute of
limitations may state when the cause of action accrues. 'Absent
such a statutory provision, however, the time of accrual is for
judicial determination. See, C.Q., Raymond v. Eli Lilly & Co.,
117 N.H. 164, 167, 371 A.2d 170, 172 (1977). Mile tort
statutes of limitation usually allow a shorter period of time
within which to bring suit after the cause of actii.n begins to
tun, this doesn't necessarily mean that a plaintiff will always
have more time to file suit if he goes forward on a contract
the sty. In many 'jurisdictions toe cause of action accrues,
i.e. the statute of limitation begins to run, at an earlier
date in a contract action than it does in a tort action. Thus,
inEverhart v. Rich's, Inc., 229 Ga. 798, 194 S.E. 2d 425
(1973); 128 Ga. App. 319, 196 S.E. 2d 475, the court held that
while the buyer's breach of warranty cause of action was
time-barred because the relevant statute of limitations accrued
at the time the goods were sold, the negligence claim was not
necessarily barred because .that statute did not begin to run
until an ascertainable in)ury was sustained.

18 Oilliston On Contracts, Third Ed. 52021A; 51 Am
Jur. 2d Limitation of Actions c126 (1970).

22°
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'Zn most states, absent fraud or concealment by the defendant,

ilnoranceby a plaintiff of his rights or of the facts upon

which his rights are based is usually not held to prevent the

running Gf a contract statutc_of limitations. However, in some

states in certain special cases ignorance is a ground for

suspending-the statutory periOd until the injured,party knew or

should have known of the operative facts. Thus, in a feu

jurisdictions, the statute of limitations commences to run on a

warranty claim when the buyer discovers or should have

discovered the injury. In other jurisdictions, the warranty is

viewed as being prospective, in that it is broken only when

harm is caused by its breach. 115./

The statute of limitations of the U.C.C., 92-725, confirms

the general contract rule, although it recognizes the exception

that where a warranty explicitly extends to future performance,

discovery of the breach must await the time when the breach is

or should have been discoyered. 316/

All/ 18 Williston On Contracts, Third Ed. 92025C; see,
czs., Hens droners, Inc. v. Evans, 420 P.2d 477, 482

(Okla. 1966) .

316/ Sec, supra note 292.

In deciding whether a warr...,ty has been explicitly
extended to future performance the courts have definoi
"explicitly" to mean not being merely implied, but distinctly
seated. see, e.g., Jones E. LaugSlIn Steel Corp. v.
Johns-nanvIlle Salas Corn., 626 F.2d 280, 291 (3d. Cir. 1980).

229
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Where suit is brought in tort there are at least four

points in time at which tne cause of action may be considered

to have accrued: (1) when the defendant breaches a duty; (2)

when the plaintiff suffers an injury:_ (3) when the Aaintiff

becomes aware of his injury; and (4) when the plaintiff

discovers the causal relationship between his harm and the

-- defendant's Misconduct. 212/ In many tort cuss these events

will occur simultaneously and the moment of accrual is easily

determinable. 318/ However in many situations, including the

asbestos school hazards, there is considerable delay between

the breach of duty and the resultant injury or plaintifi's

discovery of his injury. This delay also occurs in

2.1.2/
IlaYnond v. Eli Lill,' Co., 117 N.H. 164, 168, 371 A.2d
170: 172 (1977).

318/ Uhere recovery has been sought under the theory of
strict liability in tort, the courts have applied

statutes of limitations relating to breach of warranty, i.e.,
contract or U.C.C. ttatutes,of limitation, or statutes of
limitations governing negligence actions. This confusion has
arisen because two theories, warranty and tort, have been
relied upon by the courts in imposing strict liability for
injuries caused by defective products. ((bile -contract statutes
of limitations may in some cases offer a significant benefit to
plaintiffs-tecause they-pernit-a long:r period of time within
which to tile suit, such statutes may prove to be a
disadvantage because a breach of implied warranty is generally
regarded az occurring at the 'time of sale or delivery of .the
product causing injury.

In -the majority of jurisdictions todx, however, tort
statutes of limitation are applied to suits L.sed on the theory
of strict liability in tort. See, e.g., Annot., 91 A.L.R. 3u
455 (1979): Kimble and Lecher, Products Liability 5294 (1979).

2,3
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cases involving food and drugs, ProfessionalmalpraCt.-a, and

the construction of improvements to real property. delay

is critical in the case of the asbestos hazards, since most

acti:ms would be barred if the applicable statutes started

running at the time the products were delivCrad :- between nine

and thirty-fide years ago. 212/ In many jurisdictions, the

'discovery rule' is applied.in such situations; that is, the

statjte of limitation begins to run only when the injured party

discovers, or in the exercise of reasonable diligence, should

have discovered that damage or injury has occurred. The

'discovery rule" has found particular application in medical

malpractice and product liability suits, where it is usual for

substantial periods of time to elaiise between medical treatment

or exposure to a product and subsequent manifestation of

disease or injury. 320/ In particular, the discovery

212/ However, the accrual date of a sort cause of action
based on failure to recall whe the danger became

obvious, would b2 more recant.

320/ For asgeneral discussion of e. doctrine and its
application in products liability and environmental

sults sae Birnbaum, fatutat of t1111-taqi6ric lb En1.1rmnmentz1-
Suits- T,1 Oiscovary hula Auaroact, 1 Trial 38 (April 1980);
Birnbaum "First 0r,,,th's" Llnt (11c1: he Dir.covarl_Rula in
products Liability Casas, 13 eorum 279 (Special Issue, Jct.
1977) Annot., 1 A.L.R. Ats 117 (1900).

The discovery rule has also aen applied in
non-medical professional malpractice .uits. See cases
collected in CA.tyot Aurora-v. Bechte Cor 599 F. 2d 382,
388 (10th Cir. 1979) and Cates Rubber Co. v. USA Coro., 508
F.2d CO3, 610 n.16 (7th Cir. 1975).



rule has been applied in the overwhelming majority oC the o

asbestos personal injury cases. 321/

The "discovery rule" has been applied in a numbex of

jurisdictions in suits involving claims for defective

; construCtLon, even where suit' is brought for breach of

contract. 322/ In Illinois: although there is no

0

321/ See Insurance Co. of HciF111 Amarica v. Forty Einht
Insulations, Inc., 633 F.2d 1212, 1220 n.13 (6th Cir.

1980).

222/ See, 2,9, Aced v. Hobbs-Sesack Plumbing Co., 55 Cal.
2d 573, 12 Cal. Rptr. 257, 360 P.2d 897 (1961) (breach

of contract of an implied warranty); City of Aurora v. 3echtel
lorra., 599 F.2d 382 (10th Cir. 1979) (construing Colo. Lew)
(professional malpractice suit against architect-engineeY);
Chrischilles v. Griswold, 260 Iowa 453,'150 N.U. 2d 94 (1967)
(negligence suit against architect); Steelworkers Holdinq Co.
v. Henefee, 255 Hd. 440, 258 A.2d 177 (1969) (negligence suit
against architect and general contractor); Southgate Com. Sch.
Dist. V. West Side Constr. Co.. 399 itich..72, 247 a.W. 2d 884
(1976) (products liability suit against remote manufacturer);
Grand Island Sch. Dist.,.v. Celotex Coro., 2C3 Neb. 559, 279
N.W. 2d 603 (1979) (applicable to tort action against architect
and general contractor); A.J. Aberman, Inc. v. Funk 81dq.
Corp., Pa. Super. Ct. , 420 A.2d 594 (1980). The
discovery iaa has also bean applied in construction cases
involving injuries to third parties. See, e.e., Totten v.
Gruzen, 52 N.J. 202, 245 A.2d 1 (1968) (negligence suit by
iTITTZpa4ty for damages for personal injury against architects,,
heating contractor, general contractor, and public housing
authority).

It should be noted,that in Grand Island, nuora, the
school district also brought suit against the roofing system
manufacturer for: (1) breach of an implied warranty that the
roofing syste4 was fit for Ehe purpose intended, and (2) on the
ground that the manufacturer was negligent in manufacturing,
testing and marreting the roofing 6aeerials. The Court held

.
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4

# al zencompatsingAsCovery. fule, 323/ in recent cases involving
, . ,. :

,defectqe4cebstruction.claims, the conrts.ha been

applying a "balancing :tet"-, i.e., the "discover rule" applies

whrO thh paatap of ti' would not greatly increase the

Avcoplems of proof .nor increase.the-dangers of false, frivoloys,

fcaudtilent,tor:skcillative 324/.

Tro-weVicir, the accrtiza latelor,a,c-aue of action-for-
r

architectural malptactice depends in some situations upon the '

*1

.! nature of thOliegedtortioueconduet. Thus, where the

tortioudontiuet I. alleged to be negligent an ipPropar
4,

ikootnote cbntinued from previous page)
that nuitwas-barted against the-manufactorer under

S2-725 of the U.C.C.4 since suit was not brought within 4 years
'of'Aelivery.. As to -the negligence,Count, 4014 Court held it
only stated a cause .of action for ordinary negligence and did
not fall within,the category of causes to which the discovery
rule was app2icabl under Debraski's construction statute of

,- libitations, and Lt was-therefore goVerned by the 4-year
statute Of, ilmitations for tort actions-which ran from date of
abcrual-i614:',not from-date of its later discovery.

Gates Rubber Co. v. usn Corp. 508 P.2d 603 (7th Cir.
,: 1975).

321/ See, 21.2L, Goldentrain nacaroni Co. v. Klefstal Ertg'r
. , Co., Inc., 45 111. App. 30 77, 358 N.E. 2d L295 (App.

Ct. 1976); Korvette, Div. of Spartan Indus. v. er,t2,3
38 Ill. App. 34 505, 350 a.E. 2d 10 (App. Ct. 1976); Soc. of
,ft. Car miq v. Fox, 31 411. App. 3d 1060, 335 U.E, 2d 588
(1975).

t
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design, it has been held that. the cause of...action accrues when

the plans are finally apprOved. 325/

Is many jurisdictions where suit is brought in tort seeking

dathages for defective construction, the cause of action accrues

at the rime construction is completed, 326/ while in other

222, See, e.g., City of Newark v. Edward H. Richardson
Ass'n,375 A.2d 475 (pal. Super. Ct. 1977 (cause of . ,

action for damages caused by collapse of.drainage ditch accrued
when defeCtive design presented); Wellston Co. v. Sam N.
Hodges, Jr. & Co., 114 Ga. App. 424, 161 S.E. 2d 481 (Ct. APP.
1966) (alleged negligent design and construction or building in
and of itself constituted a legal injury and right of action
accrued at time of the acts); Va. Nilitary Inst. v. King., 217
Va. 754- 232 S.E. 2d 895 (1977) (action for negligent and
improper design of building against architects governed by
contract Atatute of limitations; cause of action accrued when
defective piano for building were finally approved), Fed.
Reserve Sank of Richnond v. Wright, 392 F. Supp. 1120 (E.D. Va.
1975) (cause or action for breach of architect's obligation to
exercise reasonable skills, ability and judgment in preparation
of plans accrued on date defective ?lans delivered); HcClorkey
C Co. Inc. v. Wright, 363 F. Supp. 223 (E.D. Va. 1973); (cause

.,kof action for breach o c. t's duty to provide ptoper
\plans accru( at near of deft e plans; contract statute of
limitati applied). Sec generally Annot. 90 A.L.R. 3d 507
11979)

.326/ Wellston Co. v. Sam U. Hodges, Inc., 114 Ga. App. 424,
151.1.E. 2d 481 (Ct. App. 1966); A.T. Rood Constr. Co.

v. Ja kson Platin3 Co., 2 2 So.2d 838 (lliss. 1969) (cause of
actio for defective roo accrued no later than date of
comple Valh. delivery f building); Sears, Roebuck & Cq. v.
Enco Ass...01-1/ Inc., .13'N Y. 2d 389, 401 0.YeS. 2d 767, 372 N.C.
2d 555 (1977); Wills v. lack and Oast Architects, 344 P.2d
581 (Okla. 1959) (cause of action against architects for
failure to eiercisb professional 51.11 and care in oerforning
services under contract aCC[U,O at tiny building was completed
and accepted, tort statute of limitation apparintly governed).

3
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jurisdictions the cause ot action accrues at the time of, the

resulting injury. 327/

Similarly, where a breach of contract action ic brought, in

many jurisdictions.the.cause of action accrues at the time of

the breach, viz., no later than completion of construction. 328/

327/ Nardo v. Guido DeAscanis & Sons, Inc., 254 A.2d 254
.0 "(De/. Super. Ct. 1969) (tort action accred at the

..,,:timre,of injury resulting from defendant's negligence in
improperly installing roof rafters); Crawford v. Shepherd, 86
Wisc. 2d 362, 272 N.U. 2d'401 (Ct. App.. 1978) (in action for

:0 architectural negligence cause of actionlacgan to run on the
da66of injury not on date of negligence; roof began to rot
'several years after alleged.negligent.constructiod).

liar an interesting example showing bow different
accrualvtimes are applied in construction cases having
different plaintiff-defendant relationships but essentially the
sane Operative facts, compare Wellston Co. V. Sam W. Hodes,
4Gr.- & Co., 114 Ga. App. 424. 151 S.E. 2d 481 (Ct. App. 1966)
with Hunt v. Star Photo Finishing Co., 115 Ga. App. 1, 153 S.E.
2d.-602 (Ct. App. 1967), Both cases involved the collapse of
the same type of root, in different buildings where the roofs
were negligently designed by the same architect-enginear. in
Wellston, where the building owner sued, the statute of
!limitations began to run, not when the roof collapsed, but when
the building was constructed. In Hunt, where a lessee sued for
damages suffered to his pc:3°nel property,- the statute of
rimitations began to run when the root of the second building
later collapsed.

224/ Nardo v. Guido DeAsdanis, 254 A.2d 254, :(Del. Super.
Ct; 1969) (contract action accrued when roof rafters

improperly installed); Roberts v. Richard a Sons, Inc., 113
N.H. 154, 304 A.2d 364 (1973) (count in tort alleging negligent

. performance of building contract and claiming as damages costs
of remedying defeats wassin reality action for breach of
!Contract and cause of action for breach of contract accrued
when building was complete and not when defects were later
discovered); Sears, Roebuck a Co. v. Enco Assocs., Inc., 43
W.Y. 2d 389, 401 o.a.S. 2d 767, 372 N.U. 2d 555 (4977);

(Footnote continued on next page)
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In (fetal Structures Corp. v. Plains Textiles, Inc., 329/ a

building owner brought suit for damages in negligence and

strict liability for breach of implied warranty against a

remote steel manufacturer whose steel frames were used in the
o

construction of plaintiff's building. One of the steel frames

4ailed and part of the root collapsed. The court held that a

_two-year statute of limitations applied to both counts with,

however, different accrual periods applying to each count. The

cause of,action based on negligence accrued at the tice of

installation of ,the oefective steel frames, while the cause of

action for breach of implied warranty accrued when the buyer

discovered, or In the exercise of ordinary care should have

discovered the injury. 330/

328/ [Footnote continued from previous page]
State Ports Auth. v."L.A. Fry Roof. Co., 294 N.C. 73,

240 S.E. 2d 345 (1978) (new construction statute of limita-
tions, however, adopts discovery rule where defect is not

readily apparent at time of origin); 21,2p11. a'DoWd, 454 S.U.

2d 845 (tex. div. App. 1970) (cause of action to recover
damages for failure to construct relidence with number of

foundation piers specified in plans and specifications accrued

at time of construction); Va. fixlitary_Irt. v..Kinn, 217 Va.

751, 232 S.E. 2d 695 (1977) (breach of contractual duty to
supervise construction accrued at time of construction), see
also le:. Reserv- Sank of Richmon1 v. iri ht, 392 F. Supp. 1120

(E:0. Va. 1975).

In Vermont, the rule is the same under the six -[ear

statute of limitations which is applicable to both tort and

contract actions. South Burlington S:h. Dist. v. GJodrizh, 135

Vt. 601, 382 A.29 220 (1977); union 3dh. Jict. U0. 20 v. Latch,

134 Vt 424, 365 A.2d 508 (1976).

329/ 470.9.0. 26 93 (Vex. Civ. 1971).

330/ The court spoke of there being a "sale" between the

re410te manutacturc:r anu the owner; however, Crum the

opinion it is not clear if there indeed was a direct sale.

236.



-P In general, however, it should be possible to argue that

logically, a tort cause of action predicated on failure to warn

6does not accrue until the cle;act, which should have been the

subject of warning, manifests itself. In other Words, a school

aistrict's strict liability anti negligence claims predicated;on

the failure of asbestos ilanufacturzrs to warn of the dangers of

asbestos. fibers should not he held to have accrued until the

school district learned, or should have le?rned, of the danger.

Further, under, certain circumstances the statute of

limitation may be tolled. Thus, where there is a fraudulent
4-

concealment or misrepresentation of facts giving rise to a

cause of bction, or where the gist of at action is fraud
r ,

concealed from plaintiff, the statute of limitations does not

commence to run until discovery of the wrong or of facts

plicing one on notice of the wrong. 331/ The fraud or

misrepresentation, however, must be intentional and affirmative

in nature and intended to-prevent discovery of facts giving

rise to a cause of action. Gerqrally, where the defendant owes

221/ see, eot,
329, 337

Deceit 55405-407

Gatqts Rubber
(S.D 111.

(1968); 51

Co. v. US Coro., 351 F. Sup?.
1972) ; 37 An. Jur. 2d Fraud and

Am. Jur. 2d 1.1^litation of 4ct:ons
3147 rr970).

1
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no duty to disclose, mere silence or failure to disclose a fact

will not constitute fraudulent conCealment. 222/

Special Statutes. Cif Limitation Governing
Construction Litigation

In addition to the traditional statutes of limitation; more

than forty jurisdictions have special statutes of limitation

governing suits involving defective design and construction

claims. 221/ Host of these statutes, however, do not insulate

anufacturers. The main purpose of the statutes is

2-13/
See, Laz, Gates Rubber Co. v. USA Coro., 351 F. SUP?.

329, 337 (S.D.I11, 1972); dards. v. Guido DeAscanis s

Sons Inc, 254 A.2d 254 (Del. Super. Ct. 1969); 51 A. Jur. 2d

Limitations ot Actions 55147-149 (1970). In some jurisdictions

where efforts are made by defendants to repair defects, the
statute°is also tolled so long as representations are made that

the repairs will be sufficient to cure the defects. Sec,

Little Rock Sch. Dist, V. Celotex Coip., 254 Ark. 757, 574 S.W.

2d 663 (1975); aeeks v. Slavik Builders Inc., 24 Aich. A92.

621, 18041).Q. 2d 503, aff'd 384 MO. 257, 131 N.U. 2d 271

(1970) (six-year statute of limitation began to run from tie

it was determined that repairs would not correct leaking roof,

not from time roof first began to leak), There are cases to

the contrary, however. See discussion and cases collected in

A.J. Aberman, Inc, v. Funk Bldg. Coro., Pa. Super.

Ct. , at , 420 A.2d 594 at 602 (1980).

333/ For a general discussion and list of these special

statutes of limitation see: ColTent, Limitation of

Action Statutes for Architects an1 3uildern-31ueeTints tar

Non-action, 18 CAi9. U.L. REV. 361 (19(,5); R.D7.irs, Tit!

Constitutionality lz Alaha'a's Statlite of LI-Ittations'for

Construction Lineation: the Lvi,lature Strtk,Js foainf 11

, Ciii. U. RLV. 1 (1980); LG1lIns, CIlltatIon 1, A:tIon.-tatutcs

for Atchitcets and Butldors-An exwilnatton of :onctitn-

tionallty, 29 Fed 'n Ins. Count. C 41 (1978); Knap2 142, Jr.,

Application of 3pacta1 Statutes of !Amite:ions Concerning

Desiin anJ cxintruction, 23 3. LOU!., L.J. 351 (1979). .ce

also Annot., 93 A.L.R. 31 1242: (1)79).

4
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to impose a tide limitation beyond which suit relating to a

design or construction claim cannot be brought against

architects and builders. 334/ California distinguishes between

claims based upon patent deficiencies and latent deficienciesr

for the,former there is a four-year limitation period, for the

latter a ten-year period. an/
4

The persons protected by these statutes varies from

jurisdiction to jurisdiction. The Supreme Court of California

has recently held that sureties are not included within the

protection of California's 10-year construction statute; 216/

however, a New Jersey court has held to the contrary with,

regard"toNew Jersey'scounterpart statute. 212/ In some

jurisdictions protection under the statutes 'is

214/ See, e.g., W.J. Stat. Ann. 52A:14-1.1 (West) (no
action whether in contract, tort, or otherwise to

"recover damages for any deficiency in the design, planning,
supervision, or construction of an ipprgvement to real property
shall be brought more than 10 years after the performance of
services and construction). Statutes of limitation that run
from the date of a specific defendant's act, rather than from
the time a plaintiff's cause of action accrues, are often
characterized as statutes of repose.

335/ Cal. Civ. Proc. Code $5331.1, 337.100eering). See, 4

e.g., Ernest W. Hahn, Inc. v. Superior Court, 108 Cal.
App. 30 567, .166 Cal. Rptr. 641 (Ct. App. 1980). A "latent
deficiency" is defined in the California statute as °a
deficiency which ie not apparent by reasonable inspection."

210./ Regents of the Univ. of Calif. v. Hartford Acc.
.

Indem'n Co., 21 Cal. 3d 624, 147 Cal. Rptr. 486, 581
P.2d 197 (1978).

337/ County of Hudson v. Terminal Constr. Corp., '154 U.J:
Super. 264, 381 A.2d 355 (App. Div. 1977).

23D
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spe'cifically limited to certain persons. 338/ Although in most

jurisdictions; architects, engineers, general contractors, and

subcontractors would be protected by these statutes; 339/ it

does not appear that naterialmen, suppliers, and manufacturers'
. -

of material; used in construction would be protected. 340/

In some states these statutes, while fixing a'maximum time

period beyond which suit is barred, also provide a shorter time

period within which an action must be brought following accrual

of the cause of action. 341/ In most states, however, these

statutes are designed to provide a cut-off period beyond.

A ,

221/ Hainel's statute, for instance, only applies to civil
actions against duly licensed or registered architects

or engineers. Me. Rev. Stat. Ann. tit. 14, S752-A (Supp.
1977).

29 Ped'n Ins. Couns. 1.; supia note 327 at 49 and 23
. St. LOUIS L.J. supra note 327 at 353.

5

AAR/ 23 ST. LOUIS L.J., supra note 327 at 354. In Howell
v. Burk, 90 h.m. 688, 568 P.2d 214, 22: (Ct. App.),

cert. denied, 91/N.M. 3, 869 P.2d 413 (1977), the court held
that materDalmen were excluded from protection under t,,e,daw
Mexico statute.,

The Virginia statute expressly exempts manufacturers
from protection. Va. Code S8.01-250 (1977). Exclusion of
certain persona under the statutes has been the basis for
constitutional challenge in a number of jurisdictions. See

note 340 and accompanying text infra.

141/ See, e.g., Me. Rev. Stat. Ann. tit. 14, 57527A (Supp.
1977) (actions for nalprSctice or professional

negligence against licensed architects,or engineers must be
commenced wit4in 4, years of discovery but in no event morethan
10 years after suLstantial c_mpletion of construction contract
or of services performed if construction contract not
involves).
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which no claim involving a defective design or construction can

be brought. 142/ Statutes of ;this type are intended only to

set an outside time limitation beyond which suitmayroot be

..brought. They do not extend the time periods of the

traditional-statutes of limitations that are generally applied

in construction suits; but rather are superimposed on them. 343/

In a number of jurisdictions the courts have held that .

where the construction statute of limitation speaks in terms of

actions for injury to persons or property the statute only

applies to tort suits by third parties against those performing

or furnishing the allegedly defective construction or design,

but does not apply to suits by the owner for damages for

deficiency in the construction itself. 344/ However, in

242/ See, e.g., N.J. Stat. Ann." 2A:14- 1.1 ,(West) (10
years).

11.1/ See, e.g.. Benning Constr. Co. v. Lakeshore Plaza
Enterorises, Inc., 240 Ga. 426, 241 S.E. 2d 184

(1977); O'Connor v.'Altus, 67 N.J. 106, 335 A.2d 545 (1975);
Smith v. American RaUTI-Egr .5'Standard Sanitary Corp., 38 (LC.
App. e57, 248 S.E. 2d 462 (1978); A.J. Aberman, Inc. v. Funk
Aldsjlisrp4, Pa. Sup!r. Ct. 420 A.2d 594 (1980);
Watts v. Putnam County, 525 S.M. 2d 488 (Tenn. 1975); Va.
Military Inst. v. King, 217 Va. 751, 232 S.E. 2d 895 (1977)

344/ See, e.g., Duncan v. Schuster-Graham Homes, Inc 194
Colo. 441, 578 P.2d 637 (1978); Tinhlvn.v. Wic

Fox, Inc.: 195 Colo. 354, 578 P.2d 641 (1979); Kittso CountY
v. Wells, Denbrook & Assoc., Inc., 308 Ginn. 237, 241 d.W. 2d
799 (1976);'Sccurities-Intermountaig,' Inc. v. Sunset ucl Co..
289 Or. 243, 611 P.2d 1158 (1980).

2,1.:
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other jurisdictions, the statute is broadly worded to cover

actions by the owner against those protected by the

statute. 345/

These construction statutes of limitation, or statutes of

repose, have been frequently challenged on constitutional

grounds. At least eight.state^courts have held such statutes

unconstitutional, while at least thirteen others have upheld

such statutes. 346/

4. Special Plioducts Liability Statutes Of
Limitation

Various statutes have boon enacted or proposed in some

jurisdictions to terminate a pioduct mcnufacturer's liability

after the lapse of specified peridds of tine after the product

is first sold Or first used for its intended purpose. 347/

111, See, e.gt,
4
N.J. Stat. Ann. 2A:14-1.1 (West) and Pa:

Stat. Ann. tit. 12 565.1 (Purdon 1977).

See,also Duncan v. Schuster-Graham Homes Inc., 194
Colo. 441, 578 P.2a 637, 640 n.5 (1978).

346/ Alabama, Hawaii, Illinois, Kentucky, Minnesota,
Oklahoma, South Carolina and Wisconsin have declared

their special statutes unconstitutional.

However, Oklahoria, and Wisconsin have reenacted
legislation to cure the constitutional defects.

For a discussion of the constitutionality issues'and
the relevant state citations see supra note 327 11 CUM. L.

REV.; at 16: Collins; and 23 ST. Duos L.J. at 363.

142/ For.a discussion of product liability statutes of
repose sec, :Then The Product Ticks: Products

(rootnote.conttnued on next page)

242
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As with the special construction statutes of limitation

discussed above, some of these product liaoility statutes only

act to impose an outer limit or ceiling upon existing statutes

of limitation. 348 Others, like some of the construction

.statutes ot,limita ion, set two tine periods: one period

within which to brin suit and another beyond which no suit can

be brOught. Thus, in nnecticut, a products liability suit

must be brought within th ee years of discovery of injury, but

no later than eight years f om the purchase date of the

product: 349/

The Illinois statute, on th other hand, applies only to

strict liability actions; 252/ wh le the Colorado statute only

raises a rebuttable presueption of n n-defectiveness where suit

Is brought 10 years after the product s first sold. 351/

2E/ (Footnote continued from previous gage)
Liability and Statutes of Limitations, 11 IND. L. REV.

693 (1978); Statutes of Repose In Products Liability: The
Assault Upon the 2ita3 o1 of Strict Liability, Z3 S.D.L. REV.
149 U978) For a sunnary of product liability .statutes of
limitation and apose soo Prod. Liab. Rep. (CCH);\footnotes to
13420 and 4 Product Liability Trends 388 et. seq.'(1980). See
also the Model Uniform Product Liability Act (dPLA),, reprinted
in 44 Fed. Reg. 62, 714-750 (1979).

148/ See, e.q., Buckner v. GAF Coro., 495 F. Supp. 351, 355
(E.D. Tenn. 1979) '(explaining Tennessee statute).n\ -..- -

242/ Conn. Gen. Stat. Ann. 552-5773 (blest).

350/ Ill. Rev. Stat. ch. 83, S22.2

351/ Colo. Rev. Stat. Ss13-21-401-13-21-405.

24 3
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These statutes have acted to bar suits against

manufacturers filed after the prescribed time periods. 352/

Whether the relatively few product liability statutes of repose

now in effect will-Withstand attack on constitutional grounds

(see p. 227, supra) remains to be'seen.

5. Legislative Extension a,r. Limitation Periods

ibis a well -e-ntablished general-rule-that-as-to-causes, of

action that are not-already time-barred, the legislature has
c

the power to enlarge the period of limitations governing

existing causes of action. 353/ A majority of the cases,

however, are to the effect that the legislagre cannot remove a

statutory bar to.a 1;use of action that has already become

complete. 354/ There are, however, a few cases to the

contrary. 2.5..1/

352/ See, e.g., Buckner v. GAF Corp., 495 F. Supp. 351
- (E.D. Tenn; 1979) (suit for personal injuries

sustained from exposure to asbestos products); Dtanond v. E.R.
Squibb & Sons, Inc., 366 So. 2d 1221 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 1979),/
(suit for injuries caused by drug).

212/ 51 Am. Jr. 2d Limitation Of Actions 540 (1970); 16
C.J.S. Constitutional Law 5266a- (1956); 53 C.J.S.

LimxtatioUs of Actions 52 (1948):,

354/ 51 Am. Jur. 2d Limitation of Actions 5544, 45, 46
(1970).

1

Sec, e.g., Ford Hotor Co. v. Houlton, 511 5.0. 2d 69J
(1974), cert. dented, 419 U.S. 870 (1974), Grand Island Sch.
Dist. v. Celotex Corp., 203 Web. 559, 279 N.W. 2d 603 (1979);
N.C. State Ports Auth. v. L.A. Fry Roof. Co., 294 N.C. 73, 240

S.E. 2o 345, 352 (1978).

355/ See, e.g., Twomey v. Carlton House of Providence,
Inc., 113 R.I. 264, 320 A.21 98 (1974). e.

r
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Limitation Conclusion

As was indicated at the outset, it is not possible.-4 state

definite answers to limitation issues in a generhl survey of

this kind. However, it is appropriate to Observe that under a -

"discovery" or "manifestaticte cause of action accrual rule, a

school district could persuasively contend that tort limitation

periods should not commence to run until the district learned,

or shou have learned, or the danger posed by friable asbestos

products. It nay prove noteworthy in this regard that the

Asbestos School Hazarm Detection and Control Act was not

enacted until June 14, 1900, and only since then have school

districts been directed by competent national authority to

detect asbestos hazards in the schOolL

o"

O
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